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PREFAOE. 

IT has been the object of the author in this little work to 

present a true account of the Diamond Fields near the Vaal 

River, in Southern Africa, together with a statement of the va

rious routes and modes of travel to the mines, including brief 

sketches of objects of interest met with on his journey going 

and returning. 

When it was deter!llined to write a few pages ·on the above 

subject, which was b~gu~ wh!le in Africa, it was thought that 

there was more interest in America concerning the Vaal Fields 

than perhAps there really is, Bnd that any information in refer

ence to them wonld be very acceptable. It was reported at 'the 

II Diggings" in March last that several vessels had arrived from 

the United States at the Cape of Good Hope with mauy pas

'aengers for tlie mines; at one time it was said three hundred 

had landed at Port ]<~lizabeth; at another, one hundred and fil\y 

at Natal; and still at another, over one hundred at Cape Town. 

But those reports must have been untrue or greatly eXB8ger 

ated, as the author met with no such number at any place; yet 

there are many Americans on the Fields, and more were going 

to them from the dift'erent ports in March and April. 

Notwithstanding, the work has been submitted to the public, 

hoping it may prove interesting to the general reader-eap8cially 

with the'addition of a few pages about precioUl Btones, which 
2 
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have been compiled from various authorities and presented in 

a concise form, showing when and where they have been princi

pally found in the different ages of the world j their antiqui,ty, 
preperties, and characteristics, taken from the standard authori

ties on the subject. It is, perhaps, needless to say that the 

author has no interest to promote in this publication, except 
the interest all writers must feel in the success of their labors. 

He has been to the South African Diamond Fields from the 

United States and returned again to the same country, compos
ing his If notes of travel" chiefly on the homeward voyage at 

118&, and all is now submitted to the hands of the reader. 

K. 

. J 
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THE 

DIAMOND FIELDS 
OF 

SOUTH AFRICA. 

OHAPTER I. 

TO ENGLAND. 

IN August, 1870, the first accounts of the discovery 
of diamonds on the banks of the Vaal River, in South 
Africa, were published in the United States. At that 
time, desiring to take a voyage upon the sea, to learn 
more of the world, and to obtain some knowledge of 

. foreign countries by experience and observation, Ire· 
solved, as soon as circumstances would permit, to direct 
my course toward the newly-discovered "Golconda," 
as it was then called; therefore, on Saturday, the 17th 
day of December, 1870, having obtained a passage to 
Liverpool, England, by the good ship "Nestorian," of 
the Allan Line of mail steamers, I went on board that 
ship, which was then lying in the harbor of Portland, 
Maine, and at eight o'clock in the evening of the same day 
she steamed beautifully and grandly out of the port, salu
ting, as she passed, the American flag and forts over 
which it waved, by the discharge of two cannon, and 
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8 THF. DIAMOND FIELDS OF SOUTH .AFRICA.. 

soon. we were far out on the broad Atlantic, driven ra
pidly on our course by the fayoring winds and rolling 
sea. The voyage across the ocean was pleasant for the 
season of winter, and quickly performed. Early on the 
morning of the 27th of.,December the rocky coast of the 
North of Ireland became visible; during the day, which 
was calm and bright, the vessel passed along the coast 
very near the rocks on which the Cambria struck but a 
short time before, and with all on board save one was 
buried beneath the relentless waves. At about noon, 
the mails for Londonderry were discharged at the mouth 
of the River Foyle; then, steaming among the rocky 
isles, past the Giant's Causeway, round the coast of the 
Emerald Land, the scenery was sometimes beautiful 
and picturesque, romantic, and at others, bleak, barren 
and desolate; while, entering Lough Foyle, the shore 
was thickly dotted with snug little cott8.l!;es, and far up 
the gently sloping coast could be seen the narrow fields 
and thatched homes of the irrepressible man. At one 
place, a romantic little scene of a. cottage, with lawn 
down to the shore and walks shaded with evergreen 
trees, with a fountain bubbling up in the midst, was 
pointed out as belonging to one who had become an 
American, and having acquired a large fortune in his 
adopted country, had purchased a.nd adorned his place 
of birth. At another point the ruins of Green Castle 
were seen, being the remains of the wans and turrets of 
an old stone building covered with green ivy, around 
whose antiquity, as around all the works or long-buried 
hands, the human mind casts so much vain and useless 
veneration. Then, passing the Giant's . Causeway, 
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TO ENGLAND. 9 

where is presented one of the most dreary and desolate· . 
looking places which can be imagined-high, perpendicu. 
lar rocks jutting here and there out from the main land, 
forming vast caverns for a number of miles along the 
coast, enveloped in a sllli)ky, dismal atmosphere j one 
more night upon the sea, ~nd on the 28th day of De· . 
cember the steamer entered the Mersey, and we were 
soon permitted to go ashore over the landing stage at 
Liverpool. ' 

The feelings of every individual while on their first 
voyage upon the boundless ocean are doubtless mingled 
with awe and wonder. There is not a pen that has yet 
been able to fully paint or describe the beauty and 
calmness of the "quiet sea," or the power, grandeur 
and sublimity of the rolling waves when the tempest 
lilts them up. That the low and uneven coast should 
confine its billows within their proper bounds and fix a. 
sure line, saying, as it were, in the voice of command, 
"Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further: and here 
shall thy proud waves be staid," but leads us to conclude 
that Ilome Omnipotent Being" holds the sea as in th& 
hollow of His hand," and that His power can move the 
great waves or still the tempest. 

The passage of the N estorian from Portland to Liver
pool was accomplished ill little less than eleven days. 
After taking the needful rest and refreshment, I pro. 
ceeded to a rapid survey of the reputed greatest com
mercial city of the world. 

Liverpool is situated on the northern bank of the 
River Mers,ey, ill the northwest of England. It con
tains upwards of five hundred thousand inhabitants, and 
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10 THE DIAMOND FIELDS OF SOUTH AFRIOA. 

is noted for its ten miles of docks for shipping, and the 
vast lailor of their construction. At this portmnch 01 
the trade and commerce of Britain is carried on; here 
the immense quantity of cotton and wool manufactured 
by the numberless looms-of Manchester and other towns 
is received, and in the shape of fabrics again sent out 
to be distributed over the whole world. 

A place of its wealth, of course, has many fine build· 
ings and monuments, not the least of which is the' Ex
change, but recently completed, and the railway sm

. tions are built on a scale of capacity and durability fully 
commensurate to the requirements of the city. . 

On the 29th day of December, leaving Liverpool by 
taking the cars at the Lime·street Station at one o'clock 
P.M., I arrived in London at the Euston Station at seven 
o'clock, performing the distance of two hundred and one 
miles in six hours. 

The cars in England are constructed quite differently 
from those in America j but I saw none that could com
pare with the Pulman palace drawing-room cars of my 
own country, either in beauty and richness, or conveni-

• ence and comfort. The cars are shorter. than the 
American, and the first and second class have several 
compartments in each car. In the third class there are 
no divisions; the seats face. each other and extend 
wholly across the car, and they are entered by doors on 
either side. I believe no stoves or fires are allowed, 
but the feet can be kept warm with a tin heater filled 
with hot water. The entrance at the sides is, doubtless, 
as to accidents, an improvement on the. American 
method of entering at the end j and it prevents the 

~ 
1 

I i l I 
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TO ENGLAND. 11 

crowding and rush usual in- filling a car at the two end 
doors; and also passengers can get their seatS much 
quicker, for in the English only two seats can be filled 
from one entrance, and, much less time is required j 
aside from that, I prefer the style of the American cars. 

After arriving in London the first consideration was 
"business before pleasure," and acting on that maxim 
I soon procured a passage by steamship to South Af_ 
rica. 

It may be proper here to state that when my journey 
was commenced, there was not, nor is there now, any 
line of steamers,. nor in fact any steamships, running
from the United States to South Africa, and when I 
started I could not learn there were any sailing ves
sels on board which one could obtain a passage to that 
country. But now I am informed there is a regular 
line of sailing vessels from Boston to the Cape of Good 
Hope, leaving Boston once a month; besides, there are 
other ships occasionally sailing from Boston or New 
York, on board which, doubtless, a passage can be pro
cured should anyone be persuaded, by the glowing ac
counts he may read of the rich soil and growing pros
pects of Cape Colony and the Diamond Fields, to 
journey that way. But if anyone desires to journey 
there by steamships, the only route is by way of Eng
land, and to that country it .is not necessary to make 
aDJ' mention of the various lines of steamers, nor of 
the rates of passage, as they are numerous, and fully 
published by circulars and advertisements. 

From England to Cape Town, Algoa Bay, and Port 
Natal, on the Southern coast of Africa, there is a regn° 
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12 THE DIAMOYD FIELDS OF SOUTH AFRIOA. 

lar line of the Union Mail ~teamship Company's steam
ers that leave Southampton, England, twice every 
'month-the 8th and 21st, for these places, with very 
good passen~er accommodations. There is also another 
line, called, I think, the Cape of Good Hope Steamship 
Company, but the charges are the same, or very neady, 

. (to Cape Town from London, £21 second-clnss j £31 
.6rst-class ;. to Algoa Bay, £23 2s. second-class j. £34 
first-cla.",s. 

Having secured my passage to Port Elizabeth, Algoa 
Bay, by the Union Mail Steamship Company's steam
er, "Celt," which was to sail from Southampton on 
the 8th day of January, 1I!71, I had about one week 
to spend !n the great city of London, where almost un
consciously I found myself roaming about. T~ere is in 
this city an underground railway, built in nearly a cir. 
cle round it. In my first walk wishing to proceed from 
Euston station to Moorgate street, a distance of about 
·three miles, I took the cars on this rooo at Gower street. 
Trains of from five to ten cars pass each way every 
five minutes. At the entrance to a station on th~ ground. 
floora ticket is procured at the office, which is passed on 
the way, for any station it may be desired to get off, the 
fare being so much per mile; then passing down a stair
case arched with glass set in iron, at the foot of the 
steps the ticket is checked by a clerk there, when step
ping out on the platform the passenger awaits the arri
val of the train. The platfor:ns are lighted sometimes 
by sky-light and sometimes with gas; they are wide, ex
tending up and down 'some distance, and everything 
shows neatness and order in the management of the 
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road. The cars come up rapidly, stop quite quickly; the 
platform being level with the floor of the car and quite 
up to it, one steps in at the side _ door, the guard cries 
right, and with a sharp whistle t~e train moves quickly 
along. The stoppage at each station is but very little 
longer than that required of a horse car for the entrance 
of one passenger. Each compartment of the car is 
lighWd; being seated, one glides smoothly over the well 
built rond, and if familiar with the streets and stations 
at which it is desired to stop, can read the morning pa
pers with but very little jostling; arriving at his desti
nation and leaving the cars, the passenger ascends an
other stair-case where his ticket is taken, and he passes 
out upon the street to which he wished to go. I rode 
to and fro on these cars a number of times; from what 
I saw and could learn of the road, it must be a very 
successful institution. 

On Sunday morning of January 1, I attend,ed the 
services of the English church held in Westminster 
Abbey. Doubtlesfs the reader will surmise the truth, 
that curiosity led me on this bright and beautiful Sab
bath, and on new year's morning, to that old and, io the 
English, venerable structure that has stood the storms 
of so many centuries, and round whose ancient pillars 
th~re clusters at once so many of England's illustrious 
dead and the history of their lives. To enter upon 
a minute description or history of the Abbey and its 
various cloisters and chapels, would be giving it too 
great prominence and extending this book far beyond 
the limits which are at present decided upon, besides 
requiring material and research not at present at the 

• 2* 
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14 THE DlA.MOND FIELDS OF SOUTH AFRIOA. 

author's command. Every visitor can provide' himself 
at the Abbey doors, as he enters, with a small work 
giving all needful infol'II;lation. 

The sermon this New Year's morning was delivered 
by the Rev. John -lennings, Archdeacon of Westmin
ster j the services were performed by a number of as
sistants. The Abbey contains a large organ, ana a full 
choir were in attendance who sung the responses..from 
behind a screen in one of the cloisters. After the ser
vices were concluded the audience were permitted to 
enter the chapels and view the monuments and tombs 
containing the remains and erected in honor of the 
memories of many of England's greatest men, both 
those who had sat on her thitme or in her legislative 
chambers or halls of justice, as well as those who had 
led her armies to battle upon land or sea, or had raiSed 
themselves from humble positions in life to be orna
ments to their race and the times in which they lived. 

The use for which the building was originally con
structed has been entirely perverted; it is now used 
principally as a receptacle for the mortal remains of the 
great and good of the kingdom. 

The latest burial at this time was that of Charles 
Dickens, whose tomb was under the pavement of the 
Southern transept to the maill building, and on which 
fresh flowers woven into a coronet were laid "Lord, 

I . 
ever keep my memory green." Dickens, the humble 
architect of his own fame and fortune, sleeps his last 
sleep under the same roof with the most noble, most 
powerful, and most proud and haughty of seven cen· 
turies of England's greatness. and although he had no 
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TO ENGLAND. 15 

ambition for such a place of rest, yet kings and princes 
love to be buried by the side of such humble worth, for 
Dickens will be read and remembered for his kindness 
of heart and encouraging "words" by thousands of 
grateful beings, long a.fter the memory of the proud kings 
and princes who sleep beside him has sunk into irre
trievable oblivion. 
. Here in Westminster I also found a mournfnl monu
ment to the cruel fates of war. Ah I indeed, to what 
fate will you not find a monument here erected? It 
cannot be of rulers, for many of them a~e there; it can
not be of warriors, for many of them lie beneath tombs 
covered with their steel armor; it cannot be of legisla· 
tors, or counsellors, or ministers, for there their bodies 
rest, one above the other, crowding each other even 
more than when life flowed through their veins; it can
not be jutisces, judges or chancellors, for there restS 
the grp.s.t Mansfield, with many other great luminaries 
of the Bench and Bar. Bufhere at last rests the body 
of the unfortunate Major Andre, cut down in the full 
career of early manhood, and when royal favors had 
raised him at an early period of life to a high position 
in the. British army. I believe every true American, if 
not as an Englishman, will yet feel sad at the fate of 
this accomplished young man as well as at the circum
stances which led to his untimely death, and the treach
ery of an American whose death should have been nis. 
A fine monument to his memory stands on the right 
side from the front entrance, consisting of solid marble, 
surmounted by a beautiful statue of a lady with a mel
ancholy expression, bending over with looks cast down ; 
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16 THE DIAMOND FIELDS 9F SOUTH AFRIOA. 

and on a moulded panelled base and plinth stands a sar
cophagus, on the panel of which is inscribed "Sacred 
to the memory of Major John Andre, who, raised· by 
his merits at an early pel'iod of life to the rank of Ad
jutant Genel'al of the British forces in America, and 
employed in an important but hazardous enterprise, fell 
a sacrifice to his zeal for his king and copntry on the 2d 
of Octobel', 1780, aged 29. Universally beloved and es
teemed by the army in which he served, and lament~d 
evrn by his foes, his. gracIous sovereign, King George 
III., has caused this" monument to be erected," and' on 
the plinth, "the remains of the said Major Andre we!e 
deposited on the 28th November, 1821,in a grave near 
this monument." But no marble slab in honor of the 
memory of the man whose actions resulted in the death 
of this n(lble youth speaks of a grateful sovereign or 
people, and his grave doubtless lies in the obscul'ity 
that should cover his namo. 

In this cathedral also the solemn offices of crowning 
and enthroning the sovereigns of England takes place; 
here they assume that authority which they layoff but 
to have their bodies carried back and placed beneath 
the roof from which they departed with regal dignities. 
In the centre of the sacrarium, and beneath the lantern, 
is et-ected the throne at which the peers do homage. 
When the crowns are put on, the peers and peeresses 
put on their coronets, and a signal is given from the top 
of the Abbey for the tower guns to fire at the same in
stant. To take an advantageous view of the inside of 
the Abbey, one must stand at the west door between 
the two towers, when the whole body of the church 
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opens itself at once before the eye, which cannot but 
fill the mind of every beholder with the awful solemnity 
of the place. The loftiness of the roof, over one hundred 
feet from the pavement, the happy disposition of 
the lights, and the noble range of pillars by which 
the whole building is supported, all tend their in
fluence to remind one that it is but a lonely place, 
and fit tomb for buried greatness. 

On leaving the Abbey, at about two o'Clock in the 
afternoon, people were seen streaming from an direc
tions towards some particular point Making inquiry 
:IS to the place of attraction, I learned it was the ice in 
St. James's Park; and it not being far away I fell into 
the current, and was soon in the Park, witnessing the 
sliding and skating of the people on the ice. It must 
have been the poorer class wh~ were seeking amuse
ment in this way on a Sunday afternoon-the people 
who during the week. find no leisure moments to spend 
in recreation and exerci~e, and on Sunday their natures 
break forth from the calm and quiet of a Sabbath in the 
country j and on this day they assembled here to spend 
their few hours of freedom in social life alid activity. 
But the attraction of the ice could not have been great, for 
it was quite rough and covered with sno~, except where 
here and there a small spot had been swept. A New 
Yorker, with his magnificent skating park, would hardly 
attempt to find amusement on such ice as was found m 
·St.James's Park ,at this time j yet here were assembled 
countless thousands-a fait· representation of the vast 
crowds that, in this metropolis of the world, will ever 
flock to any point of attraction, be it the triumphal pro-
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18 _THE DUMOND FIELDS OF SOUTH AFRICA. 

cession of order and law, or the, tumultuous gathering 
of riot and confusion for the purposes of crime and de
struction. Leaving the Park, and passing under the 
Horse Guards (or war office), the buildings from 
which all military operations are conducted, by White
ball, Nelson's Monument, etc., I took my way to my 
lodgings. In the evening of the same Sabbath; the 
next place of greatest interest and attraction to the 
stranger that occurred to my mind, was St. Paul's 
Cathedral. 

England boasts that the sun never sets on her do
minions, and that the prayers of her church ascend to 
heaven every hour of the twenty-four, and unceasingly 
'througbout the rolling years, in some part of her realms, 
the anthems of praise are constantly being sung. And 
St. Paul's is the grand centre over all her wide ecclesi
astical domain. Notices were published that the ser
vices of the Englisb Church would be held there at the 
usual hour in .the evening, and that the sermon would 
be delivered by the Bishop of London. Accordingly, 
seven o'clock found me ascending the steps of this 
church. Entering the building at the main vestibule, 
one is unexpectedly filled with surprise and ~onder at 
the grandeur of the columns, the loftiness of the ceiling, 
and the strength, solidity and massiveness of the whole. 
Here, too, everyone must have a feeling of solemnity 
when for the first time entering such a cathedral, whose 
massive walls, pillars and vestibules have for nearly 
two hundred years echoed to the footsteps, to the 
prayers and praises, to the choral songs and anthems, 
to the eloquent and solemn voice of warning, reverber· 
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TO ENGLAND. 19 

ated by many generations, not only of the masses of 
bigh and low of London, but doubtless of the _ stranger 
from all parts of the world. 

Passing along to the sitting space, I took my seat: 
under the dome in front of the organ and choir"-the 
great space arched by the dome, and far out in the ves
tibules. extending either wa.y. The coming throngs 
soon filled the place. • 

The organ intoned its warning notes, while some two 
or three hundred singers-mostly men and boys-all in 
white surplices, took their seats in the choir before the 
organ. The clergymen took their several stations, and 
the services commenced in all the pomp of the Church 
of England, the choir singing the responses throughout 
the whole. 

The sermon was delivered by the Bishop. It would 
be hardly possible for any man to stand up in sllch a 
place, before such an audience, to speak upon the great 
principles of life and the attractions of a fuiure world, 
without experiencing a thrill of eloquence stirring him 
to action j and the attentive listener will depart with, to 
say the least, a sober and thoughtful mind j and as you 
leave the sacred walls of the temple of God, a small 
tract is presented, with a view, no doubt, of impressing 
the lessons just taught more firmly upon the thoughts 
of the hearer. 

In the erection of St. Paul's, London intended to 
rival the world in any similar construction, both in its 
size and magnificence, and at the time the cathedral 
was completed she probably may have succeeded in 
the enterprise. 
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20 THE DIAMOND FIELDS OF SOUTH AFRICA. 

The first stone of the present (called new) building 
was laid June 21st, 1675, by the architect Sir Christo
pher Wren. Twenty-two years elapsed from the laying 
of the first stone to the opening of the choir for divine 
service. 

On the 2d day of December, 1697, the services of 
dedication were pei'forme~. In the year 1710, the ex
terior was adjudged to be complete, and it stood -with 
its perfect dome and encircling colonnades, its galleries, 
and ball, and surmounting cross; and in . that year Sir 
Christopher, by the hand of his son, attended by Mr. 
Strong, the master mason who had superintended ihe 
whole work, laid the last and highest stone of the lan· 
tern of the cupola. Whether Sir Christopher stoon on 
the grouud beneath or on the giddy height, to witness 
this final act to his great work, does not seem to be 
known. At least, it must have been a scene of su
preme pleasure and limitless joy to him, with the 
crowding thousands standing round to witness the final 
completion of such a work, all the creation of his own 
mind; the whole building stretching out in all its per
fect harmony, with its fine horizontallmtls, various, yet 
in perfect unison, its towers, its unrivalled dome, its 
crowning lantern and cross -all so beautiful and great 
in its symmetry and perfection. 

On Monday, .January. 2d, and the following days, the 
places of note I visited were: first, the House of Par
liament, where the stranger is politely shown around by 
a lady in attendance, who has an appointment for that 
purpose, and the" uniformed and livflried men standing 
in the passages and halls are not allowed to intel-fere 
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with her perquisites. The seats ..If MI'. Gladstone, and 
of Disraeli, his opponent; of the Marquis of Lorne, 
since married to the Princess Louise; and of other no· 
tables in the House of Commons; the ladies' gallery, 
back of and above the chair; the Bar of the House, 
where members are placed for any violation of order j 
and the manner of the proceedings were all kindly ex
plained by my fair conductress. 

I next visited Victoria Tower,. where the crown 
jewels are kept, the chief attraction which led me there 
being the famous diamond Kohinoor. Being about to 
enter upon the business of picking up diamonds, of 
course'my curiosity was awakened to see a gem whose 
fame and lustre might be obscured by something I 
should find. After saying so much, perhaps, lest the 
reader's hopes in the future should be disappointed, it. 
might be well here to state, for the safety of the renown 
and value of that unrivalled stOnA, that I found nothing 
in the diamond fields of South Africa, during the short 
time I remained tllere, to successfully compete with 
the Kohinoor. It possibly may have been because I did 
not labor long enough. 'l'here is but little doubt, ac
cording to many of the publications in Cape Colony, 
but that if a person works a sufficient period of time _ 
and spends a good large sum of money, he will find 
gems to far exceed in size, value, and brilliancy, this 
great diamond; or if he should be so unfortunate'as not 
to "pick up" one so great, he :will, at least find an 

_ awful pile of little ones. But I am straying. After 
obtaining permission from the proper officer, the crown 
jewels are shown by a person in custody o,f them. 
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Another place of great interest to thevisi~r in Lon
don is the British Museum. Here one can spend a 
day or many days, as time and taste permits or inclines, 
with both pleasure and profit to the student of nature 
or '!ort. It would be useless in a few lines to attempt 
to speak of its many and varied departments, and the 
fullness lind completeness of each. It must be a 
great point of attraction to Londoners as well as to 
strangers. The collections are originals, and from' all 
parts of the world. From every lllnd and sea,. from 
every clime, one will here find.some memento to speak 
of its forests, its plains, its rocks or mountains, its 
thriving industry or ruined cities, its oceans and rivers ; 
all and every species of the known world will doubtless 
here find a representative. 

I also visited the Bank of England and other places, 
such as the Royal Exchange, theatres, General Post 
Office, and other government buildings, where the dig
nitaries of the kingdom now, or in past ages, have held 
their regal sway. • 

L was obliged to go to the Bank of England to have 
its notes exchanged for coin, as the notes do not circu
late in the Colonies, while British" sovereigns," a gold • 
coin of the value of one pound sterling, I believe is at 
par in them all. The notes must be endorsed with tho 
name and address of the bearer, when, if found to be 
genuine, a corner is torn off, intimating payment, and 
their value counted and weighed out to the presentor 
in gold or silver coin, as desired. 
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TO 

A,AANG procured my p;Assage to South 
Df 'the agents in ;;;;ner & Mercer, 

East India ;s;:Adenhall street; I 
m·.·.AAlIitui with a railr; Ai;; Southampton, 

the place of sailing; therefore, on Sunday, the 8th day 
of January, leaving the great metropolis and all its 
busy, thronging people, with its deep misery and pov
erty, and its great wealth and profusion all com
mingled in one vast whirling maelstrom of exiStence, I 

on board the " bound for Cape 
find Algoa Bay. left my friends 
Dther side of the yet the scenes 

pns'L;;;g, at the docks of 'of the passen-
their relatives WS,sie as affecting to 

as such parting life's pilgrimage 
ever are. 

Here the widowed mother was for the first time 
separating from her son, who was leaving his native 
shores to tempt the dangers of the great deep, and to 
experience the realities of the untried, selfish world; 

lone and,parental tt;lldol'ness were now 
the mother home and 

day when de
work, and the 

of the setting 
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sEirit; the son to be borne away with the buo~nt 
wings of youth, and the strength and vigor of e~rly 
manhood to a land seven thousand miles away, in whose 
clime he expects to seek fame and fortune, and with all 
his high hopes and ambition, he reflects that he may 
find a watery grave far out on the restless o;ean, or ere 
his wishes are accompiished, the unsuitable ,,!inds of 
another clime may lay him low in a foreign land, and 
the mother and son commingle their tears, which flow 
as in childh·ood's early years. 

Again, there the father presses the hand of his 
emancipated child, and gives him the hearty," God 
bless you, my boy, may you meet with success and.soon 
safely return." Friends press round departing friends, 
all eyes express anxiety and care and love. The sig
nal is given, the last word must be spoken, and .the 
decks of ouI' moving home must be taken; the bridges 
are drawn away, the ship moves slowly from the shore, 
the last look is given, the last signal wave is made, the 
vessel's speed increases, and on this clear, cold, yet 
bright and beautiful Sabbath evening, pres!'ing swiftly 
out to· sea, we soon are far from the sight of land, home, 
or friends; and looking whithersoevpr we may, nought 
but the ever moving waters will answer ba.ck OU\· ga.zo. 
On the first day out all seemed to be more 0\' less de
pressed with a sad and lonely spirit, and each one sought 
to commune with his own thoughts and feelings rather 
than the society of others; consequently, as the land re
ceded from view, the passengers reth'ed to their several 
cabins, the officers gave their commands, and quiet and 
order were soon established on the decks of the ship. 
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Subsequently I ascertajned that there were sixty-five 
or sixty-six passengers aboard. The distance of the voy
age from Ellgland to South Africa is about seven thou
sand miles. The time allowed this line of mail steamers 
to perform it, is, I am informed, thirty-eight days. But 
they seldom take the full time, the passage being usu· 
ally accomp'ftshed in from thirty to' thirty-three days. 
'I'he "Celt" arrived in Cape 'I'own tte tbirty·.third day 
out from Englar:d. The following day, aner leaving 
Southampton, the steamer touched at Plymouth, to take 
on •. he mails. and then sailed f1'om Old England's shores 
with her prow turned direct towards the Island of Ma
deria, which lies a distance of about twel~e hundred 
miles on the way. During the first fdw days, the 
weather was very stormy and the raging of the sea was 
fearful and wonderful to behold. The Bay of Biscay 
is noted for its terribly rOI'gh and resistless storms, 
especially· in the season of winter, and at the time we 
were crossing it in January, old Neptune seemed to 
be lashing the waves with all the fury of "offended 
wrath." And hllre I witnessed all the grandeur of 
"a storm at sea," in the fullest sense of that· phrase. 
Our great ship was tossed by the mounting waves 
as thougll its burden we're but an atom; every" bil
low with great violence rolled over her decks. Dur
ing the tdmpest three of the life boats which were 
swung lashed to their places a number of feet above 
the deck, were swept away with other gearing, and three 
of the seame.n, while attempting to save the boats, 
were being carried awayby the dashing waves, when 
they were rescued by the intervening "ratlins" to the 
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rigging, to which they clung till the sea had passed 
over. 

No one can fully understand the power, grandeur, 
and sublimiLy of the ocean, except 1)y seeing it when 
lashed into fury by the tempest, no more than the 
loneliness and awful solitude that is felt .hen in the 
midst of the calm, smooth sea can be understood unless 
it be individually experienced. 

" No mortal measure swells that mystic sound, 
No mortal minstrel breathes such tones around." 

After six days of exceedingly rough weather, during 
which many had suffered all the horrors of sea-sick
ness, the Island of Maderia gladdened our sight on the 
morning of the 16th of January, and its lofty moun
tains, whose sides were covered with green verdure. 
and growing grain and fruits, and dotted here and 
there with white cottages, was a great relief to the 
monotony we had experienced; not only because it was 
the solid earth on which our sea· sick bodies and tot
tering steps might again assume the semblance of firm.
ness and youth; but also because we had only six 
days· before left the cold, bleak shores of England, 
whose hills and valleys were covered with snow, and 
whose chilling winds had compelled one to wrap his 
heavy cloak about him, and to tie down the mufflers 
about his head and neck and stamp his freezing feet, 
while here the green hills and growing crops, bright
ened with the warm rays of the sun, would lead one to 
believe that" the summer season, as well as the sight of 
land, ha.d all at once broke upon us. The ship came 
to anchor off Funcha,l, the chief town of ~e Island, 
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situate on the southeast coast, at one o'clock P. M. 
The harbor master came out in a small boat, and pro· 
cured the bill of health of the passengers, after which 
we were permitted to go ashore. Madeira is situate off 
the northwestern coast of Africa, and 380 miles from 
it, in latitude 32 dg. north, longitude 1 s4'd~. west, and 
belongs to or is under the government of Portugal, 
and has remained a dependency of that country sin~ 
its discovery in the fifteenth century. 

The productions of this island are various j in conse· 
quence of the altitude of its mountains almost every 
degree of temperature is obtained. Nearly every Eu· 
ropean vegetable is cultivated with advantage, and 
many of the productions of the tropics are obtained in 
abundance, such as guavas, citrons, oranges, bananas 
coffees, etc. But it is principally famed for the excel
lence of its climate, which is considered to be the finest 
in the world, and is much resorted to by consumptive 
patients. 

The Island may be described as a mass of basalt 
rising with a rather steep ascent from the south and' 
north towards the interior, where the mountains are of 
considerable elevation, and interrupted by many deep 
and narrow'valleys, which are frequently traversed by 
streams of excelleI1t water, and in these valleys the 
vineyards and gardens are chiefly situated, some of 
them at an elevation of 2,000 feet above the level of 
the sea. As the land is approached you discover the 
green patches which are everywhere scattered over the 
the deep red soil, even to the tops of the highest peaks. 
This mountain verdure is owing to groves of heath 
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and broon:, whicli grows to an extraordinary height j in 
addition to these groves, on a closer approach, the 
terraced acclivities, covered with a luxuriant tropical 
vegetation, changes its distant Barren aspect into one of 
extreme beauty and fertility. 

Some of th .. mountains are of considerable height; 
the most lofty is that of Ruivo, which is 6,056 feet above 
the sea. One of the greatest curiosities ·of Madeira is 
the Curral, and to lovers of natural scenery it is well 
worth the trouble of a visit. It is an immense valley 
of almost fathomless depth, enclosed on all sides by a 
range of magnificent mountain precipices 1,000 feet 
high. Round a part of these cliffs is a narrow road cut 
out of the rock, leading to the garden houses and coun
try plantations. Riding along this road, the Curral 
seems like a deep abyss, filled only with clouds and va
pors, rolling in a constant motion over each other.' 
Sometimes the cliffs are black and craggy j at others, 
they are covered with turf of the richest green and 
tree:'! indigenous to the island; while far below, smiles 
a region of cultivation and fruitfulness, the white cabins 
of the inhabitants, scattered over the surface of the 
country, almost hidden amongst the rich gardens and 
orchards. 

In 1838, Commodore Wilkes, of the United States 
Navy, visited this place, and in describing it he says: 
"This is a very remarkable spot, and it is difficult, ifnot 
impossible. to give an idea of its beauty and grandeur. It 
is approached by the usual ascent from Funchal, through 
the narrow roads or paths hedged with roses, etc., the 
view gradually extending beneath, over the terrace. 

\ 
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vineyards. Just before rea~hing it, you mount a small 
ascent j you are then on the summit or edge of the Cur· 
raI, and the whole scene suddenly bursts upon you. 
The eye descends to the depth of 2,000 feet into the 

chasm below, over the rugged 
th!J.t rise from it;3 
the grey precipi~ 

1;Jst in the clouds; 
occasionally per~ 
its very bottom. 

One feels surprised, on gazing on this scene, that its 
character of wildness should become softened, and its 
beauty increased, which is effected in part by the plants 
and shrubs, which cling or have fastened themselves 
into the fissures· of the rocks. These the eye gradually 

out, and is led narrow strips of 
sn the ledges it finally rests on 
;luded church of de Line Monte, 

peasants' cabin, he dark and luxu~ 
fi;liage beneath, w ({{;f) quietness are iJ 

such strong contrast with the wildness of nature above. 
The whole looks more like enchantment than reality. 
'* '* '* * In the descent the road winds along the 
sides of the precipice, turning around sharp a.nd jutting 
projections, with a frightful gblf yawning below. A 

of the horse w;dd th;; rider to destruc~ 
A t every turn 

out, almost 
descent is so gradual 

downwards, and 
J'Genmplish it (upW;J 

3 

;;triking views ar{;) 
dmndeur the first 
Gcarcdy seems tn 
uf time necessard 

will give som;; 
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idea of the vastness and grandeur of the scene. Con
tinu;ng on, the gorgo opens to the south, where th& 
streamlet of the Curral, joined by several latp.ral 
branches, forms the River SocOJ'idos, which empties 
itself into the sea at the ancient town of Camera d& 
Lobos." 

Funchal, off which the" Celt" anchored, is the capi
tal of the island. It consists of a pretty wide street 
along the sea shore, where there are several good build
ings, and small lanes extending from this stre~t to a 
considerable distance up the slope of the hill. 'l'her& 
are about 2,000 houses, inhabited by about 20,000 peo
ple. The place is defended by foul' forts, and has eight 
churches and several convents. In the midst of th& 
town is an open square\ planted with exotic trees .. Th& 
view of Funchal from the harbor is very pleasing; its 
situation, in a kind of amphitheatre formed by th& 
mountains, adds to its beauty. The contrast of th& 
white buildings and villas with the green mountains 
forms a picture which is much heightened by the'bold 
quadrangular Loa Rock, with· its .embattled summit 
commanding the harbor in the foreground. The most 
conspicuous objects on the west side of the bay are th& 
peak of Ponto. do. Cruz, tbe Pontinha, with the' Loo
Rock near it, and the old Fortress of the Pica, on a' 
rocky eminence half a mile north of them. East
ward of these are the Castle of Lourenzo, the official 
residence of the govel"Dor; on the beach and the outlet. 
of the San Paulo RiveI', the square towers of the ex
Jesuit College, the Cathedral, having a small triangula.r 
spire, Bangor's Pillar, on the beach near the Custom-
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house; and on the extreme eas~ the Castle of Santiago, 
with the quintns upon the sloping land behind it. All 
these buildings are very conspicuous and of dazzling 
whiteness. In the background, casting the eye far up 
the terraced streets, in the midst of rich and luxuriant 
verdure, almost touching the clouds with its white 
towers, appears the highest and most st\'ikmg building 
of all; that of the convent of Nostra Senora. de Monte. 
This stands out conspicuously on one of the mountain 
ridges, which descends from the Peak ot Arrebentao to
wards the city. The convent is 1,965 feet above the 
sea, while the peak itself is 3,84,4 feet high. 

The gardens in the vicinity of Funchal are extremely 
beautiful, abounding as they do in trees, shrubs and 
flowers, and so many varieties of delicious f,'uits and 
vegetables common to the tropics and to Europe or 
America. The mal'kets are in consequence well sup
plied with these good things, and all necessary refresh
ments, 

The chief export of tho island in former years has 
been wine, or the juice of the grape, which grew in 
greatest perfection here; and this is where the genuine I 
.. Madeira wine," known tlte world over, is produced. 
But of late years the grape culture is said to have been 
a failure, and, in consequence, many of the inhabitants 
are poor, Most of the people are of POl'tugeso extrac
tion. Having procured a basket of frui~ consisting of 

. oranges, lemons, Madeira nuts, chestnuts, ballanus .. ap
pIes, etc., at six o'clock we were again on board the 
ship, wearied with the haste, labor, and excitement of so 
rapid a Burvey of so much of the grand and beautiful of 
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Nature's charms, heightened by the presence and ski' 
of man. Before leaving the suhject, I may say furthelj 
that many of ~he poorer classes of the inhabitants en· 
deavor to earn theil' subsistence by making baskets oi 
cane or reeds, and also chairs and walking-sticks. TheY' 
weave the baskets and chairs very beautifully, and the 
large, easy chairs they construct must be both com
fortable and ornamental for a seat· upon the lawn, and; 
they are very cheap. 

At about seven o'clock the engine shafts were again 
set in malian, the sails \vere hoisted, and the ship's prow 
began again to divide tho waters on her course to the 
southward. A fter Madeira and its people had received 
their due share of our attention, and each passenger had 
recounted his or her ad"entures on her shores, the next 
subjects of conversation and anticipation were the 
t.ropics, which we were swiftly approaching. On Tues

. day. January seventeenth, the following day after leav-
ing Madeira, my dial'y says we were" wafted along by 
a steady and gentle breeze towards the Cape of Good 
Hope," and that it was "a very fine summer'~ day j" 
indeed, after leaving the cold and biting frosts of the 
north, and taking in its place this mild and invigorating 
breE-ze of the sea, in the temperate clime where we now 
were, my spirits felt renewed; and the heart that had 
been sad and lonely would nlmost, from the soothing 
breath of the air, rebound with joy and gladness. The 
world is yet beautifl}l; and if the sun withdraws his 
rays, or sends them obliquely, with chilling winds and 
blighting frosts, to one portion of the earth, it is only 
that he may shine more brightly and with greater 
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splendor on another portion. It is only in compliance 
with the great law of nature nnd of God, often imitated 
by the actions of men-what is given to gne is withheld 
from another, and this must be the great law of the 
universe. Every thing around us, as well as every 
sense and experience, shows that where darkness reigns 
the sun cannot shine, and where the sun shines darkness 
cannot reign. One giveth, and anothel' receiveth. One 
farmer tills the rich soils of nature, and receives an 
abundant harvest j another takes up his abode on th, 
barren rocks or sandy plain, and attempts to force his 
bread from the unyielding earth. The merchant in
vests his means, and from some cause at the elld of a 
year finds his capital wasted, while his neighbol' la.ys up 
a' store of wealth in the same pel'iod of time. Two 
youths set out on the joul'Oey of life j one climbs the 
hill of fame, and honors seem to shower upon him, while 
the other only travels the humbler walks of life. The 
history of the world tells the same tale j one nation falls 
and perishes, and another rises to fill its place. Baby
lon and Thebes sink into decay, and Athens and Greece 
rise. Greece and Carthage declined, while Rome, in 
all her power and magnificence, became ruler of the 
world. Rome is crushed beneath the burd.en of her 
wealth, luxury, power, and the weight of years, and ail 
the modern great lIations of Europe raise their heads 
from off its ruins. If there is a more beautiful world 
than this, we certainly, while living here,' do not enjoy 
it, and if we ever do, we shall have to leave this world 
with all its attractions before we can wing our flight. to 
its blissful abodes. 
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On the second day after leaving Madeira the Canary 
Islands could be seen by us in the distance on the east; 
side of the ship. ']'hese islands al~o seemed very J?loun
minous, as viewed from the decks of the" Celt." The 
highest peak, called Pico de 'I'eyde, on the Island of 
Tenel'iifc, was covel'cd by clouds whilc seen by us car]y 
in the morning. It is over 12,000 feet high (12,180), 
and when the weather is clear it is said it can be seen 
upwards of one hundred miles. The following descrip. 
tion of this mountain, given by a visitor severa'i years 
ago, may interest the reader: "From our. anchorage 
we had been daily tantalized with a glimpse only of the 
very summit of the Peak, peeping over a nearer range 
of mountains, and the hazy state of the weatbel' on the 
day of our departure made us fearful we should pass on 
without beholding any more of it; but towards Bunset, 
when we had reached some miles from the coas~ we 
were most agreeably disappointed by a fairview of 
tbis gigantic cone, The sun set behind it, and as his 
beams withdrew, tho mountain was thruwn forward, 
until it appeared not half its real distance. Then fol· 
lowed a succession of tint~ and shades, from the glowing 
colors of a tropical sky to the sombre purple of the 
deepest valleys, varying in intensity with every interme
diate range, until a landscape was produced which, for 
beauty of outline and bl'illiancy of color, is rarely sur
passed." These islands, of which Teneriffe is the largest, 
are the nath'e homes of the little canary birds that have 
become pets and songsters in so many households, 
The first mate of the "Celt" took on board at Madeira
where they are taken to market-a l,arge cage full of 
these warblers fOl' his friends in the south. 
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It now became evident that we were approaching 
the trade winds of the equator. In the afternoon of the 
day last mimed the sea beca!De very calm and smooth, 
which is called the calm belt between tho northern 
winds and the trade winds. The sun came out bright 
and warm, all the sails of the ship were reefed, and 
noiselessly the steamer glided through the w!1.tel', dash
ing the spray over her prow as she moved swiftly along. 
Here was the first calm of the ocean I had seen, and 
again admiration, wonder, and pleasuro filled the heart. 
The solitude that reigns aI'ound!-the quiet beauty of the 
glassy waters I-you start at a point in the horizon and 
survey its bOlmdaries, a perfect circle, till the eye again 
reaches the point of departure-the sea and the sky 
meet on.., all sides, tho ship with her precious burden is 
the whole \vorld for the hour, and the slln above seems 
to shine only for the lono vessel. "Yet in this still· 
(less there is a solemn sound, a voico that speaks in 
measured tones." Such scenes must awaken an elo
quent tongue and inspire tho art,ist's pen. 

II Lies a calm along the deep, 
Like a mirror sleeps the ocean, 
And the anxious steersman sees 
Round him neither stir nor motion. 

II Not a breath of wind is stirring, 
Dread the hush as of the grave 
In the weary waste of waters, 
Not the lifting of a wave." 

One da.y crossing this belt of calm t1ea, and the next 
we caught the breezo of the trado winds, and all the sails 
were set and the ship flew more swiftly along. About 
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this time large numbers of flying fish were seen skim
ming along out of the water before the vessel, as though 
fdghtened from their element. They would rise from the 
sea, fly sometimes a long way, and then drop into it 
agairi. In the evenings several of them, doubtless at
tracted by the lights of the ship and flying across her 
course dropped on deck, and were picked up by the sail
ors and cooked and eaten by them. Their bodies were 
much like an ordinary small fish from eight to ten inches 
in length, with quite long pointed wings, their COIOI' deep 
blue, like the sea. Occasionally, ruso, we would here 
see shoals of porpoises, a very large, dark fish, some
times called the sea hog. They would shoot along 
near the side of the ship, sometimes showing their 
bodies above the surface of the water. One of the pas
sengers shot one of them as it rose from the water near 
the vessel, but it could not be obtained. 

As we neared the line of the equato!', the atmosphere 
ber.ame very hot, the sun at noon was almost perpen· 
diculll-rly over our heads, sending his burning rays 
down unmercifully upon us. Canvas was stretched 
across above the upper deck of the ship as a shade, by 
the obliging officers, who, I believe, endeavored to make 
the passengers as comfortable as possible, and reclining 
under the shade, with the cooling breeze created by the 
motion of the steamer, fanning the person with its deli· 
cate softness, one can easily imagine how the inhabi
tl\nts of the land in such a luxurious climate became 
enervated and sluggish. 

It has been the custom among sailors" 50 long," 88 

the lawyer hath it, .. that the memory of man runneth 
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not to the contrary," whenever any adult person on 
board their ship is " crossing the line" or the equator, 
for the first time, to "shave him," unless he furnishes 
champagne, and among some crews the intended sport 
is carried to the height of cruel barbarity. After have 
ing the capillary protuherance of his face propC'l'ly elim
inated by a competent esculapius, he is politely secured 
with a line, handed over to the mercies of the deep j 

and this is sometimes carried so far as with another 
rope to haul the subject under the ship and out upon the 
other side, called keel-hauling j and there have been cases 
in which the poor man has perished while undergoing 
this exercise. But, of course, such fun is lIot allowed 
on a line of passenger ships j yet as many of the pas
sengers had before crossed the line and a number had 
not, among them the theme was fully discussed, pro 
and con, which resulted in the sailors fariny much bet-

_ ter, no doubt, than they would if permitted to perform 
their ancient rights. -

Soon after crossing the equator, the trade wi!3ds 
were ad verse to the course of the ship, and all her sails 
were consequently fuded, the fore and main top-sails 
were taken off thoiryards and lowered into the store
room, and the fore and main yards lowered e~en with
the upper decks, and the vessel put in proper trim to 
make all possibl~ headway against the wind w)Jich was 
expected to blow with a steady force against our course 
during the rest of the voyage j and now all the power 

'of the engines was forced to work, and still we were 
dri~en swiftly on our way. Of the trade winds it may 
be said, the effect of heat upon the air is to expand its 

3* 
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volume. \Vinds are the consequence of a disturbance 
of tho equilibrium of the layeJ'S of the atmosphere, 
and the tendency of these aerial currents is to restore 
the equilibrium which has been destroyed j when the 
density of the ail' is diminished by heat, it is specifi
cally lighter than it was j as a consequence the warmer 
body of the atmosphel'e must rise whp-n pressed upon 
by the cooler and heavier masses contiguous to it. Also 
we must remember that tho land is heated more 
readily than the sea 01' an island j in proportion as the 
sun rises above the horizon the land becomes .warmer 
than tbe neighboring "ea. Their respective at~os
pheres participate in theso unequal temperatures, and 
after sunrise the sea breeze springs up increasing in 
strength till two or three o'Clock in the afternoon, when 
it gradually dies away, and at sunset a perfect calm 
prevails. DUI'ing the night it is reversed as the land 
cools more quickly than the sea, its atmosphere becomes 
heavier and flows senward as a land breeze. 

'I'hese alternating ail' currents are prevalent on all 
coasts within the tropics, where they occur every day 
with great regularity, but in goneral, however, do 
not extend either seaward 01' over land to any great 
distance from the shore. What takes place on a sm~ll 
scale, asjust stated, passes on a larger one between a.n 
entiro c~ntinent and the ocean, or between the tropical 
regions on the one ha.nd and the temperate and polar re
gions on the other. 

To the difference in temperature, unequal in -dura· 
tion and amoun~ correspond, as a consequence, particu. 
lar atmospheric currents. To the difference of tam· 
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perature between tho tropics and the polos, we owe the 
trade winds, the great annuai breeze, the constancy of 
which is only the expression of the permanent inequality 
.of the distribution of solar heat. 

In the hottest zone of our earth a constant cunent 
.of warm air rises over land a.nd sea; tqis is replaced 
from below by the colder air which presses in from 
higher latitudes, from north and south, on both sides 
.of the equator. '1'be air that has mounted up, warmed 
and expanrleo, cannot go beyond certain limits, and 
therefore flows back in the upper regions on both sides 
toward the poles, and falling as it is gradnally cooled 
in its progress. it reaches the earth again in the middle 
of the higher latitudes. The immediate effect of this 
constant circulation of the atmosphere is the phenome· 
non of the trade and counter trade, or as Sir John Her· 
schel has it, anti-trade winds. The trades are winds 
blowing from the poles to the equator, with their di
rection modified by the rotation of the earth on its 
axis. In the temperate regions of the earth wo are 
accustomed to recognize the astronomical seasons, 
apl'ing, summer, autumn and winter. But seasons of 
temperature are l!nknown between the tropics. The 
aeasons here are rQgarded by the inhabitants only as 
the rainy and dry. When the trade wind (N. E. or S. E.) 
blows with it(accustomed regularity, the sky preserves 
a constant serenity, and is of a deep azul'e hlue j the 
atmosphere is then perfectly dry and cloudless. This 
is generally the case when the sun is in the opposite 
hemisphero i and as the sun approaches the zenith of 
any placo, the trade wind blows more irregularly, giv-
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ing place to variable winds, the sky assuming a whitish 
tint, and becomes overcast and cloudy, and in the af
ternoon, when the heat has attained its maximum, a 
storm, with heavy showers, ensues, pouring down at 
times in a perfect flood of rain, inundating the earth 
with torrents of water. 

At this period, the air is so moist that, in many places 
-between the tropics, the inhabitants live, as it were, 
in a kind of vapor bath-the heat is oppressive and 
stifling, the body is completely enervated, and the mind 
grows dull and listless. This is the time when those 
fevers that destroy so many of those reared in a tem
perate climate, is prevalent. But it is also tne season 
when vegetation puts on new freshness and vigor. Ere 
long the sun in his annual progl'ession advances to pour 
down his vertical rays upon other places, and the rains 
diminish, the air becomes once more serene, the sky 
clear, the trade wind resumes its regularity, and the 
rainy season is over. 

On the morning of February 2d, the "Celt" an
chored off the Island of St. Helena., a barren, solitary 
rocky island, standing alone. with the tops of its naked 
mountains rising high above the sea. it is said no coast 
in the world presents such a chilling appearance as this 
island, with its steep and cloven crags, its rocky ridges 
and fearful fissures, and no one beholding this forbidding 
shore can imagine the island contains some beautiful 
scenery. Approached from the northward, it has the 
appearance of O!le vast rock or castlp, surrounded by the 
sea, its shores being high, rugged, and precipitous. But 
as you get nearer, tho prospect somewhat improves, 
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the mountains are distinguished by different hues, and 
the verdant tint of theil· summits is made out, varied 
with the green hills and valleys of the interior. The 
town next comes into view j situated in a narrow val· 
ley between the moulltains, and with the churches, the 
batteries, and white houses, interspersed with trees, form 
quite a picturesque scene. The island is situated in 
Bouth latitude 15° 55', longitude west 5°'3' about 1300 
miles W. N. westward of Port Alexander, the nearest 
port OD the African contiuent, 1,700 miles N. N. west,. 
ward from the Cape of Good Hope, 1,320 miles N. 
N. eastward from Tristan da Cunha, 1, '150 miles S. east· 
ward of Cape San Roque in Brazil, 1,900 miles east· 
ward of Uapp. Trion, and '100 miles ·southward of As
cension Island, the nearest land. So it can be seen 
the English did not intend Napoleon I. should walk 
away from their control easily. The form of the island 
is nearly that of a parallelogram nine miles in length 
and six miles in width, and contains an area of about 
30,000, acres 

The aaitudes of the most prominent peaks of its 
mountains, as reported by Major Rennell, are Diana's 
Peak, 2,692 feet above the level of the sea; Cuchold . 
Point, 2,6'12 j and Halley's Mount, 2,46'1. 'l'hese form 
part of a ridge running from the middle towards the 
west, and are frequently enveloped in clouds. Flag
staff Hill, near the northern shore, attains an el
evation of 2,272 feet; Sandy Bay Ridge, on the south, 
2.215; Long Wood House, neal· the centre. 1,762 j and 
Lot and Lot's Wife, in the south,yest, 1,444 and 1,423 
feet respectfully. So it can also be perceived that the 
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English, with their tender care, kept their exiled pris
oner as high up in tho world ao; was cons;stent, think
ing, doubtless, his elevation in height, would, in some 
degree, compensate for his fail in power. 

'l'he general character of St. Helena is neither that 
of beauty nor verdant places in 
dive a brighter the gloom and 
ddess that pre~il 'l'he lower stmddd 
the island are brown color, and 
ddvel'y appearance ji)rmation, and 
productions have been found in all parts, leaving no 
question as to its origin. 

The geological formation consists almost entirely of 
basalt, over which, in some parts, are strata of lime
stone, mingled with tufa and other igneous substances. 
The only feature, resembling an 
volcano is a deep called the 
Funch-bowl. 

As soon as thAd anchor and 
was given, I put boat for Grahamddi.d 
the capital. As only about six 
upon the shore, it was necessal'y that I should make all 
haste, as above all else it was desirable to make a pil
grimage to the tomb of the great conqueror, Napoleon 
Bonaparte, und to Longwood House, his exiled,place of 
residence. Ascending James'Valley from the town 
",t its mouth, we 'taisa of Longwo 
uate in the eastern i'dtand and nearly 
fAdet above the seH-, towards the 
ffast. Longwood 8fands and preseut-s 
very picturesque s8rr8nidded by trees and 
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verdant plains stl'etching away with the blue sea meet
ing the horizon in the far distance, and it is a place to 
fully impress upon one the solitude of its position, and 
its great distance over the boundless ocean from the 
world of natIOns, 

Napoleon when defeated at'Vaterloo, deserted by 
by his friends, and opposed in the councils of his coim· 
try, had throwll himself on the genero"!;ity of the com· 
mander of a British man· of· war, and taken refuge on 
board his vessel. He soon aftel'.leurned that he would 
receive the same treatment as a general of the French 
army, and be held as a pl'isoner of war. When the 
government of Great Britain learned that they had him 
in theirpow6I', it was determined in the councils of that 
nation to carry him a prisoner to the Island of St. He
lena, which then, as now, was a dependancy of that 
country. Therefore, in the autumn of 1815, Napoleon 
was landed on the island, where he remained under the 
strict surveillance of tho English soldiery till he died, 
May 5th, 1821. The fi'rench government at the time 
of his death being under another dynasty hostile 
to his family, permission to carry his body to France 
and bury it there, as he had requested or desired, "on 
the banks of the Seine, in tho midst of the French 
people whom he so much loved" could not be obtained, 
and his remains were consequently entombed on the is· 
land, near Longwood House which had been his resi
dence, In 1841 his ashes were carried to France and 
buried with great pomp and splendor. Ever since St. 
Helena became the residence of this illustrious and at 
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last unfortunate man, it has assumed an interest and 
attmction which few, if any, islands .possess. 

Situated as it is in the midst of the sea all alone, 
the travelel', after a long voyage, is glad even to set his 
feet again upon the solid eal·th, and especially when he 
can meet with objects of historical interest that call up 
the lives of the great, and call back the revolving years 
that have swept them away, even as the lowliest. St. 
Helena has now about five thousand inhabitants, ODe· 
third of which are Europeans, and the rest blacks, men 
of COIOl', Chinese, etc. Its climate is considered one 
of the healthiest under the tropics, yet it is not consid·· 
ered healthy as a place of residence for Europeans. 

The inhabitants of Jamestown seem to depend mostly 
for their means of subsistence upon trade with the ves
sels that for any cause may anchor off the town, and 
since the opening of the Suez canal, their business has 
been considerably cut off on account of the East India 
traders, many of them passing that way. Many of the 
people are very poor and said to be growing poorel' daily, 
and are leaving the island. 

At noon thu strolling passengers were again called 
aboard the ship, and soon thereafter she was pushing her 

, way over the sea, past the eastel'D side of St. Helena, 
which, before nightfall, had settled down in the northern 
horizon out of view from her decks, and we now looked 
forward to the Cape of Good Hope and to the termina
tion of our voyage. 
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TO THE DIAMOND FIELDS. 

ON Sunday the 12th day 0(. February, about noon, 
land again came in view on the southwestern coast of 
Afl·ica. Towards evening, Table Mountain became 
distinctly visible, covered, as it ,,"as, with awhile cloud; 
at seven o'clock the steamer came to anchor in Table 
Bay, with a salute of two can lion, aT)swered by the 
fort at Capetown. Early Monday morning she entered 
the docks, and commenced discharging her cargo, while 
the passengers went a.'ihore, many of whom were only 
booked to this place. But this lino run their steamers 
to Algoa Bay, and I had paid my passage to that place 
on the representation of the agents ill London, that it 
was the best place' to land if going to the Diamond 
Fields. However, as soon as we arrived in Cape 
Town, I learned that there was an express wagon leav
ing this place once a week for the Fields, that it per· 
formed the journey in from seven to ten days, arid that 
there was no sllch accommodation from Port Elizabeth, 
travelers from that place being compelled to provide 
their own conveyance, or take the slow ox wagons tbat 
were from thirty to sixty days in reacbinf!; the "diggings." 
This information was fully confirmed, q,nd such was the 

-case at the time I left the country, having traveled over 
both routes. 
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I consequently determined to leave the ship here 
and take passage to CJp Drift by the Inland Transport 
Company's express wagon that was to leave Cape 
Town fol' the Vaal river on tho following Thursday. 
After securing my ticket fur this journey, which cost 
me £12, having throc days of leisure, I employed- the 
time ill seeing tho sights and viewing the scenery_in and 
.about the metropolis of South Africa. 

Cape Town is situated in south latitude 33° 56', 
longitude east 18° 28', and in the southwe!it cornel' of 
Table Bay, at the foot of Table mounmin, and between 
it and the Bay it is regularly laid out, contains scveral 
good squares, and the streets, which are s~raight and 
wide, cross each other at right angles, many of them be
ing watered by canals, and planted 011 either side with 
trees. The building3 are chiefly two stodes in height, 
.and are cOllstl'Ucted with flat roofs in consequence of 
the violent winds to which the place is subject; they 
.are built of stone, the exteriol' being white-washed or 
neatly stuccoed. The interiors arc spacious and COD

venient, and many of them have terraces or steps be
fore them, frEquently shaded by' a small row of fir 
trees which form an agreeable relief to thei!-- dazzling 
whitcness, and afford the advantage of It shady walk. 
The terrace walks in front of the houses are genera,lly 
the favorite lounge of the family in the evening or dur
ing tbe heat of the day, amI at all times aifol'din&" an 
agreeable promenade. The HeerengraC'ht or Gentle-men's 
WaIk is the principal and fashionable street of the town. 
Some of the banks and stores, or warehouses, arc con
structed with considerable beauty of architecture. 
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The city contains about twenty-five thousand inhabit· 
ants, and has its parks anu parade grounds, as well as its 
public flowCl--gardens, and a museum containing an ex· 
tensiv~ eollection, especially of African cUI-iositios and 
of fishes from the southern seas, together with a large 
library open to the public. The governor of the col· 
ony, which belongs to England, resides at this plac~, and 
the government buildings are here, and the Cape Par· 
liament is'held in this city_ 'l'he principal public build· 
ings are the Government House, with extensive gar· 
dens, the Burghel' Senate House, barracl{s, Commel" 
cial Exchange, Custom HousE', Military dep<>t and Tax 
office j English, Dutch, Lutheran and Presbyterian 
Churches j Roman Catholic, Independent Wesleyan, 
and Missionary Chapels j Somerset and other hospitals i 
a. theatre, Freemason's lodge, South African Col
lege, etc. 

Cape Town is the seat of the Supreme Court of Jus· 
tice for the colony, the Vice-Admiralty Court~ and a 
court for the recovery of small debts j and among tho 
banks there are several Savings institutions j it has sev
eral public free schools, and mauy literary, sCIentific, 
religious, and benevolent associations, and a large and 
elegantly·constructed observatory, situate about t\VO 
miles from the tOWIl. The ollly railroad in the colony 
is b~ilt from Cape 'l'own to Wellington, a distance of 
fifty~eight miles. The English soldiers are also gar· 
risoned at Cape Town j but En~land, I am informed, is 
~arrying out the same policy with Cape Colony as with 

. many of her other foreign possessions, and withdrawing 
her troops and military aid, and leaving each dependancy 
to raise, train, and pay its own soldiers_ 
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The greatest attraction in nature near Cape Town 
is Table Mountain, which rises to an elevation of up
wards of three thousand and five hundred feet (3,582) 
above the sea, and on the top is perfectly fiat, and is 
frequently covered \vith a "blanket" as it is called. a 
white cloud which will hang over its sides like /lo' cloth, 
exhibiting strikingly the appearance of a table on a 
large scale, with its white linen cover. As seen from 
tho town, the mountain appears to rise just ,back Of the 
city, and the stl'anger would think its top to be only a 
short walk from tho place; yet the distance is twelve 
miles. Its height and greatness when viewed from the 
ship lying at anchor in the bay, made the white build
ings of the town, by comparison, look very low and fiat, 
like little play-houses. The mountain rose up before 
you bold and grand, and as the beholder gazes at its 
lofty sides and even outline, and thinks of the revolving 
years in which its granite walls and firm foundations 
have stood unshaken by the hand of time, and will 
stand for ages on ages y~t to come, while everything 
tliat man is able to construct but endures for a few 
years and then fades away, like the morning dew 'or 
withering flowers, it cannot but lead him to contem
plate that there is and must be a Great, Divine, and Om
nipotent Archi~ect whose hand is here visible, and who 
has here erected a monument to his glory, to remind his 
children of his power and will to create fOi' their pleas
ure. These thoughts may be those of the middle-aged 
contemplative mind, when for the first time looking upon 
some of the great works of nature as exhibited on the 
surface of the earth. And why should we not elevate 
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our minds from t.he cuntemplation of things great and 
wonderful on earth to still higher and nobler objects, to 
heaven which it is said is to endure even longer than 
the eternal hills, fore·ver I aye, forever I Thongh 
the earth were all one soiid rocky mass, and an immor
tal sparrow should strike its surface with her tiny little 
wings once every hour till it wear it away out of exis· 
tence, still, forever, eternity means yet more time- if you 
wish, would have but begun. 

But I hear the reader calling me back to the theme 
of my book, and perhaps I had better not weary his or 
. her patience with a lengthy description of the other ob· 
jects of interest to be seeu in and about Cape Town. 

Tho stranger will visit the museun where hours can 
be spent with pleasure, viewing the animals taken in 
Africa and the Southern ocean, and the statues of the 
different native inhabitants of the country and their 
weapons of war. Also the gardens just back above 
the museum, where the native plant.'l and trees are grown. 
Before leaving the city the fmit market should be men
'llon~. I arrived in the midst of the fmit season, and 
it was very plentiful and very cheap. Two large bunches 
of beautiful white grapes, upwards of a pound, were 
only one penny, splendidly fine peaches and pears, two 
for a penny, and watermelons of the largest size for 
three or four pennies each. • 

The vine in the country about Cape Town is culti· 
vated to a considera.ble extent, yielding, for export, wine 
and raisins. 

Thursday morning, February 16th, commenced my 
journey by land to the Diamond Fields. Taking the 
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cars nt the station in Cape TO\vn, where also the wagon 
was put on a platform car. at a quarter paSt seven 
o'clock the train moved out of the depot, and we were 
off for new scenes again. . . 

It was a very pleasant and beautiful morning; the 
air was warm, yet refreshing, and as the engine gave its 
whistle and the train went rattling away into the coun
try, we felt we had hardly yet left civilization behind; 
and when, as we passed along, we could :look out and 
see the toiling farmer in his fields, the growing vine
yards, and nurseries and orchards of fl'Uit trees, and now 
and then a small village or hamlet, with its white cot
tages clustering at the foot of some gently sloping hill, 
verily it was a sight beautiful to see; and after the 'long 
voyage upon the wuste of waters, it was cheering to 
look out upon the green earth again, with its trees, its 
shrubs, its flowers, and its vines. All around, the 
verdure looked lIew :lnd fresh; and with the balmy 
morning air funning the cheek, and the birds singing 
among the trees, one could but think of home, and 
how much like it this land seemed. 

But ere nightfall, I am so~ry to say, the delusion was 
all past, and, I (ear, buried forever out of the imagina
tion. In about three hours after, stopping at little ham· 
lets on the way, the train reached Wellington, the ter· 
minus of the railway. Olle could hardly conjecture why a 
railroad should be required from Cape Town out to this 
little place j but probably the enterprising people of South 
Africa wanted a railroad, and as this was the best they 
eould do, they gave the place a big name, thinking per
haps that. would offset against its size, and built their road 
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out to it-a very laudable affair, especially as payments 
were made with foreign capital, 01' money procured in 
England, When the cars stopped, the transport wagon 
was t..'"Lken off, e;ght fine, spirited horses, two abreast, at
tached to it i the passengers took theil' seats, and before a 
loud crack of the whip, the team started off on the full 
jump, The wagon cont:line4 foUl' very' comfortable
Beats, and a smoking seaL behind, There wel'e on th:s 
occasion ten passengers, two drivers, and the guard' or
conductor, malting three on a seat and the guard be
hind, and at first sight there was the prospect of a jolly 
as well as rough time before us, 

The horses were full of life and anim·'.t, :1, and started 
off in Wolud style, Leaving Wellington at about eleven 
o'clock A,M., oUl'eourse soon began to wind around the 
base of a mountain range i and as the road gradually 
ascended the sides of the rising land, some of the most 
extensive landscape I had ever beheld was spl'ead Ollt t() 
view before us. As far as the eye could extend its pow
ers of vision, ovel' the undulating plains below for many 
miles, and up to the .ery base of the mountain over a 
thousand feet beneath us, it looked like a vast unculti
vated farm-at one point a clump of trees 01' shrubs, 
then a cleared spot like pasture lands, some places be
ing barren and with a reddish t.inge, as though the soil 
were-uncovered; and here and there, separated by sev
eral miles, stood now nnd then a lonely dwelling. Dur
ing all the day we were winding up and around the 
sides of mountains; at some points we could look up' 
above thousands of feet before the eye rested on their 
tops, and at some places, over Hie protecting wall of the 
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narrow road, thousands of feet below into a great chasm, 
at the bottom of which a little stream of water ran down 
its narrow bed. Sometimes the road would suddenly 
turn at an angle in the mountain sida, and the leading 
horses would dash around it with great speed, while the 
clash of the driver's whip would ring far away in the 
gorges: it was indeed exciting and thrilling. 

The magnificent scenery before us, beautiful and 
grand beyond the pen of the artist to delineate or the 
power of the orator to portray j the rocks and hills 
above j the sloping mountain side below j the extensive 
country spread out before us j the narrow road, in whose 
crooked path tLd spirited horses were guided with the 
skiil of an experienced driver, who, proud of his autho
rity, would often rouse their mettle, espccially in turn
ing sharp corners, with the loud clap of his long whip
all mado it a scene to be looked on and enjoyed but 
onc.e in a lifetime. Pll.Ssing up and through the moun· 
tains all the day, till, as the sun beg;ln to disappear be
yond the western ridges, we came out on a fertile plain. 
and soon after, about seven o'clolck, entel·cd the little vil
lage of Cercs, a hundred miles from Cape Town, which 
we had left in the morning. Here a good supper of 
roast fowl, boiled eggs, vegctl1bles and fruit, a.waitcd us 
at the inn kept by a jolly Dutchman, and six hours 
were allowed for sleep. 

At two o'clock the next morning, being aroused when 
the wagon was ready to proceed, and having taken our 
seats, we were again, with fresh hOI·ses, da.shing swiftly 
over the road, traveling till about nine A.M. over an
other range of mountains, when we arrived at a station 
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called Karoo Poort, where breakfast was provided, and 
another team of ten mules were inspanned. Karoo 
Poort is an opening between two mountains, being an 
even, level passage out on to a country called the Karoo, 
more fully the Karoo Plains, a most desert tract, with
out water or fllrnge for man or beast for upwards of forty 
miles, and in whose centr'e can be seen, rising on all 
sides in nearly a cil'cIe round it, the ridges of the lolty 
mountains. 

At ten o'clock (FJ'iday mornin;r, February 17th, 1871), 
the little team of ten mules commenced ~heir even jog
ging trot through the Karoo Poort, out, on and over 
this plain, indicating by their paces that they knew the 
long and tedious day's work that. was before them. The 
passt:ngers, seeing the monotory of the road, after a 
short time settled back in their seats, with an attempt 
to make up for lost sleep the past night by dozing off 
their drowsiness as they jogged along. 

Soon after the wagon had passed the Poort and had 
fairly got out on the plain, one of the pass~ngers cried 
out, "See the Karoo porcupine; get out your pistols; 
we will get quite near before he will run, and you can 
get a shot." Most of us were at once straining our 
eyes to see a porcupine, especially a Karoo porcupine, 
which, as it was pointed out near the road ahead, ap
peared large and white, with great bones sticking up 
and out in different directions. Every one seemed so 
interested in trying to get a fair sight of thA animal that 
fire-arms were entirely forgotten, and if it haJ been a 
carnivorous beast, dangerous to man, perhaps he might 
have destroyed us all before he could have beon shot. 

4 
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But the day of our death had not yet arrived, aud as 
the wagon approached, we discovered the Karoo porcu
pine to consist of the bleaching carcass of an ox, horse, 
or mule, and afterwards, as we passed along, the bleach
ing bones of these dead animals could be seen strewn 
thicldy on the plain near the road, and, in fact, all the 
way to the Vaal River; some which had just died, and 
others with nothing but the bones remaining. South 
Africa would be a good, or rather, an ample field for 
Mr. Bergh to make and enforce his law for the preven
tion of cruelty to animals. These poor beasts are driven 
here till, through exhaustion or the want of food or 
water, they drop dowlI, when they are taken from the 
team, driven up and out of the road, and left to look for 
subsistence where there is none, and to perish. As soon 
as the breath leaves their bodies, the vultures and jack
als attack them, and in a few hours nothing is left but 
the bleaching bones above mentioned. The journeys 
a.re long, the roads generally are poor, and the loads 
usually heavy; and even while at work the poor crea
tures get less food than when idle. Consequently, 
many of them die on the road i and in the interior, be
ing cheap, when one fails its place is easily supplied, 
and, therefore, it is left often on the desolate plain to 
die of starvation. 

After leaving Ceres, our journey was continued with 
but little rest, till we arrived a,t Beaufort West, on Sun
day the 19th, at one o'clock P. M.-Friday night and 
Saturday mght sleeping while sitting in the wagon, as 
we were riding along. Friday night, the other passen
gers said the driver was careless and sleepy, and they 
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bad to use all tileir pins and needlos to keep him awake; 
that the wagon was nearly upset by his inattention a 
num ber of times, and they had not slept during the 
night. But not having heard of the dangers to which 
we had been exposed till the morning dawned, I had 
rested quite well, and during the day was awake to see 
the sights and enjoy the scene3 of the country while 
passing along. And after drivers and tea.ms had been 
changed, the others, doubtless feeling more secure, fell 
asleep; and it was fun to see them. One would let his 
bead fall backward as though he would jerk it off; an
other one forwards; some one side, and some the other. 
side. At first I could not help but laugh at their vari
ous oddities till the tears rolled down my face. But, 
begging their pardons a thousand times, I learned to 
see and indulge in such luxuries with respectable grav
ity, as we proceeded on our way. At Beaufort West 
we were allowed from one P. M. till two o'clock next 
morning for rest and refreshment; and all endeavored 
to make the best use of every moment of the time. 
First, a. refreshing bath was provided and used, fol· 
lowed by clean linen. Then dinner; after which a· 
short rest j then a little exercise, walking about the 
town; a light supper at seven P. M. ; soon after to bed 
and to sleep, till the notes of the driver's bugle should 
wake us, when the small hours of the night began to 
strike the notes of another day. 

I ought here to pay a proper compliment to two 
young ladies, daughters of the landlord of the inn at 
Beaufort West, for their kindness to us and their solici
tude for our welfare while stopping there, and especially 
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the elder one, who seemed to be a lady of the highest 
culture and refinement. I think none 'of the travellers 
expected to meet with such fair and accomplished la
dies, so far in the mterior of Africa, especially beyond 
the wild, uncivilized, uncultivated regions we had passed 
through, and it was exceedingly enlivening and cheer
ing to converse and again listen to the charming con
versation of such ladies. Their home, also, was well 
furnished and adorned with many luxuries, having, as 
one, a fine piano, on which they played ~ith considera· 
ble skill and taste. "With the charming society, and 
'afterwards with the refreshing sleep that I enjoyed at 
this place, I passed a fe\v of the pleasantest hours of 
my journey; and in the morning, whim we departed, I 
found my lunch basket filled to the brim with pears, 
peaches, apples, and grapes of the finest quality. Beau
fort West isquite a pleasant little hamlet~ containing 
six hundl'ed white people and about one thousand col
ored, and is situate upwards of three hundred miles 
from Cape Town. 

Monday morning, February 20, at two A. M., the 
wagon again awaited us at the door of the inn, the guar.d 
endeavoring to awaken our drowsy minds with the blasts 
of his horn. All were quickly astir and climbing into 
the back, sides, or. front of the heavy wagon, as was 
most suitable or convenient. The clash of the long 
whip is heard, and away w:e go out into the da.rkness, 
with the horses on the full jump, aud with an occasional 
jolt that would wake a man up, if he was never awake 
before. 

In such a journey, night and day, over rough and 
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uneven roads, and often with heedless dri,oers, if the 

traveller does not at first determine to trust his limbs 
and life in the hands of Providence, he will have a 
constant trial of his patience. On starting over this 
country I had fully made up my mind to let things take 
their course, and trust my good fortune for safety and 
health. 

As we left Beaufort West, and at full speed rode out 
into a darkness where the leading horses could not be 
seen by any sense of vision I could bring to bear upon 
them, it would seem at any moment we were liable to 
be thrown out or overturn.ed, with every chance of loss 
of health, if not of life. But we all settled back in our 
seats, preparatory to continuing our night's sleep as 
soon as the wagon wos fairly under way, determined, if 
I may use a vulgar term, to "go it blind." 

Our journey was kept up, with change of horses or 
mules, till ten o'clock P. M. of the same day, when we 
arrived at Victoria West, where another night's rest 
was allowed us. 

This is also a neat little town, with its church, stores, 
and inn. The next day a Mr. Hanu, who had been· 
one of the passengers thus far, and who was a merchant 
here, invited us to his residence and storE', or winkle, as 
it is caped in South Africa by the Dutch, and showed 
us sever-al diamonds, among them one of fifty-six car
ats, of a yellow tinge, which he had recently pro· 
cured from the Vaal fields. Mr. Hanu, all agreed, is 
as refined a gentleman as is seldom met-an open
hearted, whole-souled merchant-and it was gratifying 
to meet such a person, and to see him far in the interior 
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of this thinly populated country, surrounded with all 
the comforts and many of the luxuries of life. One 
would at first conclude, after leaving his home and place 
of business, he was in the midst of a populous and reo 
fined people. Yet I believe I can safely hazard the 
statement that there are not many men like him so far 
up the country as Victoria West; and should any 
reader pass that way and call on him, they will find a 
genial and obliging man. 

As the wagon was about leaving this town at one 
o'clock, a heavy thunder shower for which the country 
thus far north is noted, came on j for about one hour the 
rain poured down, it would seem in almost on,e continuo 
al sheet of water, flooding the streets and roads, and af· 
ter the rain had ceased, the lightning in the distant 
clouds was very beautiful, the like of which is not to be 
seen in more temperate climes. When the storm had 
passed away the horses were again inspanned, and at 
three o'clock in the afternoon our journey was continuo 
ed with but little delay to Hope Town, on the bank of 

. the Orange river, at which place the wagon arrived on 
the morning of the 24th of February. Plenty of wild 
game was now seen from the wagon daily, often quite 
near, consisting of springbok, spansbok, pows
much like a turkey-and other birds. The teims be· 
tween the two places last named were very poor, and it 
was miserable work getting to Hope'I'own. The horses 
OD several occasions became completelv exhausted and 
refused to proceed; the weather during the day was 
very hot, the sun sending down its vertical rays upon 
the panting animals till they were nearly melted down 
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beneath Its oppressive beams. Thursday evening, about 
ten o'clock, within seven miles of Hope Town, the poor
ly foraged horses became quite tired out, and totally 
refused to go on. The guard was obliged to order the 
driver to out-span and let them rest till morning. 

The other passengers desiring to stay with the wagon, 
I concluded to walk on alone, and endeavor to get some 
rest at Hope Town before the wagon came up. I started 
about eleven o'clock in the night, and when first setting 
out could hardly see t~e road, and when there were 
paths in different directions, could not tell which to 
take,except to go straight on; so I journeyed on in the dark 
night, alone and afoot over seven miles of the desert 
plains, sometimes thinking a panther or wild cat was 
watching my course from among the clumps of low 
bushes scattered now and then over the plain. 

Walking briskly for upwards of two hours, I began 
to hear the dogs bark; from which concluding I 
was on the right road, I hurried on, soon creating a 
general disturbance among the canine tribes as I enter
ed the little village. Every household in the interior of 
Africa possesses its dog, and many of the Dutchmen 
have a number of these' animals to guard their flocks 
and herds, as well as their doors and sheep folds. See
ing one house alight, while passing along, I made 
bold to summon its occupant to the door, from whom I 
learned the position of the village inn, where I was 
soon admitted by its hospitable host, and having told 
my story, was given a comfortable bed, on which with 
n~ delay I cast my weary body, and was at once secure
ly folded in the arms of Morpheas, who held me fast 
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assisted by all his attendant angels, only yielding up 
his power and flying away, long after the bright rays of 
the rising sun had sent his golden beams with great 
force against the head of the loving God, biddiQg him, in 
language not to be disobeyed, that the houl" fer his de
parture bad come, and he should no longer hold in 
bondage a mortal whose days of toil were swiftly pass
ing away. Arising and assisting the sun in shaking off 
the drowsy deity, I received the proper and needful 
ablutions, sat down to and ate a hearty breakfast of 
beef steak and mutton chops, SOOD after which the 
wagon came dragging its slow course into the town 
with the passengers straggling along. The horses 
werE'! at once changed, and with a much better team, at 
nine 0' clock A. M., we proceeded on the journey. Cross
ing the Orange river on a punt or ferry-boat, we were 
now in the Orange Free State; a sort of Dutch Repub
lic. Perhaps I ought to state that now the inland trans
port company have much better' horses between Vic
toria West and Hope Town, than was driven there 
when I passed ovm· the road. After passing the 
Orange river, the roads layover grassy plains of sandy 
or a light loam soil, with little variation in the general 
prospect. 

On the night of the 24th, there being no fresh team 
at hand, and no inn, we were obliged to sleep in and 
around the wagon, on the grouild, while the horses were 
permitted to feed and rest. Early the next morning 
the wagon was agam moving on, and at eight o'clock in 
the evening arrived at Pnie! on the southern bank of 
the Vasl river in the Orange Free State i and this was 
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the end of our tour, having been nearly ten days on 
the road since leaving Cape Town, the distance being 
seven hundred miles. The same wagon had brought us 
the whole distance, and the same guard had conducted 
it. Teams had been changed twenty times, and drivers 
several times. 

After leaving the mountain·ranges and entering OD 

the Karoo up to the Orange river, the tops of the 
mountains, interspersed here and' there in the plain, 
seemed to be of one level, as though at some distant 
day their highest points and ridges had been the surface 
of the level earth, and that the light soil between them 
had been washed away, making the intervening plains 
and leaving them standing-a vast pile of boulders and 
round stone, all of nearly the sa.me height, with even, 
level tops, sometimes running along several miles in the 
same mountain. 

There was not in the country over which we had 
passed the volcanic indications I afterwards saw going 
down to Port Elizabeth. Here, from Cape Town to 
Pniel, it had more the appearance of one time being 
covered with water and of having been washed by the 
billows of some great inland sea, which had left the 
scattering mountains standing as the remains of islands 
on its surface, and carried away with its departing wa· 
ters the light earth between them to some other deposi. 
tory. 

When we arrived at Pniel the miners and inhabitantS 
were expecting the Governor of Cape Colony, who 
was at that time making a tour through h!s dominions, 
and especially to the Diamond Fields. As our guard 

4* 
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did not blow his bugle to announce the approach of the 
passenger wagon, the people took it for the Governor's 
conveyance, and we rode into Pniel amidst the huzzas 
of the crowd, with banners displayed from teDts, houses 
and triumphal arches in grand style j and as the wagon 
stopped in their midst and the passengers were getting 
out, the leading dignitaries of the place were looking at 
each one sharply to find some person to read a speech to, 
or shoulder and carry off. But as no one just at that 
time seemed disposed to accept the proffered honor, tbe 
citizens had to delay their further demonstrations of joy 
till the next evening, when the Governor actually met 
them and returned their acclamations of welcome. And 
each passenger, picking out his baggage, sought an inn 
where he could rest till Monday morning, when all ex
pected to try their luck in the Diamond Fields. 
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OHAPTER tv. 
THE DIAMONJ>. FIELDS. 

DIAMONDS were first found in South Africa nearly 
two years ago (in 1869) "on the northern bank of the 
Vaal River j but no particular stir or excitement about 
them was created until the large diamond, called the 
"Star of South Africa," was brought into market in the 
early part of 1870. There are many different stories 
told of the circumstances attending the first discovery 
and sale of this magnificent gem j but the most credit
able is, that it was picked up on the surface of the 
ground at: or near, Clip Drif\ by a Korranna. a native 
negro, and sold by him to a Dutch farmer, who gave all 
the sheep and cattle he possessed to the native for it. 
The farmer then took it to Sir Philip W odehouse, the 
then Governor of the Colony, at Cape Town, who paid 
him five hundred pounds sterling for it, the farmer at 
the same time being instructeq to dig for diamonds 
where they were found on the surface. The" Star of 
South Africa" has lIince been cut, nnd is now owned by 
and in possession of the Prince of Wales, and is said 
to be valued at thirty thousand pounds sterling. 

After the "discovery of this stone there was quite a 
rush of the scattered population of the country to the 
Vaal River and the hills in its vicinity, for the purpose 
of searching for these gems. This region then, espec
ially between the Vaa1 and Heart rivers, was entirely 
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uninhabited, being a sandy, stony, hilly and barren tract 
of land. Digging for diamonds was first commenced' 
on a copay or rising elevation of land north of the Vaal 
river, and near its bank, where it turns suddenly from a 
south-westerly to a northern course, and where the town 
of Clip Drift has since been built and grown into a thriv
ing village. 

These gems appear to have been mostly found on the 
copays along the banks and ill the ancient beds of the 
Vaal: When the Clip Drift copay was principally 
worked out, the diggers began to search for new places, 
and many crossed the river and commenced operations 
at Pniel, whicb has since proved a very rich mine; also 
Cawoods Hope, Gong·Gong, Bad Hope or Victoria, the 
Colesburg copay, Sivenelle, Union co pay, Natal copay, 
Hebron, Diamondia; and places called new rushes, up 
and down the river from Clip Drift and Pniel, on either 
side, were opened and being worked when I left the 
fields, in April last (1871) ; and also Du·Toits-Pan, 
Bell Fontaine, and other farms, miles away from the 
river, were proving quite rich in the precious stone, at 
that time and afterwards. 

When it was reported in England that diamonds had 
been found in this region of country, and that a. vast 
tract-in fact the whole wilderness about the Vaal and 
Orange rivers-was supposed to be diamondiferous, a 
geologist was sent out to the colony to make an inves
tigation, and report as to the truth of the stories coming 
from it. This gentleman, after examining the I!oi! and 
earth supposed to contain diamonds, returned to Eng
land with the impression that it was not a diamond·pro-
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ducing country, and made a statement of his investiga:' 
tion, arriving at the conclusion that the soil was not 
diamondiferous, and that the reports printed and circu' 
lated to that effect were but delusions in the minds of 
the inhabitants. Another would-be geologist, .residing 
in the colony, issued a book, or essay, in which he at
tempted to refute the arguments of the English miner· 
alogist, and by facts and sound reasoning to establish 
the truth that his opponent was wrong, and that dia
monds were to be found and were found, and that the 
hills and former river beds near the Vaal were a dia
mond·producing soil. 

But while these theorists were wasting their time 
and labor in such vain attempts to establish or dis· 
prove the truth, as is usual in such cases, the· strong 
arm of the honest, industrious man of toil was work
ing out proofs not to be denied. And it soon became 
an established fact that these precious gems there ex· 
isted, and were found in considerable numbers. 

The Colony ·at once determined to make as much 
out of the discovery as possible, and while perhaps 
there was some truth in the reports published and cir· 
culated over the whole country, and from that, of course, 
sent to England and reaching America, circulated in 
those countries j yet, as has always been the case on 
the discovery of mines of gold, or silver, or precious 
stones, many of the stories were merely wild and un· 
truthful rumors set afloat by thoughtless and careless 
persons, or wickedly originated and set in motion by 
interested parties, who then, and constantly ever since, 
have endeavored to deceive the public about the coun-
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-try and the diamond-producing regions. As has been 
heretofore stated, the first accounts were published in 
the United States in August and September, 1870. 
And in the New York Herald in September an ex
tract from the Grahamstown (Cape of Good Hope) 
Journal of the 12th of August was published, which 
gave It very truthful statement. It says: 

"There certainly never has been such a Fltir in this 
Colony before, excepting in time of war. Every town 
and district in the Colony has sent its contingent to 
the army of workers at the Vaal Fields, and still the 
movement goes on. In May there were about one 
hundred men at the diggings. Before the end of June 
there were seven hundred, at the close of July there 
were over one thousand, and at present it is estimated 
that there are at the Klip Drift, Pni\l~ Hebron and 
Kuskamana Fields no less than two thousand men. 
When it is remembered that the European population in 
the Colony is scattered over a large surface, and at 
the best but small, and that distances here are very 
great, it will be understood that pretty strong motives 
must have been at work to occasion so large a move
mellt. The discovery of the 'Star of South Africa,' 
now known at home, has been followed by that of 
other stones. ... .. .. As the fields are in a conn
try owned by no one who can substantiate his claim, 
there is no organization of labor, and there are no 
means of ascertaining the actual discbveries. Some 
keep their good fortune to themselves, and again there 
are cases in which a diamond is talked about until it 
becomes several diamonds. .. .. ... Some parties 
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are known to have been very successful. .. *' .. 
As a matter of course, out of so iarge a number of dig
gers, many have been greatly disappointed.. '* ... .. " 
Therefore the existence of diamonds and the certainty 
that they were being found in this region, far in the 
interior of Africa, becoming an established truth, no 
matter what false representations were made, or how 
exaggerated accounts were given, which any thinking 
mind could not believe. Yet there was a chance to 
secure the much coveted and glittering jewels, and 
many, without counting the cost or considering from 
what callse such great value is placed, and always has 
been placed, upon diamonds, and being ignorant of the 
labor required and deprivations to be borne in order to 
secure them, even if at all successful, abandoned their 
homes and good situations, especially in England, to 
try their luck in the Vaal Diamond Fields; and at the 
time I left them, in April, 1871, it was estimated thai; 
in the different localities there were upwards of five 
thousand laborers at work in the mines, besides many 
who had tried their fortune having returned to their 
homes, and then I do not think the number of workers 
was increasing, some leaving about as fast as others 
arrived. During the time I remained on the fields, in 
March and A pril, I endeavored to gain all the informa· 
tion I possibly could about the number of finds and the 
success of the diggers generally, having visited nearly 
every locality then being worked, and worked myself 
for upward of a month at Cawoods Hope, where quite 
a number of large diamonds were found. 

When the people first began to flock to these fields 
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to search for diamonds, thtl country about the Vaal, 
though it had been previously owned or claimed and 
occupied by the Orange Free State, or by different tribes 
of the native inhabitants of Africa, was then totally un
inhabited, and consequently without any form of gov
ernment, or means of enforcing law or preserving order. 
Therefore, as soon as a snfficient number of miners set
tled on any copay or in any particular locality, they 
would appoint a committee of three or five from among 
their number, who, for a small fee :while employed on 
committee business, and under by-laws, rules and regu
lations which would be. agreed upon, would grant 
lioenses to the diggers, preserve order and punish of
fences, and by general consent the authority of these 
committees was respected; and, governed by their regu
lations, wherever they were constituted, all were very 
peaceable and orderly throughout the fields up to the 
time I left them; and no crimes nor offences of im
portance had been perpetrated on or among the people. 

In a few cases for petty larceny or some minor mis
demeanors, punishments had been indicted. There 
being no prisons or jails, the officers were obliged to re
sort to the primitive modes of punishment, and there 
had been a few cases of Whipping, mostly of the na
tives, and one or two cases of putting white men over 
the river, which consisted not only of taking the indi
vidual condemned across the Vaal River in a. boat, but 
also ~hile on the way over giving him a severe duck
ing under the water, and landing him on the other side 
much exhausted fr()m his many and long immersions. 
These methods of punishment. appeared to be quite ef-
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factive, the person once passing through them being 
known and remembered afterwards in all parts of the 
Fields. Order and the safety of goods and chattels 
therefore seemed to be better and more secure than 
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taxes and licenses of the miners and shop keepers, who, 
under the circumstances of its being disputed territory, 
very justly refused to submit to or pay until the ques
tion of ownership was decided, and especially as they 
had alre~dy established a government which was col
lecting a revenue of its own. This unsettled state of 
affairs, and the threatening war cloud that rose over the 
thriving little settlements, induced Si.' Henry Barkly, 
the new Governor of the Colony, about the 1 st of 
March, 1871, to visit the various" diggings" and also 
the President of the Free State, for the purpose of en
deavoring to procure a peaceable settlement of the dis
puted questions between the miners, the Free State, 
and tle various native tribes. At this time Cawoods 
Hope, a large settl('ment on the south-western border 
of the river, twelve miles below Pniel, or twenty miles 
following the course of the stream, was threatened with 
a commando from the Free State, which had assembled 
in the fields near Pniel, to enforce the payment of 
licenses and taxes demanded from the inhabitants. There
fore the diggers of that place organized themselves into a 
military body, and called on the neighboring miners to 
aid them, if necessary, to repel the power and presump_ 
tion of the Dutch government, anq for a few days 
Cawoods Hope was turned into quite a military camp, 
training and drilling the recruits, and an aiding force 
came down the river from Hebron. But, as was gene
rally supposed, from lack of bravery among the Dutch, 
and seeing the determination of the people, the com· 
mando did not advance, but kept their forces encamped 
on their own territory. In the meantime, the various 
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contending parties had consented to submit the matters 
to a commission which had been agreed upon, and the 
miners again went to work, or rath!lr continued their 
labors, which had scarcely been interrupted by the oc
casional military meetings and trainings to prepare for 
defense when attacked. Also, when work was first be
gun at Pniel, the missionaries among the native tribes 
endeavored to exact from the miners twenty·five per 
cent. of the value of the finds, which demand was like
wise resisted by the diggers; and from such causes, fol
lowed by - the proceedings allove related, war at one 
time on a small scale appeared quite probable. After 
agreeing to submit to an arbitration all the differences, 
the Free State still kept its commando of one thousand 
raw and undisciplined men in the field, until the BrItish 
police force arrived, and the Governor refused to pro. 
ceed with the arbitmtion unless it was withdrawn, when 
the President of the Free State ordered its dispersion. 
and the volunteer soldiery sought their several farms 
and homes. And now I believe the questions have been 
amicably adjusted, the territory dIvided, the Free State 
holding Pniel and the country on the southern side of 
the Vaal, and Clip Drift and the North being under the 
protection of the British, and governed by a magistrate 
duly appointed by the Governor of the Colony, who holds 
a regular court and exercises jurisdiction in both civil 
and crIminal cases. Thus much for governmental af· 
fairs at these Diamond Fields. 

There is not any probability of, and the diggers never 
anticipate any, serious trouble over the country. The 
native tribes of Caffirs, Korannas, Hottentot-'1, etc., 
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negroes or colored people, ha.ve long since been conquer
ed and exhausted by their various wars with the Dutch 
and English j and the Free State have not the power to 
successfully cope with the English in a trial of arms; 
therefore questions will be settled about as the colon
ial government d,.etermine, while keeping in view all the 
just claims aud rights of the contending parties, so that 
no foreign power intercedes. 

Perhaps I have dwelt too long on this subject of the 
government of a country of so little importance to other 
nations j yet they are questions of the rights, safety and 
security of the diggers, and on the supposition that the 
reader has the same curiosity that led me to gather up 
the facts, I have recorded them. And in dropping this 
subject let it be said, that without doubt peace will con
tinue to reign, and law and good order be constantlyen
forced by the even hand of justice at the Diamond Fields 
of South Africa for many years to come, and so long as 
they are inhabited, as at present, by the white race j and 
a man may live there with as much safety and protec
tion against lawless men as in any part of the world. 

The people thus far having proven themselves to be 
an honest and industrious community, and that class is 
now too strong in their influence and control to allow 
persons of reckless characters to supersede them. 

The methods of searching, digging, and washing or 
sifting for diamonds at the Vaal Fields .are numerous, 
depending on the strength or number of the party at 
work, and also on the locality in which the work is being 
done. 

When an individual or a company have decided on a 
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spot in which to try their luck, the fi1"8t thing to be 
done is to pitch a tent for a home, to procure the nee· . 
essary tools, picks, shovels or spades, a crow-bar, sieves, 
and cradle and cooking utensils, etc. Some take these 
things from the Colony with them, but that is useless, 
for while I was at. the Fields they could be bought at 
auction sales held two or three times a week at each of 
the principal settlements, for nearly one-half less than in 
any part of the Colon"y, and, in fact, I think full as cheap 
as at any place in the world. A bell tent, for which new 
and of the same size .£4. lOs. was charged in the 
Oolony, I obtained second-hand at the fields for .£2., 
and it was nearly as good as when new j picks and 
shovels from three to five shillings, or one half their 
cost at colonial stores, and nearly all the necessary 
tools and implements could be procured at these sales 
at similar prices: and if not at the auction sales there 
are plenty of stores at Pniel, Clip Drift, Hebron, and 
other places, at which they are sold at very moderate 
prices, considering the high tariff paid for transportation. 

Having secured these things, the digger next obtains 
a claim or piece of ground in which to commence work. 
Claims are to be obtained in three ways, either taking a 
new plot which has never been touched, or jumping, or 
buying the claim of another. Each person is allowed a. 
certain number of square feet, surface measure, usually 
thirty feet square, or nine hundre~ square feet, and the 
miner can pre-empt such a lot in any new place, or if he 
finds a claim partially worked which has been neglected 
or abandoned a certain number of days, he DIlly take 
possession of it, called jumping it, or he can purchase a. 
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claim of another who has an established right thereto. 
When the Pniel Field was yielding its best, claims were 
sold there as high as £, 100 each, but no such price has 
since been obtained in any locality, and when I left the 
field,; as many were given away as were sold. As soon 
as a. plot of ground is secured, a license must be obtain· 
ed from the proper authority to work the claim, and bea.
cons set up on it showing its number and boundaries. 
The fee paid tor a license was a fixed sum to be paid 
each month, the amount varying in different localities 
from half-a-crown (about sixty cents) to ten shillings 
($2.50). Each claim must be continually worked, or 
picked in at least every third day, otherwise it would 
be considered abandoned and liable to be jumped and 
the owner to lose his rights. 

Such were rules in operation when I was at the 
"diggings j " as to their stability it is impossible to affirm, 
being liable to be changed by the government or the rules 
of the miners j and, besides, there are farms in the Free 
State being opened to the miners, and in such places the 
rules and charges will be somewhat determined'by the far
mer or owner of the land. When two or more persons are 
associated together in working, each one is allowed a. 
claim and a license, and after one claim is worked Olh, 
the other or others can be worked if the party has re
membered to pick in it, and complied with the laws in 
force at the place. Being now ready to commence 
wOl'k, as before stated, the methods are different in 
different places and with different parties, In localities 
along the Vaal the miner commences in his claim with 
pick, crow-bar, and spade or shovel, throwing up five or 
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six cart· loads of the gra.vel and earth, then with his cart 
and oxen, horse!!, or mules, or hired team (for which one 
shilling sterling is usually charged per load) carts the 
stuff to the river bank j some, whose claims are near, 
carry it in bags on their backs or in pails, or wheel it in 
wheel-barrows. At the river the gravel is washed in a 
cradle, which is made of an oblong box, varying in size, 
usually from two and a half to three feet long, and 
a.bout two feet deep, open at the top and at one end near 
the bottom j this is placed on rockers like a child's cradle, 
the bottom usually projecting a few inches at the open 
end. In this box are placed two, and sometimes three, 
sieves above each other, with a frame to each three or 
four inches deep, so that when in the cradle they are 
that far apart; and a space of about that depth is left 
between the bottom sieve and the floor of the cradle. 
The lower sieve, or first one placed in the cradle, is fine 
enough to hold any diamond or stone worth saving, the 
next one above it, if there are three used, is coarser 
and ;would only catch stones about the size of common 
peas; the top sieve, whether two or three are used, is 
very coarse, with holes from a half to three quarters of an 
inch in diameter, and is only intended to detain the very 
large gravel. In most of the cradles no more than two 
sieves are used, the coarse and fine. The sieves are made 
of wire or perforated zinc an.d properly secured in the box. 
At the opposite end of the cradle, from the mouth, a 
handle is fastened, consisting of a piece of board or 
plank nailed or screwed on to it perpendicularly, and is 
of sufficient length so a man can stand up and do :the 
rocking. The cradle thus constructed is placed near the 
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river's edge, with the rockers on a good foundation, a pail
full of the gravel and earth is put ill to the top sieve, and 
with the pail one man di ps up and pours the water on the 
gravel in the sieve, while another is rocking the cradle, and 
so 011, until the coarse gravel in the upper sieve is washed 
quite clean, and the finer-stones have gone through to the 
other sievf?'.. At one glance it is seen whether or not a 
diamond is among the coarse stones iu the first sieve. 
Fortunate the man who finds one there, and surely it 
would be "picked up." When the contents of this sieve 
is at once emptied on the ground, and the sieve again fill
ed with gravel to be washed, and the washing thus con
tinued till the lower sieve or sieves become nearly full of 
the finer stones, when the top sieve is taken off, and with 
a few more pails of water the gravel in the lower washed 
entirely free from earth, when they are both taken out 
and emptied on to the sorling table. This table is made 
of all sizes, and of different materials, and consists of 
anything making a plain surface which will hold the 
stones, and at which a person can sit and sort and dis
charge its contents. The gravel being thus washed and 
placed on the table, a man with a stool on which to sit, 
takes his place at the table, and with a scraper, a small 
piece of zinc two inches wide, and three or four inches 
long, with one edge straight, commences sorting. 
Spreading out a small quan~ity of the gravel with the 
scraper thinly on the table before him casting the eye 
over it, picking out the diamonds or pretty stones which 
he may wish to save, then scraping it off on to the 
ground. Sorting is done very rapidly. On first seeing 
the operation the quickness, and seemingly carelessness, 
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with which a large heap of the stones are looked over 
and thrown away, one would think diamonds would cer
tainly be missed, and when new beginners commence at 
this branch of the business they spend a great deal of 
time in carefully looking at and testing all the pretty 
stones, and especially all 'those transpare~t, and the 
crystals, of which there are many. Sometimes a small, 
well· shaped, clear crystal will raise their hopes to the 
highest pitch only to deeeive, and amateurs will get ex
cited and be running about to their more experienced 
neighbors with these stones, to learn t.hey have but a 
crystal which is wholly valueless. But experience soon 
teaches in this as in other things that precious gems are 
not found nor obtained so easily as the worthless crys
tals. And as diamonds are not only seldom found and 
with many difficulties, yet they also cannot be mistaken 
when met; with in the gravel spread out on the table, 
though given but a single glance. One will seem to 
stare at you like. a brilliant eye from among its dark, 
lustreless associates. Even so the gems of humanity; 
one bright and spotless is but seldom found; and, wher
ever existing, the lustre of the soul shines out with such 
brilliancy, its true nature cannot be mistaken. 

After once picking up a diamond among his grave~ 
the digger will have no hesitancy in deciding what are 
and what are not, these beautiful gems, with as much 
certainty of a truthful decision as can possibly be made 
in any conceivable case where two things are in ques
tion, and I believe that to be with sufficient certainty. 

Besides the above, there are other modes of labor near 
the river j some do the washing on their claims, when 

5 
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. only one or two persons are working together, and have 
no cart or team. 'fhen two or more large tubs are 
used, generally consisting of a wine cask sawed into 
in the middle, making two tubs i these are filled 
with water carried from the river to the claim, and tho 
gravel is washed in these tubs, in a common hand sieve, 
sufficiently fine to hold any stone of value i the miner 
fills the sieve, and with arms hared placing it in the 
water in one of the tubs and shaking it round till most 
of tho earth is washed out, and then in the other tub 
rinsing the stones quite clean, then emptying it on the 
sorting table as in the other case of the cradle. Some
times the process of dry sifting is performed before 
washing. When the soil is dry much of the earth in this 
way can be siftEd out, leaving the gravel to require 
much less washing, as when washing in tubs they become 
filled with dirt i it is shoveled out, and they are again fill
ed with water, and the work again carried on. Such is 
the process near the Vaal river, or where water is 
plentifully supplied. 

But at Dtt Toit.'s Pan and other farms and places 
where there is no water, dry sifting is wholly resort
ed to, and is usually performed with a single sieve square 
or quadrangularly shaped, with one end attached to a 
swing and the other with handles, or both ends with 
handles, so as to be shaken by one or two men, when 
the diamond· producing soil is placed in it retaining the 
gravel as in the sieves in the other case, which is sorted 
in the same way. In rainy weather the operation of 
dry sifting cannot be carried on, while the stuff is wet. 

From the above description it will be BAeD, that in 
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order to work with advantage in washing the gravel at 
the river requires a team-oxen are the best-and cart, 
with at least three men and five or six are better. When 
there are only three men, the aftel'noon is usually em· 

, ployed in throwing up the gravel out of the claim; in 
the morning it is drawn to the river, and during the fore· 
noon washed and sorted, two men washing with the 
cradle, and the third sorting, and at noon the drawn 
gravel is usually washed and sorted, when the men 
again work in the claim. One person with his team and 
two hired natives in this way get along very well. With 
five or six men, the washing can be continued all the 
da;y by three, while the others are working the claim 
and getting the gravel to the river bank. Where a 
single individual is at work alone, he has many ways 
of ~etting on, the best and most independent being to 
wash in tubs on the claim, but it is very slow and very 
hard work; and, in fact, when regularly carried on the 
work 18 very laborious in all its branches. 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE DIAMOND FlELDS (CONTINUED). 

I HAVE spoken of claims of gravel and earth, etc. 
Doubtless it is proper that I explain what is meant by 
these terms; in other words, explain the appearance of 
the soil or substance in which diamonds are sought for 
and obtained in South Africa. It is generally conceded, 
I think, by geologists and mineralogists, that the forma
tion and existence of diamonds is one of the inexplica,. 
ble works of natllre which men have not yet been able 
to comprehend. Although they can be destroyed or 
analyzed, and the properties of which they o.re com· 
posed be determined, yet the process'ofnature in combin
ing those properties and infusing the coloring matter, 
so as to make the hardness of the diamond and 
give them their beautiful shades of color, as yellow, 
red, blue, green, pink, brown, orange or leaves them 
white, clear as the purest drop of water, has thu:s far 
baffled the ingenuity and skill of man to find out i and, 
so far as I can learn, if the soils where these unrivalled 
gems are found are examined with the view of gaining 
light on the subject, it must but disappoint the geolo." 
gist, and, if anything, add to the darkness that already 
surrounds him "on this point. Although other gems 
and beautiful and transparent stones are found in the 
neighborhood of the diamond, still the gem itself turns 
up in the most curious places, and often when least ex-
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pected. One digger will have what is termed btiautiful 
gravel, and expect to see a diamond among the pretty, 
shining stones every minute of his labor, and find none, 
while his neighbor has, as both think, unfortunately dug 
into a mass of crumbling rotten-stone; ana is carelessly 

through it, when; diamond of 
forty carats glittnra unsightly mass; 

little sentiment, I like some 
men, having taken from everything 

increase its own 
'l'he channel of the Vaal River, through the country 

where the diamonds are found, is a considerable of the 
way bounded on either side by high stony and rocky 
lands, hills or moilntains, ch iefiy of a light red or gray 
color, in some places being one mass of large, broken 

others, covered ntones, as large 
hu'ger than one m;in broken bits of 
;itnne or reddish iibout in spots_ 

the edge of the nuposed parts of 
and stones are 17nLtn- black looking, 

as though they'had been burned like coal, _possibly by 
electricity, perhaps by lightning stroke. In some parts 
the rising, high boundaries of the river descend precipi. 
tately to its edge, while in others it recedes and rises a 
distance back from the stream, leaving a low elevation 
or copay between the hills and the river, and these 

hnve generally be17n mtain diamonds. 
is mostly very the river, and 

'.iii;;;ii;;i of masses of sbne among pebbles 
and is covered bioken rocks and 

;;iii11m;", with very little 
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On the copays along the river, and also in perfectly 
flat, low places, among the ~arge rocks and stones, lie 
the gravel and water-worn pebbles in which the dia· 
monds are found. The crevices of the rocks and the 
earth between the massive stones is filled with this 
gravel, and as the stones are removed one side it is 
thrown up with· the spade or shovel into a heap to be 
washed and sorted. Doubtless these places were'some 
time the bed of the Vaal River, and from that a person 
might be led to cOI!elude that the diamonds and water· 
worn pebbles were deposited here by the current of the 
stream, and consequently that there must be a place 
higher up the river from which they had been washed 
down. But such a theory is entirely disproved by 
other diamond· producing localities, which never could 
have been the bed of any river-for, instance, the 
Natal Copay, near Cawoods Hope, both of which 
places have proved quite rich, especially in large gems. 
Cawoods Hope is a low land between the hills and the 
river, from one to two miles long, and from one hun· 
dred to two hundred rods wide, the hills rising up back 
from the stream the last named distance, and coming 
again lIear the edge of the stream at each end. The 
Natal Copay, where a diamond of 10'1 carats and 
smaller ones were found, is one of the hills back of the 
upper portion of Cawoods Hope, and, I should think, 
a mile from the river 'in a direct line, and from it to 
the river is a narrow channel where, in case of a heavy 
rain, the water would flow down to,Cawoods Hope and 
the river j and, although I will admit this copay is not 
quite so high as some of the hills on either side of it, 
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yet I do not believe anyone looking at it and the vast 
plain on the other side, will affirm that it ever could 
have been the bed to the current of any river. It could 
only have ~n constantly washed by water, when the 
whole country was covered with that element. Even if 
thrown up by volcanic action it must have, like its 
neighbors, risen out of some vast body of water, or else 
we cannot affirm, or a«count for, its ever being sub
merged beneath a flowing current. The Natal Copay 
is only a small place, and was principally worked out 
in the first days of the diamond ,excitement in this 
country by a party fl·om Natal, who are said to have 
literally reaped a golden harvest and to have distribu· 
ted to each one of the company a handsome fortune. 
'I'he large diamond, I think, was found by a native, 
from whom they obtained it for a small reward, with 
the information that this was the place where he picked 
it up, and therefore here they went to work, with the 
result above stated. 

At Cawoods Hope, also, quite a number of large 
diamonds have been found, one of about ninety·four 
carats, two or three of over eighty carats, some of fifty, 
sixty, forty, thirty, etc., down to small ones. As the 
size decreases, in all the diggings, the, number increases 
in a regular proportion. At Cawoods Hope upwards 
of two th,J\1sand people have tried their luck, many of 
them to find it bad. The claims at this field were 
worked only from two to five feet deep, below which 
what the miners call pot clay existed, which was con· 
sidered not to contain diamonds, some parties having 
worked a great quantity of it, and although it contained 
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gravel, found no gems. Gong-Gong, or rather the neW' 
rush below Gong· Gong, is also a low land near the 
river, like Cawoods Hope, but on the opposite side; 
and Union Copay, below that again, is agother high 
land. like the Natal. The Pneil and Clip Drift Co-
pays, the river, on 
higYs:r At Pneil the up-

fi'et deep; at Clip deep; 
be remember~d of the 

um speaking havs worked 
out and almost abandoned for new places. In the 
river there is occasionally a rocky island, some of 
which have been worked and gems found on them. 
But none of the islands had proved to be very attrac
tive to the diggers at the time I came away. 

Fan, which was a HiH take 
"'decimen of all the from 

twenty miles from Z irange 
at first were in the 

one foot deep, a very sandy . 
soil with fine gravel. found 
in quite large numbers, even on the surface they can 
be picked up ; the miners call them rubies, but at the 
same time know they are but garnets. When only the 
upper layer of earth was worked at first, small diamonds _ 
were found quite numerously, nearly everyone finding 

ut they were so so lit-
place did not ".ttention 

when the diggllrM to go 
parth, below t~e a hard 

;.'ueiss, wher. largrrr found, 

le 
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and in May, at the time I left the Colony, it was proving 
very rich and very attractive, even beyond all pre
cedent_ 

. The surfac~ at this place.has much the appearance of 
an ordinary field covered with grass, being slightly un
dulating, and is the same for many miles about, now 
and then in the distance a single mountain or high hill 
rising up to make the country look more desolate and 
wild. Yet in some spots the scenery is very beau
tiful and extensive. Below the foot or so of light soil 
in this field the deposit was very hard and compact. 
Clayey grani~ quite white, intermixed with particles 
of gravel, the bard earth requiring the pick to break it 
up, ~hich was the same for 'many feet deep. In this 
large gems were being found; it will doubtless be a very 
extensive mine. Near this, on Bell Font&;ne, the adjoin
ing farm, the hut was erected and plastered over with a 
mud mortar made of the light sandy surface soil, about 
the time or shortly after diamonds were discovered in 
south Africa, and when the mud became dry the hut 
was found literally studded with diamonds and was 
torn down, and about ninety taken out of the mortar, aU 
very small and the whole of little value, and this is the 
house out of which the story originated that the houses 
lJuilt with the earth, were found studded with diamonds. 

At the close of this chapter will be given the 
reported finds among the miners for upwards of a 
month. 

As to the extent of the country where diamonds are 
now found and are likely to be obtained in South Africa, 
at present mines are being worked nearly or quite one 

Ii * 
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hundred miles up and down in the direction of the 
course of the Vaal river, and on a belt, 'Say fifty miles 
wide; that may enable the reader to form some idea of 
the present range of the digging. But it must not be 
supposed for a moment that the whole of this country 
named is being worked, or ever will be, for the purpose 
of dia'!lond hunting. It includes !Joll the copays and fields 
heretofore mentioned, and they are only little spots in 
it, and I think I can safely say that ninety hundredths' 
of the land, within the limits mentioned, will never be 
touched with the view of diamond seeking; and if I 
wished to be more exact, I should say ninety-nine hun
dredths would never be worked for that purpose. N ~ver
theless, these gems may hereafter be found in this re
gion over a much wider range of territory than I have 
mentioned and probably will be. 

New places are being constantly discovered. Every 
individual that owns or has possession of any land 
near the fields is trying to convince himself and others 
that it contains diamonds, for the soil chiefly is good for 
nothing for agriculture, and, if found to be dia~ondifer
ous, may be of some value, and great efforts are made 
by the interested parties to make people believe their 
fields contain a mine of the precious gems; and to de
monstrate the propositions sometimes made, the process 
of inserting a few diamonds in the earth and finding 
them again, just for the pleasure of it, no doubt, is gone 
through with, remembering always to make a great' 
hun'ah and disturbance about the finding, and, like Mrs_ 
Piffit, put it in the papers, constantly forgetting to men· 
tion how the diamond came to be found, which in this 
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case, like all men's works and unlike Nature's could be 
easily explained. It may be too sev.ere to assert this 
as a positive fact; yet I am satisfied it has been done, 
not only in one instance, but in several instances. What 
motive could have induced anyone to practice such de
ception, the reader may determine; it might have been 
simply for tho pleasure of bein~ thought successful, or 
for the purpose of leading others to try ground honestly 
thought to contain diamonds, and to develope a place 
where the individual alone had not the means of bring
ing it out; or it might have been to set in motion any 
other branch of trade or business connected with the 
field/!. 

And I do not hesitate to say that while many fine 
diamonds are obtained at the Vaal Fields, yet there is 
almost any amouIft of deception, called humbugging, 
practiced on and amopg the miners. 

Notwithstanding to a limited extent prospecting is 
honestly carried on by different persons, and new fields 
are being opened even outside of the limits I have 
named. As heretofore stated, when diamonds were first 
discovered, the soil and nature of the country were but 
little known by the white population, and as the territory 
becomes better understood, and the first fields worked 
ont, new plaees will be sought for and found. Whether 
the best places and richest diamond-producing soils are 
now being worked, time only can determine, and wheth 
er here or in any country diamond-seeking as a gener
al rule is profitable, is very difficult to conclude. Some 
one at the Vaal }l'ields started the report on some un
known· hypothesis, perhaps taking the known .finds; 
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that the actual profit of the miners as a whole was 
not more than six. pence per day; while another said he 
would buy and give' all the diamonds found for the 
money spent by the miners in getting them, and a 
handsome profit could be made in such a bargain. 

But no one is able to judge correctly. There is no 
doubt that some who invest their money is this lottery 
secure a rich prize, while others are only unfortunate 
ill their investment, and as the labor is carried on in 
South Afl'ica) it is considered a complete game of 
chance. I believe diamonds a.re worth the full price 
set upon them, and those that are able to possess these 
beautiful gems should not be scrupulous .about their 
cost, for they are procured chiefly in some wild, un· 
settled and otherwise unproductive land with many 
hardf>hips and deprivations, with great labor and ex· 
pense, generally in a hot climate, under the burning 
rays of a vertical sun; therefore, those whose circum· 
stances enable them to wear these richest of ornaments 
should have the heart to freely reward the patience 
and labor required to bring such rich gems into their 
caskets. Their hearts shoulf~ be like their jewels, the 
richest and most precious of Nature's gifts. 

The annexed is a list of the reported finds at the dates 
specified, published in the Diamond News, a weekly 
paper, printed at Pniel, South Africa" read by the author 
while on the fields. It should be stated that at many 
of the diggings the paper had no correspondent, and 
none of the finds at such places would be published, and 
in the other localities only a list of those were given 
which were generally known. Many would be found 
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and only known by immediate neighbors, if at all, and 
(Sf CG1FGe wl1Gld nGof be the New51 
of March 18, 1871, "Finds reported since last issue:" 

AT CAWOODS HOPE. AT HEBRON. 
No. of No. or 

N 11001 Flndl110 »11101mU. :r:rame of .b1J::lden. i?1amon""," earata_ 

~.a~:~iL:: .... :: i Mlo (Sick 1 2'l 

y, Horen...... .•... 1 
ftf"lshe,L "".... :;: 
Il1ame lmkn0l111o 

AT PNIEL. 
No. lot 

yq:sme oT fu"itlden. Eblamon&,," Carats" 
Hl1l'lmd & ~i . . . . . . 4 8" 
McIntyre.... ..•. ••• 8 
Jardine. 0.. 2 
R. Jo Hall 1 37J11' 
Ji1l'111S ..•. ...... 1 4 
Joille &; Cole..... 1 2J11' 
Hopely........... 1 6 

AT COLESBERG COPAY. 
i""'J, ClI 

N;SS.,,,& Fiod",TmL Dism;:nHD. C1"=J:.S. 
(Sbnrky D. . •... . . is /1 

In tTl11 New, 0£ April 1st! pa,1111 of thl inte],,],Illlng thl 
]"rite]' 1lId n01 keep, ha1 tbI 11.t. thl 1lIde IwIraged 
about the same eacb w~ek.) .. Finds reported since our last issue." 

AT PNIEL. 
No. of 

Nl",l oof FlDoll.l. DlLon1mU. 01 .. '" 
10enewI11nCe .. 11• 
(sleg ..... '" •.. 
Dr. Hall. ....•...•.. 
Jakius 00 .... 

~::;,~~~i~~ ... 
AT DU TOITS PAN. 

t",," of 
Nl'll 01f FlD.llmo Dia'01"U. 0111". 

Stewart .•..•..• '" 8 
W. Sbort.... .., 1 
(So J. (S 111 Nlekl1fu ... 

AT HEBRON. 
N IUDI of FIDden. 

°LemSlol1I8 .. . 
11. Vl1111111 ...... . 
T.Nical ......... . 

::1:1 Dell. 

No. of 
~Dd .. 

2 
1 
1 

AT COLESBERG COPAY. 
No.ot 

Name of Flnden. Dlamondl. Car .... 
ClH]"ley & ]1 3 7~ 

AT VICTORIA. 
No. of 

iPiame of Fi"dera. Diamoutis (: .... w. 
S/11 Bom1 110.. . . .. 2 3" 

AT CAWOOD8 HOPE. 
No. "f 

!Pi "'me of ¥bden. D',.uoOD"::&ffi, ~;uat8w 
SIh111iner...... ••. . . 1 0" 

AT HEBRON. 
No. {;Y 

r,zame of ¥[",cien. Diamond"" eua. ... 
Cameron....... ... 1 4 
Forre~ter. . . .. . . . . •• 2 2 
D!IkluS011" D. •• 1 3 
Dm11gbulo ... , 2 2~ 

g:~~~'i[o~n~: :: : :: . ~ :JII' 
Ll111den.o ... 1 8" 
Fo 1,. Vatl]'... ..... 1 11~ 
Morris. .. ••.••••••• 1 5.l( 
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The Port Elizabeth Tl/egrapk and Eastern ProYlnce Standard, pnb
IIsbed at Port Elizabeth, South Arrlca, in Its i.Bne or May 26, 1871, has 
the following: .. Latest Fluds reported at the Diamond Field •. n· 

AT DU TOITS PAN. 
No. of 

Name of Flnden. DIamond .. Carate, 
Van Vrede......... 1 79 
Bretts .... , .. ... 1 5.'~ 
Swanpoel. .. • • .. ... 1 25)4' 
Same... ...... 1 Ii 
Nemo ....... ... 1 15 
David.............. 1 9~ 

AT DU TOITS PAN. 
No. of 

Nam. of Finden. Diamonds. Carat •. 
Je880p..... ........ 1 6% 
Canon............ 1 6 
Dnvenage.. '. ,.... .. 1 6 
c,'l'Oft:-....... ...... II 7 
Van Wyke...... .... 1 5" 
Kc Kay.... .. 1 5 
Doctor..... ... 1 Ii 
Nemo . .......... 5 10.l.( 
Borton .. .. . 1 5~ 
Cosl.'fove........... II 10 
J. T........ .... 1 310( 
Nell (orG. T.)...... II 10~ 
Brant............... 1 IIJ!I 
Scholtz............. 4 Ii 
Killer.............. 1 8 
Holliday........... 3 3 
Van Graos ..... 3 4 
Flnioson Co. ... .... 1 1 

AT PNIEL. 
No. of 

Name of J'iDden. Diamond .. Carate. 
Waller.... ..... 1 
C. Jones... .... 1 
Clark & Cole....... 2 
Spes Bona Co...... 6 
Taller ......... 1 
Grilllth's Party..... 1 
J. Webb's Party... II 
Dr. Howard's Party. 1 
Jardine ... ....... 4 

2~ 
12 
15 

6 
13 
5% 

AT DU TOITS PAN. 
No. ,f 

Name 01 FlDclera. Diuuondt. Carau. 
Str!t....... . .... 1 233( 
Grobler . .. .. .... ... 1 15~ 
Zex .. ... ........ 115M 
ArnB. ...... ... 1 8~ 
Carl GooBte .... .. 1 8M 
Elbus.............. 1 9~ 

AT DU TOrrS PAN. 
No. of 

Name QI Find,.... DiamoDda. Carate. 
Tliloton... ..... .... 1 3 • 
Hins . ............. 2 8M 
Moost.... .. ....... 1 3M 
Van Gman.......... 2 2 
Golden Lace.. .... .. . 2 3 
Lawler... ...... 2 4 
La Grande , ...... :.. 1 3 
Liner................ 2 8" 
Shart.... .......... • 1 1 
Venter... ...... 1 1" 
Hoole ....... ....... 3 2 
Gregor.... . .. .... 1 1" 
Prince..... .... .. 1 1~ 
Wilson.............. 2 8 
Du Plessis .... ..... 1 1 
Swanepoel....... ... 1 ~ 
Kroger.............. 2 2" 
Rotbschlld .. .. .. .... 1 M 

AT GONG·GONG. 
No.ot 

Name 01 Ficdltn. DI.mona.. CaratL 
Bean & Lawrence... 1 6~ 
A. I\[o.s & Co. ..... 1 6 
Unknown............ 5 40 
Antony.............. 1 7 
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AT HEBRONJ.from 1st to 9th of 
.May. . 

No.ot 
Name of Flnden. Dlamond .. Carate. 

Muir.... ............ 1 1 
Boogstroem. . . ... . . •. 1 1~ 
Cousteutla Co. . .. . . . 8 18 
Calvinla Co.... .....• 1 1% 
G. Venter... ........ 1 1 
Mrs. Attwell......... II 6~ 
J. Venter..... .... 1 9~ 
J. Every... 1 2 
Blackbt'ard .. .... 1 8 
Crouch & Co... . 2 8~ 
Names unkuown ... 4 126" 
Letherlns Co. ....... 1 10Ji 
Holliday.... 1 2~ 
Donaghue .. . ...... 8 Ii~ 
Hlnton&Co........ 8 9 
Daly . ..... ...... 1 5~ 
Kingsley & Co...... 1 6% 

AT VOSTERS RUSH. 
No. or 

Name ot FiDden. Dlamoada. Carats. 
Sampson & CO..... 1 12 
James G!eeson..... 1 82~ 
Goodhater ......... 1 2 
T. Muller.... .... ... 2 13 

AT HEBRON, from May 9th to 
May 17tb. 

No. 01 
Name of Flnden. Diamond .. Can .... 

DICkinson & CO. . . . 5 12~ 
W. EI..... .... II 3~ 
Talnton .. .. . .. . • .. • , 12 
Thome............ 8 1(l~ 
S. Keeren ......... II 6Ji 
A. Kalb............ II 6~ 
Calo .......... .... II 8Ji 
W.Mott ........... 1 8 
Cllnkscalea.... ... 1 II 
A. Law............. 4 8~ 

AT HEBRON. from 1st to 9th at 
May . 

No. of 
Name of Finden. Diamonds. Carata .. 

Derry................ 3 10~ 
J. Lewis.......... 2 16 
Collins.... II 8~ 
Rickete .. .. ...... II 3~ 
Dennl. & Dickinson II 8~ 
Hal~e.. ..... ...... II 8~ 
A. Buckley.......... 2 8~ 
E. Solomon .. ...... 8 6~ 
1'. Ka1Ir............. 1 8% 
H. Murphy.... .. 1 2 
G. Nlekerk.......... 1 1~ 
Margraaft'... ........ 1 2~ 
A. W. Le Roy ... 1 2 
Van Grassouw....... 1 1~ 
E: Hamilton......... 1 8~ 
Currie & Co........ 1 1 
Dell & Bowles... ... II 3 

At' HEBRON, from May 9th to 
May 17th. 

, No. of 
Name of Finden. DiamoDU. Carata.. 

B. Goods ... ....... , 8 
D. Schultz .... .... . 8 '" 
Berrange. ... ...... 1 2~ 
Roper........ ...... 1 1" 
T. tsmlth .. 1 8" 
Wlnkr .......... '" 1 16" 
Brown.... ......... II 16K 
D. Myres .......... 1 1~ 
\C. Dugging ..• 1 8 
Forlorn Hope Co... 1 " 
C. Hamilton...... 1 '" 

AT SPENCE'S. 
No. of 

Name ot Finden. DIamoDdI. Can ... 
T. Sweetman....... 8 16% 
Ja.on .. .. .. .... ... II 11" 
Bisset....... ....... 2 80 
Trall\p... ........ 8 16 
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I 
CHAPTER VI. 

RETURNING. 

BEING ready to return to my country and home, yet 
desiring to see and study all I could of the laws, man· 
ners and customs of the people and the land of Africa, 
I determined to return by way· of Port Elizabeth, AI· 
goa Bay. 'J'herefore, on the 7th day of Apri~ I left 
Pniol for the seashore in a transport wagon drawn by 
sixteen oxen, the carrier promising to perform the jour· 
ney in thirty days, or about that time, and to take me 
to Port Elizabeth for £3 sterling. We left Pniel at eight 

. o'clock in the evening-the traveling with the oxen 
being mostly done in the night, on account of the heat 
of the sun during the day, and also because the cattle 
will feed better in the day than in the night. The car· 
rier with whom I was to go to the Port had three 
wagon!?, drawn by fifty oxen. Having taken loads 
from the Bay to the fields, he was now returning. All 
the carrying-business in South Africa is performed with 
oxen and wagons similar to his. The weight of ais 
loads up were, I think, 31,000 pounds, or a little over 
five tons to each load. He took down part of the way 
loading of woo~ 24,000 pounds, or about four tODS to 
each wagon. The wagons are made very heavy 
and strong, and will carry immense loads with proper 
roads and ordinary care. The first hundred miles of 
this homeward journey, from PneH to Philopohs, was 
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performed without any loading except passengers and 
their luggage. The passengers were one Englishman, 
the carrier's father-in·lawand his two sons, a Scotch
man, a young Africanda.--that is, a person born in 
Africa of European parents-and the writer. 

Each wagon was conducted by two Caffirs, one to 
lead and the other to drive the oxen, all superintended 
by the conductor or owner; and with such a caravan 
we started, leaYing the Vaal River, with its riches and 
solitudt', behind us, and looking forward to home, 
friends and civilization once more, though very many 
thousands of miles away, and hoping the day was certain. 
and not far distant, when familiar faces would greet us 
in a land we love so much. 

The country through which we passed, both in the 
Orange Free State and after crossing the Orange River, 
in the Colony, for upwards of three hundred miles, and 
till within sixty or seventy miles of Grahamstown, bore 
very much the same aspect, consisting of undulating 
plains between ranges of lofty mountains, or sometimes 
a single mountain, rising up, cone· like, very much like 
a volcano which had long ceased to throw out its burn
ing lava and smoke. The plains were occupied by 
farmers, mostly Dutch, the farms usually c:msisting of 
several thousand acres, over which their flocks of 
sheep alii] goats were allowed to roam, followed by 
herd&men, flocks generally consisting of many thou· 
sands of these animals, the cultivated portion of the 
land bein~ only a garden comaining a few acres, en· 
closed with a stolle wall or fence made of the low 
shrubs that grow over some parts of the fields, and 
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generally situated below their dams of water, so as to 
be irrigated in dry weather. But very few of these 
farms have any streams or springs on them, and the 
wateJ' is obtained by building a high circular dam across 
some channel in which it flows in the rainy season and 
retaining it in the basin thus formed. 

Some years, in seasons of drought, the farmers have 
been compelled to drive their flocks hundreds of miles 
to the Vaal or OJ'dnge rivers to keep them from dying 
of thirst, and, notwithstauding such efforts to save them, 
they have perished by thousands, many IQsing their 
entire flocks. 

The scarcity of water seems to be the great drawback 
to the country. Surely that disadvantage and the 
swarms of locusts that here abound and threaten des
tructIOn to every growing heJ'b or green thing they light 
upon would discourag& most men from seeking a home, 
and from the pursuit of wealth, in this country j but farm
ers the world over are an independent, contented, hardy 
race of beings, and among their numerous virtues, 0 

most elastic is that thElY are able to adapt themsel ves 
to all kinds of soil, climate, or government, and, as a 
class, to thrive and be happy wherever nature is suffic
iently generous to yield her increese, though by never so 
great labor, toil, and patience. 

On the eighth day of April the teams were out-spanned, 
ten miles from Pniel, to await the conductor who had 
remained behind to close up his business. After the 
oxen were turned loose to graze over the fields, ·the 
Caffirs gather together some dry brush, a fire is kindled, 
the pots and kettles are taken from their various hooks 

!. 

I 



and fastenings about the wagon. Coffee is first mada 
and drank, and a dinner placed over the fire to cook. 
Only one me!l.l·a day is provided while the wagons are 
on the road, but coffee is made any number of times, 
a.nd always at every stopping place. 

Dinner consists of sometimes with 
pumpkins, whieh of potatoes, algI 

llhpetite this mode it is very pa]li~ 
But with one of the quantity pm 

by the owners 01 w;~lluns, the traveler 
hardly satisfied, and I found my arrangement with the 
carrier to provide myself with food while journeying 
with him to be the most acceptable, and I was not only 
able to have three meals a day usually, but also to get. 
almost all the luxuries the country through which we 

hereafter more pli~. 
mention. 

the first day, aft;;~ 
quart cup, and obtained befo~~y 

Pniel, about which "L""",,, stic affairs in 8UC5h 

circumstances one takes so much delight, especially in 
arranging upon his little table and happil}' contemplat
ing as he sits down on the grass or stones before it. Wa 
walked about over the hills and plains, not being yet out 
of the diamond country, and thinking, like some of the 
most lu~ky, possibly we might pick up a large fortune 

liltle stOlle. 
large portion of 

with gravel 0;' .·.m •. · ....... · •. ·.·. 
that from which 

wild game in 

the ground is hoJ~'" 

Itebbles, very mueh 
obtained. Herr. 

the sprmgboh. 
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spansbok, pows and other wild birds, and th~ sportsman 
traveling with the ox: teams finds many opportunities to 
enjoy the excitement of the chase.· 

At sunset the conductor coming up, the herdsman 
was warned to bring in the cattle by the clapping of 
the drivers' immense whip, whose ringing sound, like 
the discharge of a heavy loaded rifie, can be heard far 
over the fields. 

Coffee was again prepared, the teams were separated 
and inspanned, the scattered culinary utensils were 
gathered up, and again we were on our way, moving 
along over the winding road with slow and certain steps. 
Passing Du Toits Pan on the 9th j the 12th, we arriv· 
ed at and outspanned near Jacobsdoll, a small town in 
the Free State, but recently built up, consisting of a 
few houses, a store, inn, and bottle store, as it is here 
called, being a softened name for whisky shop. At 
this hamlet, the farmers, whose wants in Africa· must be 
few and easily supplied, can dispose of their wool and 
procure therefor raiment an d wine. The little village is 
situated in the centre of a vast level tract ofland, with 
no fences or enclosures to protect the houses or yards, 
and a few scattered buildings look like the people, as 
though their neighbors and friends were few, and far 
away in some unattainable country. On either side, for 
very many miles, nothing can be seen but the wide des
olate plain. So far as land would satisfy the require· 
ments of a large city, it would be a good location, on 
which to build a modern Babylon. - London or New 
York would here find ample room to extend their 
boundaries as wide as the wildest dreamer might wish; 
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and with all this wealth of land theI'e are only these few 
miserable apologies for buildings, to speak of the indus
try and boasted greatness of man. 

What a pity it is that some modern philanthropist, 
out from among all the pride and power of the human 
race, cannot people the waste places of the earth 
and make the deserts blc.om with- roses, filling the air of 
all lands with the sounds of industry, and perfuming it 
with the fragrance of the blooming flowers. Surely 
God has not reserved these things to himself! Why' 
waste so much time and strength in war and strife? 
Why cover the fields with the caskets of sOHls sent to 
the spirit world while yet so young m this? Why do so 
many poor people waste their energies an 1 lives cooped 
up in crowded cities and thickly populated countries, 
when such broad fields but await the touch of the 
magic wand of labor and civilization to make pleasant 
homes, and beautiful gardens? To what purpose is so 
much time, money and talent wasted in political strife 
and civil discord, while such large portions of the earth . 
have as yet no politics or civil infJtitutions? These 
are questions for enlightened nations to solve-ques
tions that may be propounded to kings, potentates and 
rulers, when they stand before the bar of justice at the 
final judgment. 

o I what a wide field for the exercise of philanthropy 
the surface of this little planet yet exhibits I Could we 
but imagme all nations and people throughout the wide 
world, bending every faculty to the utilizing and beauti
fying all the inhabitable parts of the globe; the civilized 
teaching the uncivilized j wealth yielding to necessity j 
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power stooping to justice, andaffiictions bOI·ne down 
and controlled by mercy; what an Eden might be made I 
The earth sta.nds with its wealth of soil, its beautiful 
hills and plains, mountaihs a.nd valleys, its groves and 
forests covered with vel·dure-everything, and more 
than when the innocent pair walked among the rich 
foliage and flowers or their garden without toil; it now 
but needs the sweating brow and strong hand to cut 
away the thorns and thistles, and to plant trees and 
flowers, and the earth will send forth her I·ichest gifts. 
Why should not nations turn their attention more to 
these things? The human mind must be employed, and 
if directed into the channels of peace and industry-to 
such an object as settling and beautifying aU lands as II. 
garden-wars and strife must cease and yield to a 
nobler ambition. 

Leaving J acobsdoll and the thoughts its sct'nery sug· 
gested, we proceeded on our journey. But the reader 
need not suppose I became so enthusiastic as to forget to 
secure a new supply of provisions, which cannot at all 
times be obtained on the road, especially where houses 
and farms are several days' journey apart. The next 
day after leaving this little embryo uity, the teams were 
out-spanned at one o'clock P.M., on the ,,,est bank of 
the Riet river, after the stream had been forded, and 
all the passengers and men went down to battie in the 
muddy water. None of the flowing streams I saw in 
Africa were clear, all having the muddy appearance of 
swollen rivers; yet the dusty, tired traveHer seeks their 
refreshing waters in this hot, dry country, as it were 
with natural instinct, and whenever an opportunity oc-
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curs, to plunge into their cooling embaces j it is improv. 
ed with eagerness, after which one feels as fresh and new 
as possible. And the waters of the Vaal river, though 
always having the appearance of being thickly mixed 
with a yellowish, red sand, yet I never bathed in any 
water in any other country with such animating effects 
as were received in this stl·eam j and even after their 
hard day's work, perspiring much beneath the burning 
sun, the miners generally, in the cool of the evening, 
would bathe in this river without any bad effect. 

This day, after leaving J acobsdoll, for t.he first ti me 
in my life I saw the locusts of A.frica. Early in the 
morning, as soon as the sun had fully risen above the 
distant hills, looking towards the east we saw a dark 
cloud" winding about one of the mounta.in tops, sp~!Iod
ing out and approaching the track in which our wagons 
were going. Looking at them from that distance away, 
they presented much the same aspect as a watery cloud 
out of which rain ,,"ould be expected. Flying with the 
wind they soon begaa to fill the air over oar heads, and 
in fact all about us, dropping on the ·ground, and in 
some places completely covering it. with their bodies. 
But the greater portion seemed to be continuing their 
flight, and· all the forenoon, dur~ng which we travelled 
upwards of eight miles, the air over us was filled with 
locusts, some flying high up and others so low we . 
could knock them down, or catch them with our hats as 
they flew by directly overhead, looking like a thick heavy 
snow-storm in a mild winter's day in the North. They 
are very nearly of the form of the large-winged grass· 
hopper of America, being much larger, and, besides 
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their brown willgs or gl'eenish; they have under those 
a lVhitc gauze wing. which is wider than the dark 
ones, and when flying overhead, reminds one of 
large falling sllow-flakes. The locusts al'e the 
great pests of the country; if they alight on the 
farmer's grain or gardens, everything green is swept 
away as with a. breath of wind; wherever they 
settle down, if but tOI' a. few hours, when they again 
rise, nothing is left on the spot where they rested 
except the bare earth or leafless shrubbery; the cloth
ing of the place seems to have been taken off, and left 
like a dead, nak~d body. Thel;e is a kind of bird that 
destroys the locusts, called locust-eaters. 1 think 
they are obtained from the island of Mauritius. Some 
person in South Africa is now importing them as an 
experiment, to try it' this enemy of the country could 
be subdued. After tbe fil'St, we saw swarms of these 
insects a number of times while on our way to the sea. 

It was about this time also (I think at the farm 
where the team3 werE\ outspanned, the 15th of API'i!), 
as though all the ills of Africa were to be crowded on 
my notice in one mass, that a Dutch farmer sold me for 
food part of a sheep that died a natural death of some 
disease. This was onl of the luxuries I promised, in a 
former page, to mention. When a lung disease or some
thing of that kind prevails among their flocks, and the 
sheep die of it, the Dutch dress, cook, and eat them; 
and 1 suppose the man· who sold me the flesh was in· 
nocent enough in his heart, or, if he reflected at all 
about it, he probably thought, being among the Dutch, 
I must do as lobe Dutch do. 
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But if such fo')d is palatable to them, I must say that 
I think when a stranger among them is interested in a 
case in which life or death is in -question, he ought to 
be allowed to exercise a choice as to whether the death 
sh!loll be natural or artificial, especially under the laws 
of hospitality j and this man ought to have had the 
frankness to say the sheep not only died, but died of 
sickness naturally; then 1 would have reciprocated his 
generosity, Rnd allowed him to give his article of barter 
all the other recommendations he saw fit to bestow, 
anil it could have been purchased or not; one being . 
controlled, doubtless, by the degree of starvation he 
was enaurmg. But I was not imposed upon in this 
way the set;lond time. The diiference in the appearance 
of the meat can readily be distinguished, the blood re
maining in the flesh of those that die of disease. And, 
although as we passed along calling at the outs panning 
farms, I saw many pieces of the same kind hanging up 
in their kitc!lens, from which apparently the cooks were 
carving the families' daily food, yet I never again de
sired to try this luxury, and, thank God, I was not com
pelled to. 

On the 17th of April we arriveq,at Philopolis, another 
small town in the Orange Free States, and about one 
hundred miles from Pniel. Here we remained two days, 
and the w8.{!ons were partially load.ed with wool. Phil· 
opolis has only one principal street j but some very 
pretty residences, with shade trees, arbors and gardens. 
The business, like that of the other towns, consists 
simply of receiving from the farmers their wool and 
hides, and furnishing them with the. few necessaries, 

• 6 • 
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they require. The Dutch have built here a very fine 
church, and adurned its tower with a clock, the tones 
of which, as its hammer struck the hour of day, 
called up pleasant memories, and led us to believe 
we were again coming. back into the world. 

There is also an English church in this village. The 
Dutch of South Africa are strong in their religious faith, 
and their fidelity seems to have called forth a generous 
rule of conduct in the erection of their churches. In 
Colesberg and Craddock they have fine church build
ings, both as to stability and beauty of architecture, es· 

. pecially in Craddock, whioh boasts that it has the finest 
church in the Colony, and it certainly far exceeds the 
expectations of the stranger. Noone would think of 
finding in so small a village, and in a country so thinly 
populated, such a richly constl'ucted church. It is built 
of finely cut dark gray granite, in the Corinthian style 
of architecture, with a high broad porch, the roof of 
which is sustained by Corinthian pillars of the same 
cut stone. 

It stands in the centre of the town on a square plot 
of ground, enclosed with a fine fence, on a stone base, 
all to correspond with the building. The building is said 
to have cost thirty thousand pounds sterling. It is a 
fine and endurable specimen of church architecture, and 
the spirit of the people that conceived and carried out 
such an enterprise in this land is worthy of imitation 
by Christian worshippel'S in any country in the world. 

Leaving Philopolis on the 19th day of A pri~ our 
roads for some distancfl lay through a more mountain
ous district, with more variable scenery, sometimes 
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winding round wild and romantic cliffs or in rocky 
gorges, and again coming out on a lovely landscape 
with a farmer's cottage nestling close to the base of the 
hills, covered with his flocks, presenting a scene of rural 
beauty and striking contrasts, such as delight the pain
ter's eye. 

On the 20th, at noon, the wagons arrived at and 
crossed the Orange river on a "punt." This is the 
boundary line between the Colony and the Free State. 

A large share of the carrying trade from Port Eliza-· 
beth to the interior is done over the same road we were 
now travelling, and at this time of the year the heavily 
laden wagons were frequently passing. The Orange 
river flows between high sandy banks at the point where 
I crossed it, both in going and returning from the Dia
mond Fields, and at either place several wagons were 
waiting their turns to be taken across; but in going up 
the passlnger wagon had the preference, and we were 
not then delayed. But here the teams had to take their 
turn, after those which had previously arrived at the 
banks had been ferried across. The labor of drawing 
the great loads up the banks after crossin~ the river is 
very exciting to one unaccustomed to witnessing such 
work; but the ignorance and cl"Uelty of the drivers 
takes away much of the pleasure of the occasion. 
When the punt touches the landing, two span of the 
oxen, consisting of sixteen or eighteen pairs or yokes 
forming a long team, are attached to the wagon, and 
amid the crashing of the immense whips and the yelling 
and screeching of the natives, they are started up the 
ascent, the wide wheels plowing deep into the Band, 
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sometimes sticking fast with the weight., like a great 
moving house. 'l'hen woe to the poor oxen if they do 
not draw it on the second or third trial; some of them 
will get a cruel cutting up with the long whips, (or a 
"sham buck,") the stinging lash of which they cannot 
cc crape-the large each in its place 

line; sometimes the 
their necks 
draw against the 
The next day ansc the Orange the 

were outspanned at the village of Colesberg, and the 
balance of the loading procured in wool and hides. 
This town is quite a pleasant little place of six or seven 
hundred white inhabitants, a number of churches,
among which the largest, the Dutch Presbyterian, not 

completed, is and extensivD 
ecmrt house, and aleo police force, of 
emaIl; I think I Src w of these oftlcem 

also has its resecoo ~ 
by some spring 

ok.nram from the rise on either sido 
the height of hundreds of feet. At Colesberg the peo
ple were complaining of the dullness caused by so many 
having left it and the neighborhood and their business to 
go to the Diamoqd Fields. But nearly everyone of the 
towns in Africa, except Port Elizabeth, through which 

passed, presentrc:l nppearance of desertion 
stupidity, Wh,,, c ncre always so, or 

ooosed by a lack of' heclining trade, I 
say. 

From Colesberg, number of dayc3 
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through a country of plains and mountains, like that 
which I have attempted to describe on former pages j 

and our life while passing over it wa.'3 unvaried from 
the usual routine of out-spanning, in-spanning, cooking, 
eating, walking, sleeping, losing thb oxen while grazing, 
and the next day or two finding them again, and taking 
all the pleasure we could, as time wore away and our 
journey of life as ~ell as ')f distance iVas drawing nearer 
its end, sometimes doubting which would close first. 

On the night of the 20th of April, one of the dassle
booms was broken while passing through a rough muddy 
place. This is a frequent occurrence with these heavy 
loads, and extra poles are commonly carried, but there 
being none for this occasion, all the teams must come 
to a halt for a day or two, till the place of the broken 
shaft could be supplied from the neighboring farm, ten 
miles away. The break down occurred about midnight, 
and of COUl'Se nothing could be. done till morning, (so 
the carrier thought). As the teams had been nearly a 
week going fifty miles, and becoming weary and dis
couraged with the r,ontiIl:ual delays, also being quite out 
of provisions, I determined to proceeu a day's march on 
foot j therefore, as soon as the gray dawn gave any signs 
of the coming day, taking up my blanket and .pilgrim's 
staff, I proceeded on over the lonely road for ten miles 
before coming to any habitation, which, under ordinary . 
circumstances, would be considered a long walk in the 
morning, before breakfast, anu would be deemed longer 
still if it was known the meal, at its conclusion, was to 
be made of sea biscuit and sardines, which was all I 
eould then get at a winkle by the way. But a good 
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appetite is easily satisfied, and sitting down n~ar a little 
creek that run through the farmer's garden, I took as 
milch comfcrt and pleasure in my frugal repast as ever 
a profusely loaded table could afford, in a country where 
everything was plentifully supplieu. 

After breakfast, spreading out my blanket on the dry 
. ground, I lay down upon it; the heat from the warm 
rays of the meridian sun ~eing fanned away by a cool 
breeze that blew over the heath, the wearied limbs re
laxed, the eyelids. closed, and sweet slumber drove 
away all dreams of lands or labors, and for a few hours 
I was in that state as to the world that we all will be 
when we have gone to sleep, never to wake again on 
mortal cares or troubles, except the current of life still 
flowed in its channels with the power to quickly rouse 
the slumbering senses. After a refreshing siesta., I 
again took up my blanket and trudged along till four 
o'clock P. M., whim I arrived at an inn and farm called 
Wilder Beast ]'lats, where I could stay till the wagons 
came up. 

The loquacious landlord of this place, who formerly 
had been, as he affirmed, an English school teacher, 
was very much afflicted with a diamond mania, and be
cause he found a few smooth pebbles on the surface of 
his land, ·had wrought himself up to the pitch of believ
ing that diamonds could there be found, but he had not 
the means (or was too indolent) to prospect, and like 
Micawber and many more of the human race, was wait
ing for something to turn up, or for things to develope 
themselves. I remained at this inn two days, during 
which there was an auction sale of sheep, stock and im. 
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plements of husbandry on an adjoining farm, which I 
attended. 

The farmer was selling all his effects for the purpose 
of removing to the diamond diggings. It may interest 
the reader to know the varue of farm stock in -this coun
try j there was a good attendance of buyers, and doubt
less the property was sold for its fun market value. 
Between two and three thousand sheep and several hun· 
dred Angora goats and some common goats were sold. 
The poorest flock of sheep were sold for 48. 6d. each, 
the best brought 78. Od., the Angora goats were 
sold some for 138. Od., and some for 178. 6d. The 
bucks were imported and were not sold, though upwards 
of £30 were offered, many of them when im'ported 
costing £100. 

The wagons coming on the third day, I joined them 
again and we proceeded on the road. On the night of 
the 29th of April, we crossed the beds of Big Fish and 
Brack rivers, which are but a few rods apart. There 
was scarcely any water in either. Like many of the 
rivers in Africa, in the wet season, when at times the 
rain pours down in torrents, the high banks will become 
filled with a rapidly flowing stream j but when the rain 
is over, the hot sun soon dries up the sources of supply, 
and within a very S80rt period of time the large rivers 
become but empty channels. 

On the second day of May, passing through Craddock, 
the teams were outspanned early in the morning a little 
way from the town, giving us a fun day to look about 
the place. I do not think much more can be said about 
this village than has already been written-it is the 
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la.rgest town we had yet come to since leaving the 
"Fields," still it is small; but there seems to be an air 
of neatness and quiet pleasantness about the little ham
lets that would make a residence there for one seeking 
retirement for a few months or years from the cares and 
troubles of a busy' city life really charming. 

The following day after leaving Craddock we came 
to a haIt under the shadow of a mountain, near the base 
of which the Big Fish river ran. The mountain was 
one of those of volcanic appearance heretofore mention
ed, looking from the plain below it as though in past 
years its top had been the smoking crater of an active 

-------votcano. It being upwards of two thous~nd feet high, I 
thought it was a good opportunity to look from its top 
on the country around-to •• view the landscape o'er." 
The ascent was very steep, and would have been diffi
cult and dangerous but for the brush and shrubbery that 
covered its sides, to which I could cling and pull myself 
up. Reaching the top and stepping out on a projectmg 

_ cliff I found the tOil and labor of the ascent all repaid 
with the view before me. There was to be seen from the 
great height another one of the most extensive and beau
tiful landscapes, and such as men very seldom behold, 
the channel of the narrow river, bordered on either bank 
with the willow, fir, and thorn treeli, winding and turn
ing in many different ways, followed closely with its 
little border of green foliage through the whole vast 
plain, appearing to issue out of a mountain range sev
eral days' journey northward, taking its zig-zag course, 
passing at the foot of the elevation on which I stood, 
on, on, and on, losing itself in the distant mountains 

-..;o...._.~--
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towards the south. Back of my position, was continued 
the range of the one I had climbed, rising still higher, 
and its sides looking back to the right or left covered 
with verdure, on which, far in the distance, up its sloping 
sides, the cattle of the teams were grazing. Before me, 
on either hand, was a great plain very slightly undulat
ing, with here a green spot and there a yellow, or the 
shade of dried stems of grass, now a bare red soil lend· 
ing its hue, and then a grey clay, varying- the scene al· 
most every shade the earth, the shrubs, the withered 
grass, or green herbage could give, with an occasional 
white farm·house and garden dotting the picture. Direct· 
ly below were collected numerous wool·loaded wagons, 
and with the men about them looking like little children. 
In the horizon the plain disappeared and the tops of the 
mountains intercepted the sky aU around. Indeed, it 
was a picture whose equal is seldom witnessed, and 
never by but few i and if ever a person feels like prais
ing "the Lord for his goodness, and for his wonderful 
works to the children cf men," it is when standing on 
some eminence like this, for the first time, and drinking 
in, at one sweep of the vision, so much of the creation of 
His hands. Man may paint a pleasing picture on can· 
vas and exhibit the varied colorings of art; he can trace 
mountains, hills, phLius, and valleys, the rising or setting 
sun tinging the clouds with its blended rays, the graz· 
ing Hocks and herds, and the cottage, with its lawns 
and groves, and aU the scenes of nature, while, at the 
same time, in comparison with the canvas God spreads 
before us, he but paints his weakness, and proves how 
frail are all his powers. 

6'!' 
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It would seem that if each of the human family, alone, 
conld stand one hour in the solitude of nature, surround
ed on every side with the awful works of creation, with 
their beauty and their greatness, and in earnest thought 
contemplate the mighty whole, everyone must fall 
down and worship that Being whose will could establish 
even what he sees and knows, much more the lands and 
seas and worlds, the suns and stars he can never v!ew. 
As the setting sun was sinking below the tops' of the 
distan' hills, I took up my staff, and with sober (if I ex
press my true feelings, I may say melancholy) thoughts 

. descended to the wagons with new fe(llings, and impres
sions that cannot be obliterated from the mind before 
that hour when sense and feeling fail. 

Again we travelled on several days! stopping a day. 
now and then to look for lost oxen, and once breaking 
another dessleboom, till the ninth day of May. and to 
within sixty miles of Graham's 'I'own, when in the 
early part of the evening the teams had just got fairly 
under way lind down went one of the fore wheels of our 
wagon, with every spoke and felloe destroyed with one 
crash. And here was another delay of two days at least, 
for a new wheel must be sought and made at a villllge 
several miles away, and brought and put in the place of 
the broken one, before the wagons could go on. Begin· 
ing to think we never should get to the Bay, the 
thirty days in which the carrier had promised to perform 
the journey being already past, and yet we were one 
hundred and fifty miles, or one third of the, distance un
a:t:complished, and I began to look about for a swift.
er conTeyance. Fortunately a four-horse passenger cart., 
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which had passed us during the day, was stopping at a 
roadside inn but a short way ahead, and was to proceed 
to Graham's Town at once, so I thought, as they write 
in novels, rescue was at hand in the last moments of 
despair, or, as my case was not quite so desperate, for I 
had enjoyed the life, things appeared to turn up about 
as I wished to have them, and believi~g duty was now 
llrging me to hasten on, I bid farewell to my home, not 
"on the sea" but on the ox wagon, and arrived in Gra
ham's Town the nex~ day at noon. 

Graham's Town is a very pleasant city, lying in a 
hollow, surrounded by high hills, and here the soil 
appeared to be more productive, and the fields were COl" 

ered with their mantle of green verdure. But the town 
itself presented that same aspect of listless monotony 
and decay of all the other interior villages, and which 
never could have given the place its present magnitude 
and beauty. I ~aw, too, in passing through the strElets. 
many of its large stores and warehouses were empty 
and closed, and learned that real estate was very low in 
value. It d;d seem too bad that with such a: fine climate 
and so much natural beauty so many pleasant homes 
must be closed and deserted for want of resources to 
maintain them. One cannot but carry away, after visit
ing the interior of Cape Colony, the impression that the 
business of the towns is decreasing; that there is no 
spirit of modern enterprise among the Dutch people 
beyond securing the necessaries or perhaps comforts of 
life; no advancement from the ways of their fathers. 
And the English residents, in general, are only in the 
country temporarily, to make all the money they can as 
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soon as possible, and with it to return to their native 
land, and have no thoughts of making this sunny clime 
their home, or of bringing forth its resources beyond the 
scope in which immediate and profitable returns would, 
be expected. But to hasten on. During the week in 
which I arrived in Graham's Town I obtained a convey
ance to Port Elizabeth. On the 13th day of May, while 
yet Bome thirty miles from the Port, when passing over 
the high.lands, the ocean came in view, and we could 
hear the roar of its beating Burf, It was a cheering 
sight to me to gaze once more out on the blue expanse 
of its boundless waters, for I could look over the rolling 
waves and reflect that my friends, and family, and home 
were on the othe~ side, and I longed again to embrace 
the loved ones whom I believed there awaited me, and 
to mix with the busy world of life and activity in my 
own country. On the 15th I arrived in Port Elizabeth. 
and my travels in Africa were concluded. 

=----- -



CHAPTER VII. 

HOMEWARD BOUND. 

WITHOUT any notice of my passage home and the 
many days on the sea, made pleasant by the little party 
of passengers and the kind· hearted, social captain, I 
should deem my book quite incomplete j for socially it 
was the most agreeable perio~ of my absence: besides, 
there were many little incidents took place aboard the 
" Alma," which, if the reader had been with us far out 
on the" great deep," with so much solitude around, 
would, no doubt, have interested him j and if the rela· 
tion fails to make the occurrences attractive, 'it must, I 
suppose, be laid to the feeble powers of my pen. But, 
dear reader, if you ha"e had the patience to peruse these 
pages thus far, and have found any pleasure or profit in 
fol1o~ing, in your imagInation, the outlines 9f my jour
ney, and the pictures of nature I have endeavored to 
portray, you will certainly bear with me a few moments 
longer while I perform a task no less pleasing than easy 
of accomplishment. 

If I have written up to this page to enable the reader 
to spend an hour in thought among the scenes of a 
country visited by but few, and whose" sunny clime " 
is but little known, I desire now to pen a few lines at 
the beginning of this concluding paragraph, to gratify 
my own active sense of duty, and.to render to one ofa 
class of men ·who, as a rule, receive too little of the 
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world's gratitude, that praise and commendation he so 
justly merits. That one was Captain O. Christensen, of 
the Norwegian barque "Alma," of Tonsberg, with whom 
I obtained a passage from Algoa Bay to New York. 
If any man has a generous heart, he has j if any man 
treads the deck of a fast-sailIng ship, he does j if any 
one commands an obedient, cheerful, hearty crew, it is 
he. The barque was loaded with wool, bound to the 
port of N e\v York: there were aboard as passengers, 
Mrs. Christensen, the wife of the captain, Captain and 
Mrs. Doane of Boston, and the writer. 

On Satnrday, tho 27th day of May, being informed 
the vessel was read\" to sail and only await~d a favora· 
ble breeze, the captain's boat took me on. board, amidst 
a heavy swelling sea ruliing into the harbor, with a gale 
of wind blowing from the south· east. On the next 
morning, the wind having veered round, and the pilot 
]:>eing at hand, the anchor was hoisted, the sails set, and 
the .. Alma" glided beautifully and qui~kly out from 
among the shipping and the dangerous harbor of Port 
Elizabeth. 

The pilot descending to his boat, with his crew rowed 
round to the windward, gave us three parting cheers; to 
which we heartily responded, and the ship was soon 
again alone far out on the depp blue waters, her prow 
cutting the waves, scattering the spray abroad as she 
dashed along over the main. On the morning of the 
third day out, two full-rigged ships were sighted far a· 
head, taking the same course as the "Alma," which 
passed them during the day, and although they were 
carrying all sail when the sun had set, only the tops of 
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their spars were visible in the distant horizon astern of 
tho vessel on which we rode. Near the island of St. 
Helena two other ships were overtaken and passed; 
ana before crossing the Equator we had passed two 
others that had left that island considerably in advance 
of us, and, in fact, all the ships seen on the same course 
as the barque were passed by her; for which reason I 
believed myself justified in asserting that Captain 
Christe~sen treads the decks of a fast-sailing vessel. 

I will not weary the patience of the indulgent reader 
in detailing the many little incidents of a pleasing and 
social nature occurring on the vessel during her pas
sage; everything that could be done to dispel the lin
gering hours and drive away care was cheerfully per
mitted; and the sailol's, though there was free 
intercourse between the officers and men, were most 
industrious, polite and obedient to every order. 

The 23d of June was celebrated by them as a holi. 
day, "Midsummer," it being the custom in Norway. In 
the evening a bonfire was suspended frQlll the fore-yard 
arm, by the light of which the jolly tars sent forth their 
joyous huzzas, with marching and mU!lic. 

The 4th of July, Captain Doane and his wife being 
Americans, we kept Independence day with proper 
festivities as may be fully believed. Is it strange that 
far from home and friends and native lands, in the midst 
of the great deep, many, very many leagues from that 
fertile earth on which all one's hopes of life depend, and 
even in the tropical latitudes under the vertical rays 
of the burning sun near the Equator, with the deep, 
fathomless sea on every side extending its restless 
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waves many times beyond the power of vision, we should 
remember those days of joy and festivity so often kept 
in safety near our own fireside? No I it is not won
derful; it is rather an evidence of the advancement of 
men, not only out of the darkness of dread and super
stition, but also in the knowledge of the seas, and in 
skill to navigate swiftly over all its waves, and ride 
from land to land with confidence and safety, using the 
elements of nature, appreciating the goodness of that 
Omniscient Being who made all things, and gave man 
the power and skill above all mortal creatul'es, making 
even the elements, the earth, air, and sea, subservient 
to his happiness. 

On the 4th day of July. in 6° north latitude, 30° 
west longitude, quite a fishing expedition was com
menced. Captain Doane took the spear from its place, 
and with a line attached to it, holding it in his hand, 
stepped peacefully out on the chains under the jib-boom, 
and thrust it delicately down into a beautiful little fish 
that was laughing in the water near lhe prow of the 
ship. But the spearman had sent spear-rope and all 
after the dear httle creature, and part of the line re
maining on deck Captain Christensen and I had the joy 
of catching the fish, which was done by lifting it out of 
the sea on board as gently as possible. The poor, dis
tressed, shipwrecked swimmer proved to be a veneta, 
or species of small dolphin, which had received the 
barbed iron in its back very close to the head, and you 
may believe humanity caused us to relieve it of its 
painful effects as quickly as we could with. proper sur
gical skill. Others were likewise taken in a similar 
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manner afterwards j but the grand haul took place the 
next day but one, July 6th, and also the day after that. 
On the 6th, about half-past nine A.M., a shark was seen 
playing round some object in the sea near the side of 
the ship. The captain thought best to let the sailors 
take him aboard, remarkin~ that he liked to catch them 
because they were dangerous to a person who might 
happen to get into the sea, as they had been known to 
take a human leg or arm for their dinner many a time, 
and on deck they could be better managed than in 
their native home. Therefore, a large hook ~as got out, 
attached to a strong rope, and baited with a piece of 
salt meat, when it was thrown out towards his canni
balship in the water. The shark, unlike most all pisca
tory animals, instead of becoming alarmed and 
swimming away from the splashing of the hook in the 
sea, started at once towards it, the sailors throwing it 
with a.~ much noise as possible, the fish, doubtless, beiug 
taught by instinct that where there is a splash near a 
ship there must be food that he desired, and he was one 
of a kind that never thinks of danger. He came near, 
and at once made at and took the bait and hook into 
his mouth, and as suddenly the sailors hove away at the 
line j no doubt the shark soon decided he had taken a 
larger mouthful than was compatible with digestion; at 
least; I was led to believe it had arrived at that cpnclu
sion from the great effort made to get rid of it, for he 
lashed the water, and darted here and there with so 
much force, that for some time it was difficult for two 
men with their strongest powers of muscular persuasion 
to bring him to their terms of compromise even, which 
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contained no other condition than that he should come 
on deck, after which the sailors were so lenient they 
promised to hold a consultation as to what disposition 
should afterwards be made of him, and the terms of 
peace to be grdnted, and the treaty with fish to be al
lowed. Two or three other men, putting in their argu
ments about this time on the side of the sailors, and his 
sharkship seeing he was alone in opposition, finally 
cousented to yield the point, after which, like the fear
less and powerful creature he was, he acknowledged the 
superior strength of the lords of creation, when, directed 
by combined wisdom and skiJI, and to heighten the glory 
of the achievements of his conquerors, he grandly dis
played his expiring strength before them. 

After the shark had been lifted on deCK it was decid
ed, in a council of war held by his captors, that no 
reliance could be placed on a treaty made with another 
species of beings; besides, it did not appear that this 
one was invested with any powers from his race, as 
plenipotentiary or envoy extraordinary, to make. an 
alliance with man; and not being able to give any rea
sonable account for his presence, it was determined that 
he was a relent,less enemy taken while on an expedition 
of destruction of some human being, and in order to 

prevent the drmger of further loss of life from his unpit
ying vengeance he must die. He was executed accord
dingly. It was said by those who had seen others, 
that this one was small. It measured seven feet in 
length, and would weigh, I should judge, fulJy one hun
dred pounds; its color was dark on the back, with a 
hghter shade on the beJly, with a smooth skin, a large 
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broad mouth nearly under the centre of its heau j the 
two fore· fins were nearly a foot in length, broad and 
strong. Its death was effected by cutting off the tail, 
when the blood streamed out of an artery near the cen· 
tre of the back·bone j the tail was two feet long, and 
very wide. The back-bone was taken out as it would 
make a beautiful walking-stick; the liver was also saved 
for the oil it contained, after which the balance was 
thrown again into the sea. 

I will relate ono more successful catch which took 
placo the next day, just before sunset. The captain then 
discovered a shoal of porpoises playing in the sea just 
before the prow 'of the vessel. This time a harpoon 
was ordered out, and as soon as it could be got ready, 
the carpenter stepped out under the jib-boom and at once 
sent the spear home into the side of one of them, which 
was just then passing beneat.h him. All hands at once 
began to haul away at the line, but as the porpoise came 
out of the water, it was seen that the harpoon having 
entered the side low down and into the entrails, it had 
not a Bure hold, one of the barbs being already quite 
out of the fish, and the other only holding in the skin. 
The order was given to get hold of its tail as .quick as 
possible, and as it was drawn up to the rail of the ship, 
the two captains got him by that handlE\ Captain Doane 
crying out get a bow-line, which I tried to do by jump. 
ing about, not knowing what a bow line was but af
terwards found it to be nothing more or less than a 
rope, which was quickly fastened around the tail of the 
porpoise just as the harpoon came wholly out j so it was 
brought in by the rope over the rail, while the ladies 
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were clapping their hands at the success of the enter
prise. 

The porpoise was a beautiful fish to look at, without 
any qualification. It was six feet long and would prob
ably weigh upwards of seventy· five pounds i its color 
WaR dark blue, darker than the blue s~a, or the sky, 
throughout its whole body, and its skin bore a smooth 
polish resembling dnrk, blue glass; its head and jaws 
run out to a small point, between one and two inches 
in diameter at the tip, and well proportioned, with neatly 
curved lines in the mouth, filled 'with beautiful ro,ws of 
pointed teeth, upwards of eighty on e~ch jaw, both 
above and below. Its skin, while wet from the sea, 
shone like a mirror, its shape was perfect and faultless. 
It was the most beautiful fish I had ev~r seen, and I 
doubt whether there are any that exceed it in perfect 
form, proportions and color. 

After getting it on deck, it was stuck with a knife, as 
is the custom in slaughtering hogs, and it died much like 
one of those animals. Its body and blood were warm, 
which I am inform~d is never the case with any other 
kind of fish. The porpoise is said to be very good for 
the table when properly prepared, but the flesh is dark 
colored. The liver fried in butter was placed on our 
table the next morning, and it was excellent, and could 
not be distinguii>hed, by. taste, from pig's liver i there 
was no fish taste to it whatever. The fins were saved as 
curiosities; the lower jaw was taken off for the oil it 
contained. being very valuable, and is used by jewelers 
in oiling clocks and watches. The balance was given 
up to the sea. 
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Thus we had enjoyed quite a glorious time at fishing; 
and one who appreciates such sport must conclude that 
it furnished great pleasure and satisfaction to have such 
opportunities of passing away the time. The ladies, 
too, enjoyed the sport, if}Ve are to judge by the inter
est exhibited in the expressive face, and their presence 
added Z6st to our pleasure and heightened the delicacy 
of our operations. 

Another, and not the least among the many sources 
• of pleasure on board the "Alma," was that of music. 
Music I What feelings even the utterance of those two 
syllables awaken. It is the sweetest sounding word , 
and the most significant in the English language. 'Tis .. , 

music to my ear! In. what breast does it not call up 
joys long since buried beneath the weight of years? 
Whose bosom does not swell with emotions of pleasure 
at the notes of the soft-toned instrument, or the war
bling accents of the human voice? Where beats the 
heart that has not throbbed at the melody of some 
Toice that has since passed away, and is only to be 
treasured in memory's dreams? In the halls of mirth, 
music adds its charms; within the sacred limits of the 
family hearth-stone, it sheds its soothing influence; be
fore the battle, it rouses the soul to deeds of noble dar
ing; it thrills the orator, and litis up his swit'tly flowing 
thoughts; it cheers the mariner on his lonely way; it 
carries a sacred influence within the waIls of the conse
cratea temple of the' Most High, and its requiem is the 
last pleading act (jf love over the grave of the departed 
spirits that have winged their flight to the regions of 
endless praise, where the music of the spheres swells 
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the anthems and wafts the loud hosannahs in that ce
lestial choir, whose theme is God, and whose song is 
without end I Music is nature's charm. The birds in 
spring usher in the balmy air of the morning of the 
year. The robin carols his notes at the rising of the 
sun over the distant budding groves i and the branches 
of the forest trees ring with the music of the feathered 
songsters as the opening leaves clothe them anew in 
their foliage. The heath, the meadow a.nd orchard are 
filled with the sounds of unfolding nature, as the gentle 
wind disturbs the flowers of the blossoming fruit or bends 
the young blades of the waving grass,to raise the harmony 
of its ..!Eolian harp. The bleating of the flocks, the low
ing of the herds upon the pasture land, the whistle of 
the wood-chuck as it enters its den, and the chuckle of 
the squirrel as it leaps' from tree-top to tree-top, the 
bubbling of the running brook, the heavy tones of the 
river filll, the Whirling of the wind through the thick 
woods, and in autumn the falling leaves, all contribute 
to swell the song of nature till it rings ovel' hills and 

. through valleys, in the forests and on the plains, with 
the music of its choral harmony vibr:l.ting the air round 
the whole earth. Music was one of the happy events 
on board the "Alma." The Swedish nightingale and 
Swiss songsters are noted fOi' their proficiency in this 
pleasing art, and Norway will yet bring forth her mock
ing bird, or her Lind, or Nilsson to charm tl~e world . 

. One among the crew of the barque played the violin 
WIth much skill i and the wife of the (laptain, who 
sometimes assisted, accompanied the organ with her 
voice in some beautiful songs, which in their native lan-
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guage were exceedingly sweet, and could not fail to 
excite applause from the musical critic. 

All I can wish, is, that if any tired spirit seeks rest 
and refresllment by a long voyage upon the sea, and is 
'vvaftz:d on his way Oavvr deep only by thff 

that may arise sails of his shipv 
meet on his 

on my passage 
30me. Our voy, 
wqather, but witd 

very light winds and many days of calm, except on 
Tuesday, the 25th day of July, while passing between 
the Island of Bermuda and America. In the morning 
of that day, soon after breakfast the ship was struck 
with a heavy gale of wind, accompanied by rain, with 

and lightning; sails, before the3 
be taken in, ,vere brittle paper, anb 

masts bowed vvst as bended wil 
It continued tho day, but in 

neening the wind and the sea, which 
had been rolling its waves mountains high, again became 
calm. The" Alma " continued on her course with very 
little wind, making slow progress. On thf;l morning of 
the 31st day of July it bpcame evident we were 
nearing port, from the number of ships anu small sail 
about us. At about nUfm of thin a pilot came On 

and at four o'clO/ fv ffnffning land becamu 
near Barnegat's tbe 1st day of Au, 

passing along the Long Branch ill 
difftance and its looming up from 

the numberless the ~reen hills in 
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,the back-ground, we were once more in full view of the 
welcome shot'es of America. A t three o'clock P. M. 
a tow boat was secured, and a strong breeze ppringing 
up at the same time, our ship came into port very 
quickly, passing Fort'Lafayette, the forts on Staten and 
Long Islands, with the land heavily clothed with verdure 

, on every side. As the vessel entered the harbor the 
wind died away, and the sun, which had been obscured 
by the thunder cloud, came out bright and beautiful, 
seemingly greetmg us at the door of our native land and 
our home, and it rejoiced the heart, at least of one re
turning wanderer. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

IMPRESSIONS. 

IT has been my object thus far, as well as Illy inex
perienced pen would permit, to set forth the facts com
ing under my observation, and some of the impressions • 
I had received on the journey, and while in South Af
rica and at the Diamand Fields, leaving the reader to 
form his own judgm~nt about the country and the 
mines. 

If anyone should think of visiting this part of the 
world for pleasure, or of emigrating there for the pur
pose of seeking their fortunes or increasing their wealth, 
to4!uch I ma.y say, in conclusion, that the sea voyage, 
especially in steamers by way of England, leaving Am
erica in October or November, calling at the various 
Islands between England and the Cape, is a very pleas
ant trip. The voyager becomes thoroughly accustomed 
to the sea; he leaves behind the biting frosts of winter, 
arriving in Cape Town in February, when the sun has 
again inclined to the north, and the hot weather there is 
past; spending two or three months in the country, and 
returning to arrive home in June. He will remain in 
South Africa in the midst of the harvest and fruit sea
son, when Tegetables are new and fresh, and oranges, 
peaches, pears, grapes, etc., are in great abundance, and 
the climate at this season is healthy and delightful. 

Any person desiring to flee from the cares ot busi-
7 
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ness for a few months, 01' seeking to renew their health 
by travelling, will fina, I believe, the time and money 
spent in such a journey all that could be desired. ot 
the hot season at the Cape, of course I cannot speak 
from personal experience; it is doubtless more or less 
accompanied with the sickness among the peop1e to 
which all hot countries and seasons are subject. Yet it 
is said that South Africa is at all times particularly heal
thy. 

When I left America I was thin in flesh, bilious, and, 
from long and steady sedentary employment and the 
cares of a busint¥ls life, my constitution was generally 
enfeebled. During the fil'St part of the journey I grew 
still poorer, suffering much from sea-sickness, eating 
hardly sufficient food to support life, besides being af
flicted with a severe cold. But before arriving at the 
Cape of Good Hope I began to mend, and as soon ¥ I 
landed there, my appetite being excellent, and living on 
the fruit and fresh vegetables the country then afforded, 
I gained in hel\lth and strength very ra.pidly, and when 
starting for home my fellow passengers out to Africa 
flatteringly said they could scarcely believe I was the 
same man, I had so much improved in appearance. And 
I arrived home feeling renewed in health and vigor, pre· 
pared again to enter upon the duties of a laborious pro
fession. 

As to the Diamond Fields, they are very' much of a 
lottery, and, like any other speculation in which a for· 
tune is sometimes quickly and easily made, there are 
more blanks than prizes, and I do not believe money 
invested there, as the digging is now carried on, 88 a 
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rule, ilr profitable, and" I oannot enoourage any person to 
go to the South Afrioan Diamond Fields with the antici
pation of realizing sure suooess in seeking wealth, or 
even with the hope of obtaining a fair remuneration for 
his capital and labor. The chanoes are rather that he 
will lose all his oosts and expenses. And when read
ing about Diamond Fields, and the finding of stones of 
great value, it must be rememhered that in suoh aooounts 
only the suooessful ones are spoken of. When a man 
is said to have found a diamond valued at £20,000 or 
*100,000 he is one among thousands. And then 
his gem must be sent home, and cut, and a purohaser 
found who is willing to expend suoh a large sum for one 
of these jewels, unless the finder is willing to take muoh 
less than a fair prioe j and the expense inourred in trans
po~ng, insuring, outting and setting the prize reduoes 
the value very muoh, besides taking muoh time. 

There are many persons on the fields who have 
found diamonds valued at one, two, or even three thou
sand pounds st.erling, whioh if they had sold them at onoe 
and taken the money and returned home, would have 
made a handsome profit. But they think they are not 
offered enough, and attempt to send them to Europe, 
and, getting a oonsiderable sum advanoed by the oon
signee, oontinue their labors, perhaps with greater ex
pense and outlay, and when the return of the sale 
arrives to their hands they find it nearly used up from 
commissions, expenses, and their own extravaganoe. 
Again, I know one of a party of four who found a. gem 
for whioh they were offered £6,000 on the spot, but 
deeming it too little, sent it to England, where only £3,-
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000 would be offered for it, consequently they were 
having it cut and sent to India) and during the time the 
party were spending all the advances they could obtain 
in idleness and dissipation at Port Elizabeth, and it ap
pears as though the harvest of the successful miners, as 
a general thing, turns out in about the same why-fully 
complying with the maxim that "money easily got is 
more easily spent." 

If a person has from one to three thousand dollars 
they can spare without detriment to themselves or those 
dependent on them, and with it desires to try his luck 
in the lottery of the Diamond Fields of South Africa, 
then I have no objection; there is a chance of reaping a 
golden harvest, but at the same time there are a thousand 
chances that all the money will be spent, getting in re
turn, perhaps, only experience and wisdom. which, it is 
said, is better than rubies. No one can give the mines 
a fair trial with less than £200 in his pocket when he 
has arrived at them; and. if unsuccessful, he wants means 
sufficient to pay expenses home. With such a sum one 
can buy his implements, hire three or four men, natives. 
and with them work in the fields six months, which I 
would consider a fair trial of the business. The current 
money used throughout South Africa is the English 
sterling, pounds, shillings, aud pence, and, for tha.t rea.
son, in speaking of prices and expenses, I have used 
that denomination. 

The cost of living at the Diamond Fields is not dear, 
board being from fifteen shillings upwards per week; all 
the necessaries are as chea.p as in any country. But 
persons going there without means do not find it like 
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gold hunting, where, as a rule, industry will find means 
to cover expenses. 
, At diamond digging many have labored persevering

ly six months, and upwards, without a penny's return 
for their toil and expen~es. In fact, though it should 
not be mentioned as an inducement to idleness, or as a 
principle to govern the conduct of any, it would appear 
that those who labored the hardest, and with the great
est perseTerance, were not the most successful diamond 
finders. B"ut the large oneEl, in many cases, were found 
or seC¥red by indiiferE"nt miners, and those who were 
not personally engaged in searching for them, or else 
humbugging was carried on more extensively than I 
supposed. 

But the great charm and attraction about the fields, 
and that which causes, and will continue to cause, peo
ple to go to them and try their luck, is, as some are 
known to be successful, the great confidence everyone 
has in his own fortune. Each conceives, thI-ough some 
chance, by hook or by crook, they must obtain the gem 
that will give them sudden wealth. Some after a trial 
by weary labor for several months, the pearl of great 
price not appearing, as they watch for it from day to day, 
turn their steps homeward with sadder and, perhaps, 
better hearts j others, though, doubtless, few in numbers, 
return wJth wealth in their pockets and joy in their 
eyes. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

DIAMONDS AND PREOIOUS GEMS-THEIR ANTIQUITY. 

THE literature of gems is already very extensive. In 
almost all ages of tbe world some author has found time 
and occasion for issuing a treatise, more or less exten
sive, upon this subject, and the writer of this little work 
could hardly find an excuse for attempting to foree his 
own thoughts thereon upon the consideration of the pu b
lic. Yet, believing some knowledge of precious stones 

----.~tfthis connection would be very acceptable,_ T have col
lected together, from various sources, the matter herein
after S(lt forth. The following pages are not claimed to 
be original with the author of the foregoing narrative, 
either in the statement of facts, or in the theories ad
vanced ; but unless where an opinion is given on some 
of the facts or theories, simply a compilation of the best 
writers, and the most reliable and acknowleged author
ity among the merchants and dealers in gems. The lan
guage of the compiler may often be used, it being unavoid
able, perhaps a misfortune, when one attempts to select 
from other writers their various opinions and allegations. 
Therefore I will not charge anyone with the language 
here employed, but the substance of what is set forth I 
must lay to the declarations contained in the standard 
works of celebrated writers on the subject. In treating 
of diamonds it seems difficult, if not impossible, to pro
ceed intelligently without including in the several bran-
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ches of the subject all gems recognized as precious, and 
for that reason all precious stones may be taken into 
consideration in the following chapters. 

Diamonds, and other gems, were known and used in 
the most remote ages of antiquity of which we have any 
knowledge. But in the earlier pel·iods of the world, of 
which there is any historical record, they appear to have 
been sought for and worn, more. on account of some 
magic or talismanic properties they were supposed to 
possess than for the purposes of ornament. 

The definition now given to the term" precious gems" 
is that they are minerals remarkable for hardness, lustre, 
beauty of color, transparency, or for the extreme rarity 
of their occurence in nature, and which are used in per
sonal ornaments. 

This definition excludes many gems so classed by 
mineralogists, but which have no commercial value. 

Tho estimation in which these flowers of the mineral 
kingdom have been held in all ages of the world, alike 
by the most refined and the most barbarous nations, is 
extraordinary, so much so that gems really seem to be 
endowed with some occult charm which causes them to 
be so much coveted. 

The study of the early history of precious stones, and 
the sources from which they were obtained, by the aid 
of those languages which were once spoken in the vast 
tracts of country situate between the Ganges and the 
Nile, and with the view or" obtaining a knowledge of the 
intercourse and connection of the by·p;one eastern races, 
must be interesting to the scholar of antiquity, and 
might prove useful in lifting the veil which now l'onceals 
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80 much of the commercial relations and communica
tions between the extinct nat~ons that once occupied 
that country and flourished in the very earliest epoch. 
It is not possible as yet to give a fuil account of the 
knowledge of precious stones possessed by these na
tions, since oriental scholars have not sufficiently occu
pied themselves with this subject, which might help ~ 
throw light on the state of ancient civilization, and the 
mechanical and artistic knowledge cultivated in those 
remote regions by the ancients. 

In several parts of the Bible much useful information 
is found on this theme. According to this ancient record 
precious stones were not then in the possession of the 
majority of the opulent classes. Among the contributors 
of the materials towards the erection of the tabernacle, 
the chiefs of the twelve tribes alone are mentioned as 
supplying the" Shoham (onyx) stones, and the stones to 
be set." (Exodus xxxv., 27.) But the most important 
enumeration of precious stones known to the Hebrews, 
and mentioned in the Bible, is made in Exodus xxviii., 
verses 17 to 20, where Muses is cummanded to "set in 
the breast-plate of' judgment, for the high priest, settings 
of four rows of stones:" the first "a sardius, a topaz, 
and a carbuncle j" the second row "a~ emerald, a sap· 
phire, and a diamond j" the third" a ligure, an agate, and 
an ampthyst i" and the fourth "a beryl, and an onyx, 
and a jasper," to "be set in gold in their enclosings." 
And the same list is repeated in that book in the xxxix. 
chapter, verses 10 to 13, where it is related that the 
breast-plate was made as the Lord had commanded. It 
ought, perhaps, also to be mentioned that, with the excap-
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tion of three, the gems worn by the high priest on his 
breast-plate were also to be found among the royalorna.. 
ments worn by the king of Tyre (l!ee Ezekiel xxviii., 
13). In addition to the twelve stones contained in 
the breast-plate, the following names occur in various 
parts of the bible: kadkod.and ekdock (isaiah liv., 12), 
both of which signify the glowing of fire, and are not 
inappropriately translated" carbuncle." The Alexand
rian version of the Bible renders the former word C 'jas· 
per." Ramoth, mentioned in 'Ezekiel xxvii., 16, and 
Job xxviii., 18, is of doubtful meaning, and supposed to 
signify coral. Gabish, or Elgabish, occurring also in the 
just mentioned passage of Job, means, in its primary 
signification, hail-stone, and hence is applied to the 
crystal, but according to the Chaldean paraphrase it 
denows beryl. Shamir (diamond), the passage in Eze· 
kiel iiL, 9, "as an adamant, harder than flint," etc., con
firms the supposition that shamir means diamonds. 
Tradition asserts that the stones which were used in the 
construction of the temple of Solomon were hewn by 
means of the shamir, as the law of Moses prohibited 
the use of iro·n implements. It must, however, be ob· 
served, that in this instance the word shamir has been 
interpreted by commentators as relating to a miraculous 
worm, which,being placed on the stone, performed the 
wonder of cleaving it in those parts which had been 
previously marked. We may, hereafter, have oc
casion to speak more fully of the twelve stones which 
were in the breast-plate of the high priest of the He
brews, but for the present we will leave the records of 

'I * 
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the sacred volume, and eee wha.t may be gathered frOID 
later writers. 

In Ancient Egypt, jewels were engraved in the form 
of scarabm~ aDd even at the present time they are dia
interred from mummy pits and buria.l places of the an
cient Egyptians. 

Precious stones were no doubt brought from the East 
to the Egyptians and Greeks by the Phoonicians. The 
emerald sent from Babylon as a present to the king of 
Egypt, four cubits in length and three cubits in breadth, 
was probably green jasper; as Theophrastus, a Greek 
writer, mentions having seen an emerllld, so-called, which 
was partly emerald and partly jasper. Mines of emerald, 

-----now ever; exist in Egypt; but they have not been 
worked for centuries, yet they have been visited very 
recently by European travellers. Gems seem to have 
become quite plentiful in this country in its days of 
greatest prosperity and advancement. Cleopatra is said 
to have dissolved a pearl of the value of 150,000 aureos, 
or golden crowns, in vinegar, in the presence of Antony, 
and to have drunk it off. But this must be untrue, for it 
would require a very much stronger ~acid, and a larger 
quantity than anyone could take with impunity, to dis
solve a pearl of that magnitude. Lucan mentions the 
meeting of Cmsar and Cleopatra in a hall of tortoise·shell, 
studded with emeralds and topaz. The fello,,! drop to 
the pendant destroyed by Cleopatra was sawn in two 
by command of the Roman Emperor, Augustus, and 
used to adorn the statue of Venus. 

In the very earliest literature of the Greeks, we find 
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many notices of precious stones. Homer speaks of the 
ear-rings of Juno, as containing shining gems; and it is 
well known that the Greeks used gems for seals, rings, 
etc. There are still extant ancient Greek intaglei of 
turquoise, onyx, and also ruby; and in a poem by Or
pheus, or as some suppose, by Onomacriton, written over 
four hundred years before the Christian era, the super
natural power of gems, in which the Greeks had implicit 
belief, is mentioned. 

One of their early writers ascribed to rock-crystal the 
p0.wer of producing the sacred fire used in the Eleusin
ian mysteries; the crystal was laid upon chips of wood 

. in the rays. of the suu, when first smoke and then 
flame was produced, and the fire thus made was believed 
to be the most acceptable to the gods. 

A great part of the Grecian mytholugy was derived 
from the Egyptians; and as the priests were well ac
quainted with the use of many scientific instruments, 
which were carefully concealed from the vulgar, or com
mon people, it is quite probable that this tradition arose 
simply from the use of glass or crystal lenses (burning 
glasses). Plato and Aristotle, Greek philosophers who 
flourished three hundred and fifty years before Christ, 
were both acquainted with the existence of gems; and 
Theophrastus, the disciplA and friend of Aristotle, wrote 
a treatise on the subject, which is still extant. 

Plato imagined the origin of precious stones to be 
the vivifying spirit abiding in the stars, which, longing 
to form new things, converts the most vile and putrid 
matter into the most perfect objects. He represents the 
diamond as being found like a kernel in the gold, and 
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it be pur0303t anz] noble03t part, 'which had 
become condensed into a transparent mass. 

'l'heophrastuu, in hi~ th"ory, r"selts that water i'0 the 
basis or the formation of an metals, earth of all stones; 
1;h17,t from thee dissimilitud,' of IIIl maUd in pri17tine 
state, from the ma,nnllT of the coalescence and con
cretion of different substances, the stones hawe taken 
Lhdr val'lous such as a"nsifY, tr"csparllnny, 
smoothness, etc. 'l'his union of matter he represents 

itl som" installlles, and in 
others by cblJ. The emerald, he affirms, has the prop· 
cl,tyof water to m;cumc lLS CI lor. fe SpCliks 
of a common belief, prevalent at the time of his writing, 

thf' power somo stonss to gl'llliratl" nthers, 
he does not attach credence to this idea. He also de
il!libei lhe CliibuncL found in and Mlll'sil
lia as bright red, and that when held before the sun, 

reltemhll"d whitth whnfiy cor-
responds with the gem now given the same name. The 
hi'e{'ks beliesed crbt;Lal COllhelation like k,e, 
and supposed it to be found only in the coldest regions. 

tmd Pliny, a Loman hist"t'ian 
who flourished in the first century of the Ohristian era, 
lill cont;;;sred til is 

When the 1 <,omans conquered Greece and Egypt they 
took home with them this taste fOT prtx;ittus stones, tLwd 
eairied to ;,tupenbous piLCh, rbe "p;llent and noble 
classest and the patricians even, vieing which each 
ntber in ilie nxtravlz]lnt of jeweln. O;tltltir is lrtid 
to have paid a sum equal to two hundred and fifty 
tbGusaGh dollarr fOi In latei of 
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Roman history we find numberless instances of the es
timation in which jewels were held. In the time of the 
Ftolemies they were used in profusion for ornamenting 
arms, drinking cups, and the altar's of the gods. A 
poem, by Dionysius Peripgetes, contains several allu
sions to precious stones. The asterios, whose lustre 
is like a star, the lychnis of the color of fire. the ame
thyst with a tint of purple, are all mentioned by him. 
Caligula is said to have adorned his corse with a collar 
of pearls; the shoes of Heliogabalus were studded 
with gems, and the statues of the gods had eyes of 
precious stones, a custom probably derived from the 
East, and which has existed there even up to the pres
ent time. One oJ the largest diamonds in the Russian . 
treasury is known to have formed the eye of an idol in 
an eastern temple, and was stolen from it by a European 
who had become a priest at the shrine. 

There was a belief among the Romans, that a par
ticular stone was sacred to each month in the year, and 
they were called zodiac stones; they were all set to· 
gether, in an ornament called an amulet, in their order, 
so that the one relating to each particular zodiacal sign 
should correspond with tbe proper month. The order 
was as follows: 

January .......... Aqaarius .• Jacinth or Garnet. 
February ...••.... Pisces .••••.••• Amethyst. 
March .•••.••••.• Aries ••••.• , •. Bloodstone. 
April •••• ~ ....... Taurus ........ Sapphire. 
May ..••.•••••••• Gemini. •.••••• Agate. 
June ••••••••••••• Cancer ••••.••• Emerald. 
July ............. Leo .....•..... Onyx. 
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August ........... Virgo .•••...•. Cornelian. 
September ..••..•. Libra •..••...• Chrysalite. 
October ....••••.. Scorpio ..•••... Aquamarine. 
November ...•.•.. Sagittarius ...•. Topaz. 
December ......•.• Capricorn .....• Ruby. 
The superstition of the Romans may be connected 

with the twelve stones in the breast-plate of the"High 
Priest of the Hebrews. However, it still exists. There 
was a tradition among the Jews, that on the day of 
atonement, when the High-Priest asked the Almighty 
forgiveness for the sins of the whole nation, if God 
was inclined to grant the request, the stones in the· 
Urim and Thummim shone mostly brightly j if, on the 
contrary, they were not forgiven, the stones became 
black. 

In the Hindoo mythology, gems are spoken of in a 
manner which shows that they were held in general es
timation among that people. In their songs and bal
lads precious stones are frequently mentioned, and 
Pliny records that the garments and utensils of the Indian 
nations were ornamented with jewels, which practice, no 
doubt, was of the greatest antiquity. With what stones 
these eastern people were acquainted is not known,as the 
names given them, both in the Scriptures and in other 
early accounts, differ from those used at the present 
time; and in fact the only stone of whose identity with 
one melltion~d in the holy-writ there is any certainty, is 
the sapphire, as it bears the same name in Hebrew 
('''e:;,O), and is described as a transparent blue stone, 
"like unto the vault of heaven." But this even could 
not have been the sapphire of the Greeks and Romans, 
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which they represent as intermixed with gold. Tavernier 
gives the first authentic account of the jewels existing 

. in India. He relates what he saw in his journeys to 
that country. But in speaking of what was told him, 

Ellis into many 
the buried citiz:" 

with devices 
jasper and ch:tlCiCll(,nn 

king of have had a statun, 
four cubits long, madll of one single piece of chrysalite, 
which he presented to Arsinoe, the wife of Ptolemy. 
Coming down to still later periods, the conquerors of 
Mexico and Peru found the Montezumas and the Incas 
in possession of gems, engraved and cut into the forms 

is iimals and other their traditionn 
a remote antiqnlty 

are worn and time, it is Ul~ 
i:f:iiSary to speak, fOl f'!lide every inhabikd 

of the globe, the enlightened as wliH 
uncivilized. savage nations 

have a great love for these ornaments, and the preced
ing account is considerable proof that they have been 
known and prized in all ages and by nearly every race 
of men. Consequently their first discovery and exist
ence is lost far back in the unrecorded events, or my tho-

superstition of of the humif,e 

superstitious 
possessed certiyjn liliffifffflii 
shown in the 

ancient.s, that thnir 
properties, is quito 
referred to. This 

belief is shared more or less by almost every nation, 
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and at the present time it is not extinct, even in the 
most enlightened nations, and many pemons now wear 
a turquoise with the supposition that it saves them from 
contagion. Gems were likewise believed to indicate 
the state of the health of the donor or possessor. If 
they became dull, he was conjectured to be unwell or in 
danger: and their becoming opaque or colorless, would 
give rise to the most dilijllal forebodings. 

The turquoise, among the ancients, was conceived to 
have an affinity with its possessor, or master, and to 
change its color as his state of health varied. This notion 
may be accounted for, from the fact .that some turquoises 
do change their color j the real cause of their varying hue 
seems to arise from the difference of tem perature, and 
fr(lm the state of the weather. 

The knowledge of the properties of gems common to 
the writers of the middle ages differs but little from that 
declared by Pliny and Aristotle. Marbodus, Boetiug, 
Cardanus, and Rhave adopted the statements of 
Pliny in many instances j and Thomas Nicolls, in a 
book written by him, published at Cambridge, England, 
in the year 1652 A.D., quotes the affirmations of Pliny, 
and Theophrastus, about the diamond, as being per
fectly true. 

Albertus Magnus, Longius, Cardanus, Boetius, .and 
others, have written at length on this subject, and their 
speculations as to the origin of gems, and their super
natural effects, are very amusing. Serapius ascribes to 
the diamond the power of driving away lemures, incu
bes, and succubes, and of makiDg men courageous and 
magnanimous, and asserts that loadstone placed with 
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the gem nullifies its power. Boetius in his work "De 
N atum Gemma.rum," declares the ruby to be a sovereign 
remedy against the plague and poison j it also, according 
to this writer, drives away evil spirits and bad dreams, 
The jacinth, worn on t.he finger, procures sleep, and 
brings riches, honor, and wisdom. The amethyst dis
pels drunkenness, and sharpens the wit. He says of 
the balas-ruby, that it restrains passion, and fiery wrath, 
and is a preservative from lightning; of t.he emerald, 
that it discovered false witnesses by suffel'ing changes 
when it met with such persons; the sapphil'e procured 
favor with princes, and delivered fl'om enchantments j 
the chrysolite was said to cool boiling wat.er, and assuage 
wrath, and if placed in contact with poison to lose its 
brilliancy until removed. He supposed gems to be 
generated by the powerful working of lapidific spirits, 
and enlarged by the acquisition of new matter; and 
that the pearl was fOl'med by the morning dew. drank 
in by shell-fish. The twelve apostles were symbolized 
by certain stones: Peter is represeuted by the jasper; 
A"udrew, by sapphire; James, chalcedony j John, emer
aid; Philip, sardonyx j Bartholomew, corneli~n j Mat
thew, chrysolite; Thomas, beryl; 'fhaddeus, chryso
prase; James the Lesser, topaz j Simeon, jacinth j and 
Matthias by the amethyst. 

Some gems powdered were also used in ancient times 
for medical purposes, and considered almost infallible in 
their effects. And even at the present time large 
quantities of seed peal'l are uspd ~ China and· the east 
for various medicinal remedies. 

In a curious medical trea.tise, written by Antonius 
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Musa Brassarobus, lapis lazuli is prescribed as a laxa
tive. Camillus Leonardus, of Pisa, recommends coral 
in powder for newly-born children. The natives of In
dia imagine that diamond dust taken into the mouth 
causes the teeth to drop out) and also that it is a preser· 
vative against lightning, and they believe some stones 
give light in the dark. The Vedas of the Brahmins 
speak of a place" illuminated by rubies and diamontls" 
which emit light like that of the planets. 

If such superstitious theories were taught, as appears 
by the writings of the most learned men of their times, 
among nearly every people, it cannot be considered 
strange that the most extravagant and absurd notions 
should have prevailed among the ignorant. Indeed, at 
first thought, it would seem that these scholars must 
have known better, and that they disseminated such 
opinions and doctrines for the purpose of working upon 
the ignorance and superstition of their fellow creatures 
to their own advantage; but when-we consider, compara· 
tively, the little. advancement that had then been ma~e 
in the sci~ces, and the darkness that, at best, surround
ed the pathway, even of the greatest; philosophers and 
most learned scholars, and think of the rapid strides in 
knowledge made in the last centuries, while even yet 
some people are ever ready to grasp at the marvellous, 
and to believe it miraculous or supernatural, it is not diffi
cult to conclude that these writers transcribed their true 
belief, and advanced theories, which, from their honest 
convictions, were corl'6ct. When chemistry, however, 
began to be understood, the ideas which had been hand· 
ed down by tradition and by the works of ancient au· 
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thors, were proved erroneous, and the clouds which hung 
over the subject were dispelled by th~ analysis and 
classification of gems, according to their composition, 
hardness, lustre, etc., the old system of classing aU 
stones of similar color together was abandoned. There
fore, in modern times, great light has been thrown on 
the subject of the formation of precious stones by the 
researches of learned chemists and mineralogists. Yet, 
although there has been 'great advancement in the 
sciences, and our means of obtaining knowledge are far 
more extended and voluminous than that of our ances
tors, still there is much to be learned in the wide field 
of geology, and possibly we may find that future in· 
quiry will reveal to the world that the opinions and the· 
ories of the present age are as unsound and erroneous 
as those entertained in more primitive periods. 
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CHAPTER X. 

WHERE FOUND. 

PREOIOUS stones are disseminated about the globe in 
considerable profusion. They occur alike in the torrid 
deserts of Africa, and the icy steppes of Siberia; under 
the burning sun of India and Ceylon, and amidst the 
glaciers of Switzerland; in the beds of the mighty rivers 
of South America, and sometimes on the very summits 
of lofty mountains-in Germany, Spain, England, and 
America, generally surrounded by some substance or 
deposits,difi'ering entirely from them. They are found 
in the greatest abundance, however, in the tropical 
countr~e~. It would seem as if those parts of the earth 
on which the sun shines with the greatest splendor 
produce these beautiful creations of nature in the 
largest quantities; perhaps the volcanic changes to 
which these lands are subject may have something to 
do with their creation or exposure. They likewise ap
pear to exist most frequently in the older formations, 
such as granite, gneiss, etc., ItS though only the opera
tions of eternal ages could bring them forth. In the 
beds of rivers they are generally accompanied by t.he 
precious metals, and various kinds of gems are often 
found together. But when all the circumstances and 
wonderful combinations, which are required to form 
these beautiful crystals, to give them their transparency, 
brilliancy, and lustre, freedom from defects, and the col-
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oring matter to produce the desired tint, are considered, 
it is no occasion for wonder that they occur so seldom. 
Although the minerals, which are the component parts 
of this aristocl"d.tic family are plentiful throughout the 
earth, magnesia, glucina, alumina, metallic oxides, etc., 
can be obtained in abundance, and carbon, the material 
of the dIamond, is found almost everywhere-in the 
bread we eat and the coals we burn-and although the 
gems themselves can be separated into their various 
parts, yet no one has yet succeeded in wresting from 
nature the secret of combining these materials filO as to 
form the beautiful stones; and none of any size or 
value have ever been produced by artificial means. 

The diamond, the first in rank above all others, the 
gem of gems, is found in Hindostan, Brazil, Sumatra, 
Borneo, the Ural Mountains, occasionally in North 
America, in some instances in Australia and in Africa. 
Ordinarily it occurs in strata of plutonic origin in octa
hedral crystals, in quartz containing oxides of iron; also 
in alluvium in loose and imbedded crystals, but almost 
always of a smaller size, and very frequently in compa· 
ny with grains of gold and platinum. 

In India, the localities where this stone is obtained 
w.ere in the Deccan, the river Pennair in the lower 
Kistna, and Ellore, and Pannah, and the river Sonar, 
and some were found in the Bundlecund, at Sumbhul
pore on the Mahanuddy; also Malacca, Celebes and 
Java have yielded up their wealth in this jewel. But 
India, which used to be the great source 01 diamonds, 
seems to have become gradually exhausted; and many 
places where they were formerly found became 80 un-
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productive that not only the localities themselves, but 
their very: names, are unknown to the present inhabi
tants of that country. According to Tavernier, a. 
French jeweler, and trustworthy authority, who tra
velled in the East and through Hindostan in the seven
teenth century, the mines of Golconda then employed 
60,000 persons, and were once so productive that, as is 
recorded by the historian Ferichta, the Sultan Mahmoud 
(A.D. 1177-1206) left in his treasures, after a reign of 
thirty-two years, more than four hundred pounds' weight 
of this precious gem. 

In Sumbhulpore the diamond-washing trade is hered
itary in two tribes, whose origin is. unknown, but who 
appear, from the traces of negro blood, to be descen
dants of slaves imported by one of the conquerors of, 
India for that labor. They are c!1lled respectively 
'l'hara and Tora, and possess. sixteen villages in free 
Jhager or freehold. They nnmber 400 or 500 persons, 
working in the dry season in the bed of the Maha
nuddy, from Kunderpore to Sinepore. The largest 
diamond found there since the transfer of the country 
from the Maharatta to British rule was one of eighty
four grains. The Indians call the diamond "pakha,'~ or 
ripe, and rock crystal "Kacha~" or unripe. 

Brazi~ at the present time, far surpasses India in the 
production of this jewel. In Brazil they are fO,und 

. chiefly in alluvial soil ill the districts of San Paulo, 
Cerro di Fria, and Minas Geraes; in the beds of the 
rivers Matto Grasso, Jequitinhonha, in Diamantina, 
Rio des Areios, Santa Anna, Paulo Vehas, San Fran
cisco, Rio Sumedouro, ~ahia, San Francisco di Xavier, 
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and other places. Diamonds were discovered in Brazil 
when searching for gold, but for some time their true 
nature was not known oy the inhabitants, and they were 
thrown away as wOI·thless, Ot· used only as counters for 
card·player;!, and for dice. Bernardo (I'ouseca Labo, 
an inhabitant of the Minas Gemes, who had seen rough 
diamonds in a previous visit to the East Indies, first 
disclosed their true nature and value. A large quantity 
of them was gathered up and taken to Lisbon, and their 
identity fully established. 

European traders, fearing their stock in this- gem 
would be depreciated, and, perhaps, become nearly 
valueless, if a lal'ge number was brought into market 
by this discovery of new mines, circulated a report that 
the so-called Brazilian diamonds were only the refuse 
of the East India. mines, which had been exported from 
Goa to Brazil and then sent to Europe. ·David Jeffries, 

. who was the great authority in Europe on the subject of 
diamonds and pearls, published a book about this time 
(A.D. 1750), in which he endorses the report, and even 
tries to prove its truth by argument j every means was 
devised to prevent their sale, and at first with consider· 
able success. The Portuguese merchants, however, 
under the maxim of "diamond cut diamond," exported 
their jewels from Brazil to Goa, and then offering them 
for sale as Indian gems turned the tables on the Euro
pean traders. 

The miners in Brazil distinguish the different dia
mond·producing soils by the following names: Grupiara, 
Burgalhao, Takoa Carza, and Cascalho. 
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Grupiara is an alluvial deposit, and is probably the 
unused bed of 0. stream or river. 

Cascalho consists of fragments of rock mixed with 
sand and clay, and forming the bed of a river; Cascalho 
is also a generic name applied to all the soils. 

Burgalhao are small angular fragments of rock which 
bestrew the surface of the ground, and. 

Takoa Carza are all the foregoing substaNces cement
ed togethnr in one mass. 

In the ltambe mountain, the highest in ihe district, 
__ an~ in which the rivel'S Copay and J equitinhonha rise, 

diamonds-iiie sometimes found even on its very peaks, 
5,598 feet above the level of the sea. The wealth of 
the Brazilian mines is incalculable i it is said the gold 
is abandoned to the slaves as unworthy tl:e attention of 
their owners; and childl'en, after the l'l'!.ins, collect the 
grains of gold which have become exposed to view. 
The crops of all fowls killed are carefully exa~ined, and 
frequently found to contain diamonds; and it is recorded 
that a negro once found a stone of five carats adhering -
to the roots of a cabbage he had plucked for his dinner. 
A slave, who had·been working at the mines in Minas 
Geraes, and in 1754 transferred to the district of 
Bahia, believing from the similarity of the soil with that 
of the place he :had left that it contained diamonds, 
searched and found a considerable quantity. This news 
becoming public, that province was inundated with 
emigrants seeking to make rapid fortunes, in the same 
manner as the tide of population flowed to California or 
Australia when the gold discoveries in thos~ countries 
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were made known. The production of the Brazils in 
these gems has been very great. It is estimated. that 
the astonishing amount of sixty million dollars in value 
was exported the first fifty years after their discovery. 
The yield.. of the Bahia mines was at first so consider
able as to reduce the value of the diamond one-half; 
but the~upply is said to have gradually decreased, and 
is growing less every yea.r, The total produce does not 
now exceed 240,000 carats yearly. The richest mines 
at the present time are in the province of Matto-Grosso, 
near the town of Diamantina. 

The discovery of diamonds in Brazil seemed at first 
to act as a curse on the inhabitants of the districts 
where they were found. As soon as the government 
learned the wealth of the treasures within its grasp, it 
took possession of the land, expelled the inhabitants, 
declared the trade a monopoly, and it the exclusive pro· 
prietors., Nature even seemed to have a spite against 
the expatriated exiles. The first year the whole district 
was subjected to a dreadful drought, and, to add to. the 
distress of the unfortunate people, a fearful ea.l'thquake 
took place, by which numbers of them perished. It ap
peared as though the genii, guardians of the U'CaSIlI"!S, 

were indignant at the presumption of man, and tried by 
every means to prevent the dispersion. of their buried 
treasures, or to wreak vengeance on the disturbers of 
their most inviolable dominions. But in May, 1803, 
the sad remnant of the original inhabitants were rein
stated in their rightful property. 

The mode of washing for diamonds here is somewhat 
different from the description heretofore given of that in 

8 
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Southern Afrioa. When the rivers are the lowest in the 
dry senson, which lasts from April to the middle of Octo· 
bel', their waters are diverted from the natural channels 
into canals dug for the purpose, leaving the bed of the 
stream dry. The soil is then taken out, to the depth of 
ten or twelve feet, and placed near the washing-huts. 
This labor is continued during the whole of the 21'y sea· 
son, after which, when the rains have so swollen the 
rivers as to prevent the diversion of the water, the 
washing of the cascalho commences. The huts are fur
nished with long troughs or canoes. and elevated seats . 
for the ovel"lleers. The laborers, who are negroes, fill 
the trough with the soil, when a stl'eam of water is 
allowed to run in and off while they continue to stir the 
mass until the water runs clear, and all the earthy par
ticles are washed away. They then examine the peb· 
bles, one by one, and if a diamond is found, give the sig
nal by clapping their hands, w hen the overseer takes it 
and places it in a vessel filled with water, one of which 
hangs suspended in the centre of each hut. At the 
conclusion of the day's labor the weight produced is en
tered in a book. It is said the coscalho contains dia· 
monds in so regular proportions that the miners are able 
to tell, with considerable certainty, what any given 
quantity will produce. Large diamonds are very rare; 
on an average, a gem of eighteen carats is not found in 
these mines in every 10,000. When a slave finds one 
of eighteen carats' weight, or upwards, he is led, crown· 
ed with flowers, in a kind of triumphal procession, to 
the proprietor, who grants him his freedom, and usually 
gives him a present, and allows him thereafter to work 
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on his own account. For smallerlstones less rewards 
are given. The largest gem ever found in Brazil is the 
" Star of the South," which weighed 254 carats, and is 
hereafter mote particularly mentioned under the head of 
Large Diamonds. 

Notwithstanding the many precautions that are taken, 
thefts are sometimes committed by the slaves, even 
under the very eye of the overseer. The laborer will 
conceal-a stone in his hair, mouth, or ear, or between 
his finger!! or toes, and toey have been known to throw 
them away in the hope of finding them 8.o"ain after 
nightfall. When the labor and pains bestowed in this 
search for diamonds is remembered, the result appears 
scarcely commensurate wilh the toil. The product of 
the work of 500 men for a year can be readily carried 
in the hand. The miner having secured a sufficient 
quantity, he sends them to Rio Janeiro; this takes a 
considerable time, as the distance is great, and the roads 
lie through endless primeval fores~. In Rio they are 
sold to the merchant, who ships them to Europe, or 
holds them, as the price and Qemand may induce him to 
act. 

In Borneo diamonds' are found in the chain of moun· 
tains which borders the great river Bangel·, pl'incip, oily 
in the district of Jannah·Laut; here, too, they are accom
panied by grains of gold. The mines in this island em
ploy about 400 persons, and the search is in much the 
same mannel· as in other places. These gems are like
wise found in the island of Sumatra, in Java, and in 
the Ur-ell mountains in the Russian Empire. Crystals 
of diamonds have been obtained in Australia, but of too 
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isolated occurrence to warrant its being classed as a dla· 
mond·producing country. Of the mines of South Africa 
it is unnecelfsary further to speak. 

The ruby, sapphire, oriental topaz, etc., all properly 
corundums, being identical in every particular but that 
of color, which difference may be said to be the only 
cause for giving each a name. The red sapphire is a 
ruby, the blue ruby a sapphire, the yellow a topaz, etc. 
The word corundum, however, is of Indian origin, de· 
rived from the sanskrit" Korund," and is only applied 
to the opaque varieties, which present the characteristic 
hexagonal crystals, but of a dull color. Rubies are 
found associated with sapphires, magnetic iron, zircons, 
oxides of tin, spinels, rutile, topaz, etc., usually in hex
agonal, rounded prisms, in layers in the earth, and beds 
of rivers, in various parts of the globe, almost always 
accompanied with gold. ! 

The finest rubies al·e obtained in the kingdom of A va, 
in Siam, in the Capelan mountains, tfm days' journey 
from Syrian, a city in Pegu. They are also found in 
Ceylon, at Hohenstein on the Elbe, in Hindostan, in the 
Rhine and Danube rivers, in Brazil, Borneo, Sumatra, 
Australia, in France, in the rivers gspailly, Auvergne, 
and Iser, in Bohemia, etc., etc. '1.'he ruby mines of 
Burmah have long been known, and the king "Of the 
country is said to possess the rarest and most wonder· 
ful specimens. These mines are scrupulously guarded, 
and a foreigner is not allowed to approach them on any 
pretense. They are a royal monopoly, and the order is 
to retain all for the king's treasury. When a large, 
fine stone is found, it is customary to send out a proces-
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sion of grandees, with soldiers and elephants, to meet 
it, and escort it to the royal presence with great cere
mony. One of the title-3 of the king is " Lord of the . 
Rubies." These mines are worked by sinking shafts 
until the ruby·producing soil is met with, which in some 
places is two, and in others thirty feet or upwards be· 
iow the surface. When the proper stratum is found it 
is followed and worked until it becomes necessary to . 
sink another shaft, or until it is exhausted. The gems 
are most always small, and seldom free from defects. 
Rhombohedral crystals are rarely perfect, and usually 
worn into rounded surfaces. Rubies are also found in 
Ceylon, in the beds of rivers, &ond occasionally some fine 
stones are sent from tht~t island j but the blue val'iety, 
the sapphire, is more frequently met with there, and the 
crystals are of a much larger size than those in Burmah. 
Specimens have likewise been obtained in Australia, 
but of poor quality. . 

The sapphire, which is like the ruby, except in color, 
as before remarked, is found chiefly in Ceylon, where 
the red stone is seldom obtained. It generally occurs 
in crystals of larger size than the ruby, and is very 
rarely to be met with in minute crystals. 

The chrysoberyl, also called oriental chrysolite, a vI'ry 
brilliant gem, of a yellow, perhaps inclining to green, 
brown or red color, and occasionally white, is obtained 
in rounded pebbles in the alluvial deposits of rivers in 
Ceylon, neal' Saffragang in Moravia, in the Rio Ameri
can us, and Rio Pian tie of Brazil, in the Tajowaja of 
the Ural MoulJtains. It has also been found at Had
dam, Connecticut j at Greenfield, near Saratoga, New 
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York j and in the granite of Orange SummIt, Vermont. 
Balas ruby, and spinel, which terms include spinel 

ruby, rubicelle, almandine ruby, also an opaque variety 
called ceylonite or pleonast, the chloro (green) spine~ 
the sapphirine (blue), the dyshnite. the hercenite, etc., 
arc procured from granular limestones, and with 
calcareous spar in A va, Mysore, Beloochistan, Ceylon, 
and other Eastern countries, in alluvial deposits and 
beds of rivers. In the countries named, the finest spec
imens are oMained which are used for jewelry. 

Pale blue spinel (s~pphirine) is found at Aher in 
Sweden, in Farland and Straskau, Moravia. Black 
crystals of considerable lustre are found with mica and 
garnet in old lava on Mount Somma, the chloro 
(green) spinel in slate at Slatonht, Ural mountains, 
its green color being, doubtless, chargeable to the pres
ence of peroxide of iron. 'l'he black pleonast or eey
lonite is procured in Bohemia, Ceylon, in the river Iser, 
in the Tyrol, at Andernach on the Rhine, and in many 
places in the United States whel·e brown spinels are 
plentiful. Sweden furnishes automalite or zinc RpineJ. 
A white kind occurs at La Riccia, near Rome, in Italy. 
Marco Polo, in his Travels, speaks of the "rubis
balais" (balas ruby) as being chiefly found III the 
mountains called Shekinim. The Persians, even up to 
the present time, have preserved a tradition that these 
gems were not discovered until after an earthquake 
which rent the mountain in twain j and that they were at 
fil"St mistaken for true rubies, but their inferior hardness 
made known the error. Balas ruby is the ancient name 
of ~eloochistan, BaJaschan, or Badakschan j the Persian 
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name is Badakschiani. Sebald us Ravius, an· ancient 
author, observe~: .< Nomen ejus balachsch diciturque a 
Teifaschio adJuci ex Balachschaue, quam regionem 
barbari Badackschan vocant, estque secundum eum 
pars terrae Turcal"Um, quae ad Tartarium vergit." The 
Greeks thought the name derived from Balassus, or 
Palassus, supposed to be the place in which the true 
ruby dwelt. 

Topaz is found in almost every part of the world in 
granite and gneiflS rocks which contain fluor spar, but 
varying in color and aspect in almost every different 
location. In Villa Rica, Brazil, this stone has a brownish
yellow hue, and is obtained from a loose sandy soil, 
which renders the search a very easy task. It also 
comes from the Minas Gernes, pure and colorless, bear
ing a high degrtle of polish; and slmil<lr specimens are 
found in Tasmania, wilh blue and green. Those of a 
fine pale blue are brought from Siberia, Alabascka, 
Murinsk, Odentochelong and Miask; of a pure yellow 
~om Altenburg in Saxony; also Ceylon, Pel u, Asia 
Minol', Connecticut in the United States, Ireland, Scot
land, England, and the Hebrides produce the topaz. 

The emerald, a stone nnsurpassed by any other gem 
for its beautiful green color, crystallized in regular 
hexagonal prisms, to which system it belongs, is un· 
earthed at Muzo, in New Grenada, near Santa ~'e de 
Bogota, from a limestone rock. These mbes are let 
by the government for a term of years by public tender j 
they formel'ly produced an aunual revenue of a sum 
equal to *40,000, but at the expiration uf the term of 
rental the lessees declined to contmue the contract a't 
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the same price. Parisite, a rare mineral of a brown hex
agonal crystal, opaque, is also found at this place. The 
emerald is likewise met with at Henbachthal, in Salz
burg, imbedded in mica slate, on a steep precipice 8,700 
feet above the level of the sea, and only accessible by 
means of ropes. It is also found at Odentochelong, in 
Siberia, in the Burman Empire near Ava. And an 
anoient emerald mine, with large galleries, bearing the 
marks of the miners' tools and their anoient applianoes, 
suoh as levers, ete., was disoovered by Monsieur Cail
land, a ]j'l'enoh traveller, in the mountains of Zabareh, 
when he was on a scientifio excursion for the Pasha ot 

Egypt. 
The beryl, or .aquamaline, is more generally obtained 

than the emerald. Splendid speoimens are prooured in 
Siberia.. [t is als'lfound at Inveroauld and Kinloch 
Rannooh, Sootland; and in the MOllrne mountains, 
cOlinty of Down, in Glen Maonah, county of Wioklow, 
at Dalkey and Three Rock Mountains. county of 
Dublin, Ireland; at Limoges, France; at Bodenmais 
and RabenstclD, Bavaria; at Fimbo and Bl'Odbo, in 
Sweden; in Saxony; Bohemia; the Isle of Elba i in 
Norway; Finl,\nd i the Rio San M'l.theo, Brazil; in 
Hindostan, and in ::lome parts of the United States. 

An enormous beryl is said to have been disoovered 
in Massaohusetts,. weighing five tons, but has never 
beE\n removed from its location. 

Zircon, hyacinth, or jaointh, is found in imbedded 
and attaohfod orystals, in granite, syenite, and gneiss, in 
beds of rivers, often with garnets i in the East Indies, 
ge!lon, New Granada, France, Bohemia, and in Nort4 
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Amtidcac Spe ;HgenS have Hh;o be; fou;;;l in Lhe laa"c 
of Vesuvius. 

Z~;Lrnet~;; :u'e Z;I Lainz::d in 
in the Tyrol, In Sweden, AI·enda~ Norway, Bohemia, 
Saa(;lJY, ;;lId other z;mmtri;;(c It is a hom eli:; 
tributed very generally in almost every part of the 
world. is fzmnd imbedd;cd in mica, "late, 
gneiss, limestone, chlorite, serpentim;, lava, ek. 

Tnurm;;line, buL little used for jewelry, can be procured 
in Ava, Sibz:ria, R;;oil, fhvari;rc the Hnitmd 
States, Greenland; England, and in the island of Elba. 

Ptuartz, which inclUde;;} amHhyst, 'r;HlllCC"'llJ. 

onyx, cornelian, chrysoprase, sardonyx, chalcedony, 
a.gl,to, jashur, m g;ha·sL;me, rooh 
crystal, etc., are obtained in various localities-some 
in ;ilmos(, overy whiz"~ othvx'v are toss 
disseminated. It is thought hardly neccessary to name 
eV;ird in which each may be aeh 
hereafter some mention may be made of their several 
locrilities. 

The turquoise of commerce comes from Nichabour, 
in f;ora.s'in, III rersiln An ;;;ferinr quatifli is rmmd 
trhibet, China, Siberia, and at Oelnitz in Saxony, and 
not };:mg rince thz:re h;is been discovz:red new 
in Arabia Petrrea, near Mount Sinai in a strata of red 
sandrtoDn. 

Opal, which really belongs to the family oh quartz, yef. 
beinli a };:em, pro,,;;red in daystoDe porphyr};: 
at Czernowitza, between ;tt,chaffv and Epz:r;;,s, 
Hutt};:ary· in thtt province of Gracias, Honduras; South 
America; and v ,r;ietimvn nelr Frad,fort. Fire ;,pal 

8· 
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obtamed at Zimopan, and San Nicholas, Mexico, in 
the Faroe Islands, and other places. The common opal 
is fount! in Hungary, Faroe Islands, in Cornwall, Eng· 
land, and near Smyrna. 

Pearl, a beautiful gem formed by nature in the shells 
of oysters and mussels, is obtained in the beds of rivers 
anti in the sea, in numerous places, in and near Europe, 
Asia, and America. The principal pearl fishories 
are ill the east, on· the west coast of Ceylon, in the 
Bay of Manaar, ill the Persian Gulf, and near the Soo· . 
100 Islands. 

Pearl fishing is also carried on in the Aroo Islands, 
near the Island of Papua or New Guinea, in the Red 
Sea, in America, on both the Atlantic' and Pacific 
coasts. 

In Ceylon, tho pearl fishery is owned and carried on 
by the· government. When the period to work at the 
oyster beds arrives, and after the natives who are em
ployed in this business have performed their numerous 
ceremonies on the ShOI'a, they set out with a fleet of 
boats, prrhaps over a hundred, under the command of 
an adanapar, or chief pilot. Each boat is lUanDed with 
twenty men, besides a steersman, and a pillal karra; 
(shark charmel'), ten r01Vers, and ten divers. The pillal 
karras are regularly employed by the government, and 
sent out with each boat, as the divers would not descend 
into the sea without their presence: There are other 
conjurers also who mutter incantations on the shore til! 
the boats return. On the side of each boat a stage 
is constl'ucted, from which the divers drop into the 
water. 
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When they have arrived at the fisheries, the divers go 
down into the sea, five at a time from each crew; after 
the first five come up, the others descen(l, while thE' first 
arc preparing for another pI unge, and so on, each set 
continuing to dive alternately as the other "ises till the 
day's work is done. In order to quicken thei~ descent, 
a large stone weighing about twenty-five pounds is used. 
It is commonly of a reddish granite, of a pyramidal form, 
rounded at the top and bottom, and has a hole in the 
small end by which to attach a rope. Some divers use 
a. stone of a half· moon shape fastened round the waist. 
When all else is prepared the diver seizes the rope, to 
which one of the stones is fasten~d, with the toes of his 
right foot, and with those of his left Ii. bag of net work. 
From custom and the power of habit they use their toes 
in holding and working almost as well as their fingers, 
and can pick up the smallest thing with them as nimbly 
as possible. Takiug another rope in his right hand, 
and holding his nostrils with his left, he plunges into the 
sea. The weight of the stone speedily brings him to 
the bottom; with great dexterity and all possible dispatch 
he collects as many oysters as he cali during the time 
he is able to remaiu under water, which is usually about 
two minutes; he then resumes his former position, gives 
the signal to those above in the boat by pulling the rope 
in his right hand, and is at once d,'awn up. Although 
from one to two minutes is the time generally passed 
under water, yet sometimes they stay four or five, and 
even six minutes below the su,oface, 'I'he serious ef· 
fects of this continual submersion are shown in the dis
charge of water, and occasionally blood, from the diver's 
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mouth, ears and nose. But it does not h'inder the men 
from going down again in their turn, and each will make 
from forty to fifty descents in a day, and bring up about 
one hundred oysters each time. Some of the divers 
batho their bodies in oil, and fill the ears and nostrils 
with cotton, to keep the wator out, while others use no 
protection. 

The natives stand in great fear of the ground shark, 
a "Common inhabitant of the seas in the latitude of Cey
lon. If an alarm be given by one, none of the others 
will descend again the same day. During the time of 
fishing, conjurors are on the shore' mumbling prayers, 
twisting their bodies into strange attitudes, and per
forming heathenish ceremonies, but sometimes regal· 
ing themselves with strong drink until no longer able to 
perform their devotions. 

But now diving bells are beginning to be used in these 
fisheries, and will soon, doubtless, with similar inven
tions, come into general use for the purposes of descent 
into the water. When the day's work is done and the 
boats return to the shore, the oysters are taken out and 
placed in pits or closed vessels to putrify, after which 
the pearls are washed from the decayed matter in 
a trough or tub. Sometimes the shelis are opened im
mediately, and the pearls extracted. Generally the 

, oysters are sold unopened, and ,their contents being un
known either to seller or buyer, the transaction takes 
much the fOl'm of a lottery, and, in fact, the trade has in 
it a good deal of the spirit of gambling, Many oysters 
contain no pearl, whilst others may produce a gem 
worth ,1,000 or *2,000. 
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The government derives quite a large revenue-from 
this tishery, and protects it by strict regulations. The 
beds are carefully examined from time to time by ex· 
perienced divers, and their localities buoyed out before 
the boats leave the lalld. Some time since, the supply 
was diminishing at the place under consideration so 
rapidly that it was deemed expedient to discontivue 
the fishery for a number of years, to prevent the beds 
from becoming entirely exhausted. 

In- the Persian Gulf the process is carried on in 
exactly the same- manner as at Ceylon. Here, however, 
besides the shark, the diver has to contend with the 
sword.fish, which are fully -as dangerous. In ancient 
times these fisheries were known to the Macedonians, 
and Seleucus, king of Syria, gave the revenues derived 
from them to one of his satraps. A number of years 
ago the Portuguese government had possession of the 
Persian Gulf fisheries, but' I believe they are now 
owned by native rulers, and as many as 30,000 persons 
are employed in them j the gems are said to be inferior, 
however, to those found at Ceylon. The pearls ob· 
tained on the coast of the Zulu Islands are principally 
sold in China. 

The Red Sea fisheries, which were immensely pro· 
ductive in the time of -the Ptolemies, are now nearly 
exhausted, and yield very few pearls. Large quanti. 
ties of pearls are now obtained from Panama and Cali
fornia. The fisheries on tbe coasts of these countries 
were doubtless known to the ancient Mexicans, for the 
old Spanish histories inform us that the Aztec kings 
had immense numbers of fine pearls in their possession, 
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and were well acquainted with the sources whence they 
came. The palace of Montezuma is said to have been 
studded with emeralds and pearls, and the Spaniards, by 
their.conqucsts of Mexico and Peru, came into possession 
of large quantities ,lf this gem. Pearls are also found 
in the mussel-shells in rivers in Scotland, Germany, 
Russia, Sweden, and France, but usually of a dull 
leaden hue, with no lustre, and are termed Scotch 
pearls. 

There are many other substances used injewell'Y not 
properly precious stonee, such as moon-stone, malachite, 
lapis-lazuli, jet, jade or nephite, labradorite or Labra· 
dor felspar, amber, coral, etc. 

Moon-stone is obtained in Siberia and Oeylon. 
Lapis-lazuli in Persia, Beloochistan, China, Bucharia, 

Siberia and Ohili. 
Malachite in Siberia, Burra·Bura, Australia, Africa, 

Oornwall, Hungary, and the Tyrol. 
Lab.radorite in Labrador, Oanada, Norway, Sweden, 

and some in the lava of lffitna and Vesuvius. 
Jet, in clay on the coast of Yorkshire, Eugland, on 

the Baltic coast, in the forest of Ardennes, and in the 
Pyrenees. 

Jade, or nephite, in Egypt, OursiuJ, New Zealand, 
North America and Ohina. 

Amber iu abundance on the Prussian coast of the 
Baltic, from Dantzig to Memel; on the coast of Den
mark, in Sweden, NOl'way, Moravia, Poland, Switz~r
land, France, England, Asia and the "United States, 

Ooral, the production of gelatinous mollusks of the 
family': polypi," forms submarine forests of leafless 
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branches in many parts of the globe. In the southern 
hemispheres they iUCl'ease so rapidlV and to such an 
extent, as occasional1y to form islands and obstruct nav
igation. Coral was formerly believ~d to be of vegeta
blE! origin on account of its growth and form; but 
naturalists have identified the form of the minute in
sects which produce this natural phenomonon. These 
polypi are shaped as'M eight-p()inted star, notched on 
each point, with the mouth in the centre, and seem to 
have an organization of sensitiveness com,non to 11.11 on 
the same branch of cora.l; if one be disturbed, the 
others are equally affected, so that the separate mol
lusks on the same branch appear to form one body. In 
some respects these insects vary in different localities. 
Coral islands and reefs are now known to be the work 
of these little animals. 

Although this substance is found in the seas of many 
parts of the world. y('t that which is adopted for pur· 
poses of ornament is found almost entirely in the Med
itcrt'<lDean, principally on the African coast, at a con
siderable depth in the sea, sometimes seven hundred or 
eight hundl'ed feet beneath the surface, which makes 
the operation of fishing for it very difficult and slow. 
The industl'y is of FI'ellch origin. In 1450, a French 
estahlishment at Calle carried on the business, bound 
by the condition of employing only provincial sailors. 
In 1791, the trade was thrown open to all. In 1794, 
however, a duty was laid on all ships fOl'eign to France, 
A t the present time the business is carried on mostly by 
Italians and Maltese. Upwards of one hundred and 
fifty barques a.re engaged every season in these fisheries. 
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Large quantities of coral are yearly exported to China, 
India and Persia, in which countries it is ranked as one 
of the most precious productions of nature. For fur
ther information in reference to these substances, the 
reader is referred to the chapter devoted to the dis
cussion of the properties and characteristics of precious 
stones. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS. 

IN order that the properties of precious stones here· 
inafter given may be better understood, it may be nec· 
essary, in the first instance, to define and explain some 
of the terms applied to them, such as bard ness, lustre, 
specific gravity, transparency, etc. 

By hardness is meant, not difficulty of breakage, but 
the resistance one boJy offers to the mechanical pres· 
sure of another, or its liability or non.liability to scratch. 
Moh, a German author, has furnished a mineralogical 
scale of hardness to he applied to precious stones. By 
him ten different substances are taken as standards of 
so many distinct degrees of bardness, and classed in 
numbers from one to ten: ten being the diamond the 
hardest kllown body. 

On the otber bano, as glass and quartz, or rock
crystals are easily obtained, and most gems are of equal 
or superior bardness; they are described liS scratching 
or being scratched by them. But in trying stones, 
atwr tbey are cut by scratchiDg, it must be remembered 
that from some extraneous cause, such as fl.1\WS or im
perfect cr.l"stallization, one part may be softer than the 
other. In direct proportIOn to the hardness of a crystal· 
ized mineral is its susceptibility of receiving and 
retaining a good polish i and that is the chief cause of 
the superior- brilliancy and beauty of jewels over all 
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otller natural ornaments worn as decorations. It is this 
quality also that' preserves them from the effects of 
time, so visible on all the other works of natUl'e 01' art. 
Where the original beauty of ancient architectural re
mains has long since faded away, jewels' of the same 
dat.e have r"mained untarnished by the hand of time, 
and in their beauty and splendor handed down from 
generation to generation, forming links in the chain of 
history which, but for them, might have been lost for 
ever. The gems found in the buried cities of Pompeii 
and Herculaneum, and in the catacombs of Egypt 

.. ~ have- .not been without their uses to the student 
of bistory. 

The term lustre is applied to the peculiar brilliancy 
of gems, and its different kinds are ealled by names 
correspoudinlZ to the appearances presented, Mineral
ogists class the variou~ kinds of lustre as follows: 

Adamantine: possessing the brilliancy of the dia. 
mond, 

Vitreous: resembling the surface of glass. 
Resinous: shining as if ruhbed with an oily sub, 

stance. 
Pearly: exhibiting the peculiar lust.re of the pearl. 
Silky: having a fibrous reflection similar to silk. 
Thet'e is anothl!r lustre called metallic, but it is not 

possessed by any precious stones. In speaking of the 
lustt'e of gems, the name applied must be taken as 
general, and as describing as nearly as possible the ap
pearance of each kind. 

Color is a characteristic by which gems cannot be clas
sified or identified with any degree of certainty, They 
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may have the same color, yet differ in hardness, IIpecific 
gravity, etc., qualities more distinguishing in their nil. 
ture. The ruby, Rpinelle, and garnet tlre often of exactly 
similar tints; yet on this qualification, as much as on any 
other, lmmercial value of 
and t~eir , or purity is 

rhe refluired hue, 
matter arises from the 
taUic which they woul;] 
rock-crystal. Sometimes the color which flllges tbe 
whole stone is found to consist of a small speck of mat· 
ter which is only visible when it is held before the 
light in a particular way. The lapidary, in such cases, 
will diffuse the hue throu,~hout the gem by means of re
peated internal reflection. The colors of precious 

hrifiiant in nature 

changes 
name or :;n.pphire is a rubh 
paz; white emerald is a beryl; green chrysolite is 
called a peridot; and quartz changes its name and value 
as the colors which tint it differ. There are also gra
dations of, and sometimes two or three different co]ors 
in, the same specimen. Oriental sapphir~s are found 
with a and yellow i,l 
tal ; li~lllwise parti-colored 
eccentric gems exhibit 
by transmi om that of reflectl 
is, when and looked at. 
tourmalinn possessing this 

le 
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The specific gravity of a stone is the proportion its 
weight bears to that of an equal volume of water, and 
is ascertained by first weighing it in .the air and then in 
water, subtracting the weight in water from tha weight 
in the air, and dividing the weight in the air by' the 
difference. For the purposes of accuracy, the substance 
of which the specific gravity is required must be clean, 
free from dust or grease, or any foreign substance, and 
rubbed in the water before being weighed in it to reo 
move all the adherent air; and, if porous, must be al
lowed to absorb as much water as possible before being 
weighed in it. To know the specific gravity of a gem 
is of great importance; it often affords a test of the 
greatest value, and prevents the possibility of one gem 
be!ng substituted for another whe~ their specific 
gravity differs; as, for instance, a jargoon or white 
sapphire for diamond, which hall been done by error or 
fraud. 

'I'here is a number of valuable instruments, such as 
the hydrometer, used for determining the specific 
gravity in scientific experiments where great accu
racy is required. This test was well known by 
the ancients, and. was practiced in India many cen. 
turies ago. 

Precious stones also possess optical properties; the 
most- important, and those which in many cases serve 
as a test of individuality, are refraction, both single and 
double, and polarization of light. Tne high refractive 
power of the diamond led the illustrious Newton to 
conclude that it was combustible, a fact verified by sub· 
sequent experiments. 
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Refractive power is the property all transparent sub
stances have of altering the direction of a ray oflight im
pinging on their surfaces. 

Single refraction is where the ray is simply bent from 
its original course and proceElds in another direction 
while passing through the transparent body. When it 
becomes divided into two rays which proceed in different 
directions, it is double refraction j and the test of iden
tity of any substance based on refraction is the refrac
tive index of that substance, which may be explained 
and found as follows: 

Let abed be a closed 
vessel, having a small hole a 
at Il, then suppose f to be ...----t----, 
a luminous point, as a 
candle, the light proceed
ing from it would, if the It 
vessel were empty, go in 
-a strai:!ht line to g; but 
. fill the vessel with water 
up to the level h, h, then d 
the ray of light falling on 9 , ./ 
the water at i would not as before go on to g, but would be 
bent or refracted, and proceed to some other point, as 9'. 
If now a line be drawn perpendicular to the surface of the 
water at i, the angle f i l' is called the angle of in
cidence. the angle g' i /, the angle of refraction, and 
between these two angles, or rather their sines, a cer
tain I·elation or proportion holds, which is invariable 
in the same substance, however much the angle of in
cidence may vary, and is different in different transpar-
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ent bodies, as water, glass, etc., etc., and that is the 
refractive index, and is usually indicated by the Greek 
letter p. thus-

Sin. angle incidence. 
--------'- • p. 
Sin. angle of refraction. 

To obtain the sine of an 
angle let abc be an an 
gle, and cd, a perpen~icular 
line on one side of the an· 
gle, then the length of cd, 
divided by the length of cb, 

II 

is called the sine of the b d II 

angle abc. It may be said as a general rule the value 
of p. is high in proportion to the density of the sub
stance. 

In double refra~tion one of the separated rays (or
dinary ray) follows the law above given, the other 
(extraordinary ray) a different law. And the allgle of 
separation depends on the direction in which the light 
is transmitted, and in all substances there is at least one 
line along which the ray of light suffers no separation. 
This line is called the axis of the crystal, or of double 
refraction. But the property of double refraction is 
difficult of investigation in ordinary cases. 

Polarization of light: when a ray of light falls on 
a plate of transparent glass; incUned at an angle of about 
56 degrees, and after reflection therefrom falls on a 
second plate of glass at an angle of 56 degrees, it. will 
be found that when the second plate is horizontal the 
ray will be reflected from it i but when, still preserving 
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-its inclination of 56 degt'ees, it is turned round so as to 
be vertical, the ray will no longer be reflected and will 
disappear. The ray after incidence is said to be polar· 
ized, the test of its polarization being that it refuses to 
be reflected from the second plane at right angles to 
the plane of incidence. The angle 56 degrees, by which 
light becomes polarized by incidence on glass, is called 
the polarizing angle. This angle is different for differ
ent bodies. 

Light may also be polarized by transmission through 
tourmQline, Icdand Spat·, or other double refracting 
bodies. 

To determine the polarizing angle of a body, -we have 
only to reflect a ray of light from its surface, at such 
a.n a.ngle that it shall refuse to be reflected by a plate 
of glass inclined at an angle of 56 degrees placed in a 
plane at right angles' to the first Vlane of reflection, or 
that it shall be incapable of tmnsmission through a 
plate of tourmoline properly disposed. 

The refractive index of a body may ue also ascertain
ed from the polarizing an)..:!,! by the following relation: 
p. - tan. polarizing angl~. 

Electricity can be excited in ma.ny precious ston~s 
by friction, heat, or pressure; some al'e eonductors, 
some non-conductors. The faculty of the retention of 
electricity, and the time which elapses before they 
lose it, IOI'ms a distinguishing mark and test of the 
identity of many gems. The Abbe Hatty, in his valu
able work on gems, speaks of this property at great 
length. The Indians of the East have long been ac
quainted with it, and the Greeks called a.mber "elec-
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tron," on account of its power excited by friction of 
attracting small bodips. 

Diaphaneity. Most gems are transparent to a great
er or less degree, and their different degrees of trans
parency are distinguished by the following terms. 

Transparent: when objects can be seen distinctly 
through them. 

Semi·transparent: when the outlines of objects 
seen through them are indistinct. 

Translucent: when only light is transmitted and 
objects are invisible. 

Semi-translucent: when translucent at the edges 
. only. 

Opaque: when no light is transmitted. 
Some gems are also fusible, and same not, and the 

ease or difficulty experienced in fusing them affords a 
-mode of ascertaining their composition and coloring 
matter. The diamond is infusible although combust-
ible; tl>e ruby, sapphire, etc., are fusible with borax. 

:Qiamond. This gem surpasses all others in hardness 
and brilliancy; its specific gravity is abOut 3.5, its 
cleavage very perfect, its refraction simple, it is trans
parent, translucent, combustible, infusible, and unassail
able by acids, and is composed of pure crystallized 
carbon. By exposure to light it frequently becomes 
phosphorescent, smaller ones quicker than larger; It is 
found in both regular crystalline forms and in an amor
phous state. l'he crystals are generally octahedrons, or 
dodecahedrons, the planes of which are often concave or 
convex; sometimes they are worn by attrition or .other 
causes into heterogeneous forms of all shapes.· The 
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diamond is obtained of all colors-orange, red, white, 
yellow, green, blue, pink, brown, black, and opalescent. 
There is a slight difference in the specific gravity of the 
Oriental and the Bmzilian diamond, and also between 

. the white and colored. The following seems to be the 
result of numerous experiments: 

Specific /Zravity of Brazilian diamonds 
white 3.442 

yellow 3.520 

white 3.524 

" " Indian or Golconda yellow 3.566 

The Indian is chiefly octahedral shaped, the Brazilian 
dodecahedral, and in the new fields in Africa both forms 
are obtained. This gem is a non·conductor of electricity, 
and becomes positively electric by friction, but loses its 
power within half an hour. It is one of those sub. 
stances which reflect all the light falling on the PO&te· 

rior surfaces at an ang~ of incidence greater than 240 

13'. Its power of refraction is great, and its dispersion 
small in comparison. For instance--

Refraction of the Diamond .•••.•.••• 2. 487 
" " Glass ••••.•.••• 1. 525 

Dispersion of the Diamond .•...•.••• O. 38 
" " Glass ..••...•.. O. 32 

Its extraordinary play and brilliancy are attributable 
to these qualities, and on account of them scientific men 
bave endeavored -to apply the diamond to optical and 
microscopical purposes. But Sir David Brewster 
found that the inequalities of its <;tructure caused too 
mucb aberration of light to make it serviceable for Buch 

9 . 
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purposes. It does not possess the power of polarizing 
light, yet the same scholar gave it as his opinion, that 
in some cases light was slightly changed in passing 
through it. 

The diamond cuts glass with great facility, but all 
stones of this sjJecies cannot be used tor that purpose; 
the angles 1IIUst be naturally acute j they are then 
called "glaziers," and are worth $50 the carat. Most 
goms will scratch glass, but the diamond only is capa
ble of cutting it. This gem is not acted upon by acids, 
but it is a combustible body, becoming entirely con
sumed when exposed to a strong degree of heat (140 
W edgwood). N ewton, from its high refractive power, 
early surmised the fact of its combustibility. But the 
first record of its really having been burnt was at the 
academy of Florence, under the dukedom of COSIllO III., 
in 1694. It was accomplished by means of powerful 
burning ~lasses,' the diamond first splitting, then emit
ting sparks, and at last disappeare~, leaving no trace 
behiud. The Emperor Francis I. exposed diamonds 
and rubies together in an assayer's furnace for twenty
four hours, when the diamond had disappeared and the 
rubies remained in their normal state. Some French 
chemists also burnt a fine diamon d, in the year 1771 i 
but it seemed to be still a question among the learned 
whether the stones were burnt, became vaporized, or 
split into impalpable powder, until a French jeweler, 
named Maillard, having declared that he had frequently 
exposed diamonds to heat as intense as that which had 
consumed the others, without injury, and offering to 
submit some to the test. He imbedded them in char-
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coal dust and sealed them hermetically in a clay pipe 
'bowl, and after leaving them in the furnace for the 
'same time, took them out uninjured, thus clearly prov
ing the diamond, like other combustible bodies, only 
really burns when in connection with the oxygen of the 
air. Lavoisier burnt a diamond in oxygen. and ob
tained the same result as arises from the combustion of 
pure carbon-carbonic acid. Another chemist, Clouet, 
made steel by f,'lxposing iron and diamond together, 
proving its identity with carboniferous substances, 
showing th\lt it burns readily when exposed in the open 
air or in gad, to an intense heat, with a bright red 
'fiame, and that it gives out sparks during combustion. 
It may be well here to state that at a great fire in 
Hamburg somt! years ago many diamonds, which bad 
remained in the burning buildings, were afterwards sold 
for trifling sums, and to an inexperienced eye appeared 
valueless j but when repolished regained their pristine 
brilliancy, though with a slight loss in weight. 

This gem can be cloven with facility in a direction 
parallel with the planes of the octahedron or dodecahe· 
dron j in other words, "splits easily with the grain." 
This quality much assists the operation of cutting or 
grinding, especially where it is desirable to get rid of 
fla.ws. Notwithstanding its hardness it is capable of 
being reduced to powder, and the mistaken idea that 
the best test of its genuineness was to lay it on an an
vil and strike it with the hammer, when, if real, it either 
breaks the hammer or buries itself in the anvil, has 
caused the loss of many fine gems, which were either 
crushed or thrown away as worthless. 
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As heretoFore intimated, no person has as yet pro
posed 1\ theory which could account for the formation of 
the stone under consideration. Nor has anyone suc
ceeded in discovering the matter which gives a color to 
this gem. Liebig has declared his opinion to be that 
the tinge arises from the presence of uncrystallized veg
etable substance. The flaws and black specks which 
so frequently appear might be supposed to arise from 
imperfectly crystallized carbon, analogous to carbonate, 
hereafter alluded to, but this neither has ever been sat
isfactorily determined. Many chemists and mineralo
gists have affirmed that by means of heat the natural 
colors can be expelled or improved; but experience 
shows this theory to be a mistake, although when the 
stone is exposed to strong heat ·it appears whiter; yet 
this is occasioned simply from a crust formed on the 
outside, impairing the transparency, and after being re
polished the original color returns. Still, red flaws 
which have been found 10 the rough stone, do some
times lose their color by exposure to great heat, and in 
some instances become black. 

A gentleman by the name of Barbat is said to have 
discovered and employed, for the last fifteen years, a 
process which, it is reported, enables him to remove 
the opaque crust which covers some diamonds in the 
rough state, so as to show the color they will have 
when cut. This might render the work of the lapidary 
more easy. 

In ancient times, in India, the use of this gem was 
one of the regal privileges of the Hindoo Rajahs and 
Sultans, but after the overthrow of the Indian king. 
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doms and dynasties it was more generally worn. The 
finest diamond found in the possession of the Mahratta 
of Peshawur, at the conquest of the Deccan by the 
English, was called, by the East Inrlia Company, Nas
sak, and valued at £30,000, and is now owned by "the 
Marquis of Westminster. The origin of the carat 
weight by which gems are measured. is from the Ara
bic word kuara, the name of the seeds of a pod-bearing 
plant growing on the gold-coast of Africa, which are 
invariably of an equal weight, and were first used for 
weighing the grains or dust of gold. It was adopted 
in Hindostan, and has thence spread over the whole 
world. 

Carbonate, or diamond carbon, is a substance whose 
hardness is identical with the diamond, with its specific 
gravity 3.012 to 3.416. It sometimes takes a polish 
equal to diamond, and seems to be carbon imperfectly_ 

. crystallized. When burned, it leaves a residue of clay 
and. other substances. It is in some cases of a brown
ish -green opaque color; in others of a granular struc
ture and porous, rese,ubling pumice stone, dense, very 
massive, and found in lumps occasionally as large as a 
walnut. It is used in the form of powder to cut and 
polish diamonds and other gems. Carbonate would ap
pear to be the connecting link between uncrystallized 
carbon and the diamond; and a scientific examination 
of it might lead to a further knowledge of the formation 
of that gem. -

The brilliancy and beauty of the diamond IS compara
tively but feehly displayed in rough stones. In order 
to tiL them for personal ornament'3 they require cutting 
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and polishing, which brinr, out their lustre and charms 
in its true light; and, therefore, on the skill with which 
this is performed-on the regularity of the facets and the 
perfect polish depend the value of the gem, nearly as 
much as on the original material; for the purest stone, 
cut by unskillful hands, may remain a dull mass, with
out life or lustre. 

Lewis Van Berghem, or Berguem, has had the fame 
of being the first discoverer of the art of cutting and 
polishmg diamonds with their own powder, in 1456, 
but the original knowledge can hardly be ascribed to 
him, when it is remembered that nearly a century be
fore that time, ill 137:1, the Emperor Charles had the 
clasps of his cloak ornamented with these gems, and 
in church decorations of even an earlier date were set 
diamonds with ground edges, a table, and the lower 
parts cut as a four·sided pyramid; and in an inventory 
of the effects of the Duke of Anjou, made about the 
year 1364, mention is made of a diD:mond cut in the 
form of a shield. Yet the mode of cutting, at that 
early period, was rude, and added but little to tile 
beauty and lustre of the stone, and it was ranked less 
in value than many other gems. 

In 1407, a clever artificer named Herman made 
some progress in this branch of industry. But in 1456, 
Lewis Van Berghem, who had studied in Paris, made 
known the mode of cutting the diamond into J:egular 
facets, and this discovery made a complete revolution 
in the trade, so that he was considered the parent of 
the art, and a guild of cutters were established by him 
in Bruges, and in 1475 he made the first trial of his 
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improved method upon three large stones furnished by 
Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy. The largest, 
the "Sancy," hereafter mentioned, the second came 
into the posse~sion of Pope Sixtcs IV., and thA third, 
cut into the form of a triangle and set in a ring, was 
given to the faithless Louis XI. Robert Van Berghem 
relates that his grandfather Lewis received 3,0110 ducats 
for cutting these stonea. 

The pupils of Berghem established themsel,es in 
Antwerp and Amsterdam. C.ndir.al Mazarin, of Paris, 
pa.tronized this industry greatly j he caused the diamonds 
in the French crown to be recut, from which they ob
tained the name of the tweh'e Mazarins. In an in
ventory of the French cro\vn jewels, madE> in 1774, 
number 349 is described as the tenth Mazarin j what 
has become of the rest is not known. The protection 
and example of the Cardinal caused a taste for these 
jewels to become general among the French pE'ople, 
and it is said that at this time there were in Paris 
seventy five diamond-cutters well employed. But 
thereafter the trade in that city declined and appears 
gradually to have become firmly established in 
Amsterdam, where it still continues one of the chief 
branches of industry, and where most all the diamonds 

. are now cut. 
About the end of the seventeenth century, Vincenti 

Peruggi, . or Peruzzi, introduced, at Venice, the 80-

called double cutting "Brilliants recoupes." Some 
years ago there were several cutters in England known 
for tho excellence of their work, and stones cut by them 
now bring a large price in that country, but the trade 
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-. is, at the present time, nearly extinct in England. 
Numbers of diamonds are still cut in India., hut the 
work is considered to be very defective, as the natives, 
with the view of enhancing the value of their gems, 
leave them as heavy as possible, after preserving the 
natural shape of the rough stone, and setting aside one 
of the firllt rules of cutting, that over as well as under 
weight detracts from the value, and that a diamond 
weighing seven carats with only the· spread of five carats 
has only the value of a five carat stone. 

In Amsterdam this trade is carried to its highes~ 

state of perfection, and furnishes employment to sev
eral thousand persons, mostly Jews. The largest mills 
are those of Mr. Coster, employing from' 500 to 600 

_.---~--workmen.· To this establishment several of the most 
celebrated stones have been entrusted. 

The operation of cutting is commenced by taking 
two diamonds which it is desired to cqt, and fastening 
each firmly into the end of a stick, with cement, leav
ing a part to be cut exposed i the workman then, with 
leather gloves on his hands, takes a stick in each, and 
placing the ends containing the stones together against 
two upright pieces of iron secured to the edge of the 
cutting bench, rubs the two diamonds together until he 
has produced a flat even surface (called a facet) in place· 
of the ·concave or convex: form of the natural stone, 
and thus a facet is cut on two stones at the same time. 
Tho powder or dust which falls is received in a box 
containing oil and is burnt before being used, to free it 
from the particles of cement or other matter that may 
have fallen into it. During the operation the facets are 
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examined, first removing the powder with a camel's hair 
pencil, then moistening the stone with the tongue. 
When one facet is formed, the cement is heated and the 
diamond taken out, inserted again so as to expose a 
different surface on which to cut another face, and so 
on until the cutting is completeJ. By this means, only 
the general outline of the form is made. A stone which 
would have, when completed, fifty-eight facets, would 
receive in cutting only eighteen j eight being the sur· 
face of an octahedron or double pyramid, and the eigh· 
teen being formed by taking away the eight ed:es or 
angles of these eight surfaces, with one for the whole 
table and one for the culet_ In polishing, the remaining 
facets al'e- formed and the lustre produced. This is 
done with diamond powder on a steel disk or "skaif," 
which is made to revolve with great velocity by steam 
or horse power. The skaif is prepared by first rubbing 
its surface with an ordinary whet stone in such a direc
tion as to form tangents of a circle, whose diameter is 
about one-third that of the skaifj thus are formed deep 
scratches or indented lines on its whole surface, after 
which it is rubbed with a fine hone or turkey stone in 
the direction of the diameter, until the former marks 
are nearly effaced i by the C)-ossing of the scratches a 
soft grain is formed which will retain the diamond 
powder_ This is then spread on the prepared steel 
with olive oil and the fiat surface of a finished diamond 
held against it while in motion to force the powder into 
the wheel. The stone to be polished is then inserted 

. into melted solder in the hollow top of a. brass-handled 
stick, and by allowing the aolder to cool, becomes fixed 

9 • 
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in its proper position. The polishing is then performed 
and the additional facets madt1 by holding it against t.he 
powder on the revolving skaif, the solder being melted 
and the position of the stone changed as of ton as neces
sary j the process in this manner is completed. The work 
demands the greatest accuracy, the least inattention or 
irregularity may spoil the beauty of the gem. Some 
of the diamonds cut and polished in this way are so 
small that a thousand of them will only weigh one carat, 
and when the minuteness of the facets required on such 
a st<1!e is considered, it will be readily understood that 
the labor requit'es workmen of the highest skill. 

Diamonds not fit for double cutting and the splinters 
from them are made into single cut, the resf.4are formed 
into brilliants or roses. 

The most experienced judges cannot always deter· 
mine with certainty what a stone will be when polished. 
Flaws and imperfections are often laid bare, which go 
deeper than the appearance of the rough gem would 
lead them to predict, and also the color seen in a rough 
diamond is sometimes found to arise from the presence of 
flaws or specks which are removed in cutting, thus leav· 
ing the stone white. 

Diamond crushing is performed by placing the boart 
• in a steel mortar, fitted with anair·tight pestle, with 

which it is reduced to splinters j it is then placed with 
olive oil into another hat'dened steel mortar with a pes
tle of hardened steel, where it is crushed to all im
palpable powder, which, when burnt to remove the oil, 
is of a grey color. 

Diamond splitting or cleavage has a double purpose, 
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t.he renewal of defe(:tive parts and the formation of 
facets in the rough. But it is only applied when the 
natul'al form of the stone would require great time and 
labor in cutting in the regular way, and on account of 
its shape; the prucess is ~reatly shortened hy splitting, 
and at the same time" usable" pieces may he split off. 
To peI-fprm this operation, the diamond is fastened in 
the end of a stick, with cement, as heretofore stated, 
leaving t~e part to be split off exposed. In order to 
avoid missing the proper plane of cleavage, a line is 
scratched on the surfitce to mark the exact pla.ce, fir:;t 
with a complete crystal, then with a sharp splinter to 
deepen the impression, and lastly, with a very fine 
splintCl', to make a very deep mark; the cement stick 
then being placed in a piece of lead fastened to the 
wOl'kman's bench, a very fine knife is inserted in the 
mark, and by a smart blow with the hammer, the gem 
is split. . 

Stones difficult to split are sawn with fine iron wires, 
fitted in the saw bow and anointed with diamond pow
der and olive oil. Likewise larger stones, where the 
risk of splitting is too great, or where the direction of 
natural cleavage would reduce the size too much, are 
Bawn. 

Ilde "flew or ~b 
Diamond., 

cu 
Bide "flew or Diamond 

partlallJ cut. 
Bide view or dou1tle 

cut Diamond. 
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The above cuts are intended to represent, tiNt, a dia
mond in its natural state j second. when the upper and 
under facets, called respectively the table and culet, 
are Cormed j and third, when fully cut, tho broadest par~ 
or edge is called the girdle. The space from the table 
to the girdle, is named the bezil or bizil j that from the 
girdle to the culet, the pavilion. The facets on the 
bezel touching the table only, and forming triangles, are 
called star facets; those touching the girdle, skill facets j 
and the others, the lozenge·shaped facets, touching both 
table and girdle. 'l'he triangular facets on the pavilion, 
touching the girdle, are under skill facets, etc., etc. 
The culet is square or octagonal. 

Double cut brilliants are the most common form at. 
the present day. The shape of the roqgh diamond is 
generally that of two pyrllmids joined at the base j if 
not, it must be made so by art j then to produce the ta
ble, five·eighteenths of the total thickness are taken 
away from one pyramid, and for the culet, one
eighteenth from the other. The proportions of the 
cut stone are as follows: From the table to the girdle, 
one-third j and from the girdle to the culct, two-t.hirda 
of the total thickness. The diameter of the table four· 
ninths of that of the girdle, the diameter of the culct 
one-fifth of that of the table. The girdle should be of 
the same dimensions as the thickness or depth j the 
triangular facets on the -under side, from the culet to 
the girdle, half as deep again as the upper star facets, 
and a diamond well cut will have a thin edge at the 
girdle. 

The single cut brilliant, the old form of cutting, has 
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only thirty-eight facets, and the table IS square; there 
are sixteen triangular facets touching it and the girdle; 
the pavilion has twelve touching the girdle, and under 
them eight long facets. 

Some old single cut stones have the table cut in the 
form of a star. And there are some old gems dis' 
mounted from trnaments brought from India, having 
only a table cule~ and eight, or perhaps sixteen, facets, 
and are called table diamonds. 

In the rose-cut diamond, instead of a pointed culet, 
the under part is quite flat, and the upper terminates in 
a point. The work consists of triangles, whose apices 
meet at th~ point, beloW which is another row reversed 
so as together to form lozenges, and the apices of the 
under triangle touch the girdle, leaving spaces which 
are each cut into two facets. 

The rules for the dimensions of a well proportioned 
rose are: the depth, half the diameter of the under side j 
the diameter of the 'crown, three-fifths of the base j and 
the perpendicular, from the base to the crown, three
fifths of the depth of the stone. The round stones are 
best adapted for this mode of cutting. Roses are often 
cut drop-shaped, oval, or any form which the rough 
stone admits, with the least waste of material, and fre
quently with less facets, as those called Antwerp 
roses. 

Rose diamonds at one time became unfashionable 
and were superseded by brilliants. But many persons 
are now wearing them. The same amount of display is 
secured at much less cost. A very beautiful form in 
the last mentioned mode of cutting, particularly for pen-
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deloques, is called the brilliotte or briolet, shaped like 
two rose diamonds joined at the base, but it is very 
rarely seen. 

In conclusion, of the subject of cutting it may be said 
that the process of cutting colored stones and other 
gems is so much like· that of diamonds, except the diller
ent shapes and substances with whicft the cutting is 
performed, that it is hardly worth while to spend further 
time on that point, especially as this work is not intend
ed to be a lexicon for the jeweler or merchant, but 
simply a general treatise for the public, and, therefore, 
nothing further will be said of this art, and we will pro· 
ceed with the properties of gems. 

'I'he ruby, or red sapphire, is the most valuable of all 
gems when of large size and perfect, exceeding even 
the dIamond in vaJue. Its hal"dness is superior to any 
known substance except the diamond, being numbered 
nine in Moh's scale j its :specific gravity is 3'9 to 4,.1 ; 
it is susceptible of elect ricity by friction; its component 
parts are: 

Alumina ••..••••••••••.••••••.•••• 98'5 
Oxide of Iron. . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1'0 
-Lime ...........••.....•••••...... 0-5 

The coloring arises from metallic oxides, chrome, etc. 
The ruby, like all other corundums, is infusible alone, 

but melts with ~ifficulty in combination with a flux 
into clear glass. Its refraction is double. The system 
of crystallization to which it belongs is rhombohedral; 
the clevage basal-that is, the crystal breaks across .. the 
prisms with 1\ flat surface; its lustre is vitreous. The 
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_ color varies from the lightest rose tint to the deepest 
carmine; the very light or very dark are not so highly 
esteemed. The most valuable is that shade called the 
"pigeon's·blood," a pure, deep, rich rE'd, without any 
admixture of colors. Somet:mes specimens of this gem 
are obtained asteriated, or with a star in the direction 
of the axis, the points of which terminate at the plane 
of the hexagonal prism, in a section across it. They 
are called star rubies, the star appearing to be formed 
by a silky imperfection in the gem, which shows forth 
with great distinctness when examined by the light of a 
candle'or of the sun. When the stone has a fine colors 
the asteriation adds greatly to its beauty and value, 
care being taken in cutting to get the centre of the star 
in the middle of the gem. This variety has always been 
greatly prized in the eastern c~lItries. Brahmin tra
ditions speak of the abode of the gods lighted by enol'" 
mous rubies. In China these gems have long been 
used for ornamenting the slippers of women, and many 
of them are met with there as in India. 

Rubies are spoken of in the Bible, in Proverbs and 
the book of Job; and there can hardly be a doubt that 
they were well known to the ancient Greeks and Ro· 
mans. The Indian carbuncle mentioned by Pliny, and 
the anthrax of Theophrastus were doubtless rubies; 
these authors ascribed to it the power of giving light in 
the dark. Ancient cameos and intaglios are still in ex
istence, engraved on this stone five hundred years before 
Christ, which, it is well known, was the period when 
art was carried to its highest perfection in Greece. 
Pliny also speaks of the Ethiopians increasing the splen-
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dor of rubies by laying them for fourteen days in vine
gar, which added to their lustre for a time, after which 
they became softer and more brittle. 

In later times it was thought to be an amulet against 
poison, plague, sadness, evil thoughts, etc., and kept 
the wearer in health, and cheered his mind; and if the 
donor was in danger, it was supposed to become black 
or obscure, and would not resume its color till the dan. 
ger had passed away. ' 

There are but very few large rubies of fine quality in 
existence: one in the French crown jewels, cut in the 
form of a dragon with extended wings, adorns the order 
of the Golden Fleece. Tavernier, in the account of his 
travels, speaks of one in possession of the king of Vish· 
apoor, of fine quality, weighing fifty carats. It is said 
the king of Burmah hal one as large as a pigeon's egg, 
of extraordinary quality. There is one in the Russian 
treasury of large size, and among the crown jewels of 
Austria are several of considerable size. 

Interesting experiments have of late been made by 
chemists, in forming by artificial means minute crystals 
of a red color, of the same form of crystallization as, 
and of equal hardness to, the natural ruby, but those 
produced are very minute, and as small rubies are plen
tiful, it is doubtful whether the experiment or expense 
of manufacturing will ever prove remunerative. They 
are made by heating alumina for a long time with borax 
in a vessel of platinum: the borax first dissolves the 
alumina, and then the elements of the borax separate
and disappear by volatilization, leaving the alumina in a 
crystallized state. 
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Colored crystals of alumina have also been formed 
by bringing gas, fluoride of silicon, in contact with the 
vapor of boraeic acid, at a high temperature, when mutual 
decomposition takes place; fluoridp of boron escapes, 
and the alumina is left distinctly crystallized. It is a 
curious fact, that the same matter under identically 
similar circumstances communicates sometimes a red, 
and at ~thers a blue, color, which corresponds with the 
conditions in which both rubies and sapphires are found 
in nature, both blue (sapphire), and red (ruby), crystals 
occurring together. 

Sapphire, as heretofore stated, is identical with the 
ruby, differing only in color, on acconnt of which it 
bears another name. It is composed of the same mate
rials, in the same proportions. It possesses the salDe 
hardness, electrical and othe'r properties. Its color 
varies from white to the deepest b'.ue or black; it sel. 
dom has a pure blue throughout i occasionally black is 
intermixed, giving an inky hue; sometimes red, per
ceptible only by candle light, bringing out an amethys
tine tint. Sapphires, presenting the same hue by day
light, may differ much in color by candle-light. Often 
in these gems partially colored dark, there is a way of 
cutting by which all the dark portion is taken off, ex· 
cept a slDall spot reserved for the culet, leaving the 
upper part perfectly white, but when looked at from the 
t&ble presents a most vivid blue shade, often supel'ior 
to that of stones colol'ed throughout. The parts colored 
and uncolored can be distinctly seen by holding the 
stone, with a pair of forceps, an inch beneath the sur
face of clear water. This applies to all gems. There 
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is, also, an asteriated vari~ty of this gem, usually of a 
grayish-blue tint, called star sapphires. The white !!ap
phire resembles the diamond so well, that .when cut aad 
polished they have been sold·to persons conversant 
with the trade as diamonds. But the difference can be 
at onco ascertained by ta~ing the specific gravity or 
testing the hardness. 

The most valuable sapphires are considered to be those 
which approximate in color to the blue ve'lvet of the 
shade formel'ly called" bleu du roi," and should appear 
blue by ca.ndle-light as weH as by day. The name 
sapphire i~ found in all languages, with but slight altera
tion. The Hebrew ("'~D), sapphir; Chaldaic, sapiri
non; Greek, zappiros; Latin, sapphirus, etc. But the 
ancients applied the name to all stones of blue color, 
without distinction. Pliny, Theophrastus, Aristotle, 
and others, speakmg of blue stones sp:>tted or veined 
with gold (pl-obably lapis-lazuli), call them sapphirus, 
although they were acquainted with the true oriental 
sapphIre. Isidorus remarks: "Sapphirus cmruleus est 
cum purpura, habens pulveres aureos sparsos," the 
particles of pyrites sometimes found in lapis lazuli hav
ing the appearance of gold specks. 

Pliny, speaking of the same stone, in his beautiful 
style says: "In sapphiris aurum punctis collucct em
rulis; similis est coolo sereno, propter aurea puncta 
stellis ornato." "In the blue sapphire shine golden 
specks j it is like the serene sky adorned with stars, on 
account of the golden points." The ancients also calJed 
sapphires male or female, according to the color-the 
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pale blue, approaching the white, female; and the deep 
colored or indigo, male. 

This gem was sacred to Apollo, and was worn when 
inquiring of the oracle at his shrine. The magical pro
pel'ties ascribed. to it were, that it prevents evil and 
impure thoughts; that it is an enemy to poison, and if 
put in u gh!ss with a venomous reptile it will kill it. St. 
J eromc, in his exposition of the 19th chapter of Isaiah, 
asserts that it procures favor with princes, pacifies ene
mies, obtains freedom from captivity, and frees from 
enchantments. Boetius states, that on account of its 
attachment to chastity it was worn by priests; and 
Galen and D'ioscorides speaks of its medic;ll properties. 
It was supposed to be a remedy against fevers. 

In the treasuries and regalias of Europe are many 
sapphires, and some of great size. In the Vienna 
Keoneuschatze is said to be one of marvellous beauty 
and size. 'rhe green vaults at Dresden contain several 
remarkable for .these qualities. In the Russian treasu
ry, also, there are some of large size. Thera are some 
of considerable value, size and beauty owned by pri
vate individuals. 

There are other \ arieties of corundum m~t with, such 
as Oriental amethyst, topaz, emerald, aquamarine, etc.t 

Damed from their color; but they are mostly of rare 
occurrence, and generally pass for, or are confounded 
with, the gems whose name they bear, but may usually 
be .distinguished from them by their superior hardness, 
play, brilliancy, and specific gravity. 
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PRonRTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS. (Concluded.) 

CHRYSOBERYL, cymophane, and cat's-eye, are differ
ent names applied to one variety of a brilliant gem of 
yellow color; some with 1\ greenish or brownish shade, 
and occasionally white; some showing a reddish tint by 
transmitted light; some possess an opalescence, and 
when cut" en cabochon" are called crysolite. cryso
beryl, cat's·eye, or cymophanes. The properties of this 
stone are, specific gravity from 3.680 to 3.754, vary
ing; its hardness in the scale is numbered as 8.5; bp.ing 
scratched by ruby, sapphire, etc., and scratching quartz; 
it acquires electricity by friction, reta.ining it soveral 
hours; it possesses double refraction; its lustre is vit
reous; its system of crystallizat;on is t.rimetric or rhom
bic; it varies from being transparent to nearly opaque; 
its cleavage is not perfect, and it breaki with a con· 
choidal fracture, rather uneven; it is infusiblo alone 
before the blow-pipe, but with borax or salt of phospho
rus melts with difficulty to a clear glass; it is unaf· 
fected by acids; it is composed of 

A.lumina. . . . • • • . . • •• • ••.•••••••.• 80.2 
Glucina .••...••..••..••.•••.•••••• 19.8 

with traces of protoxide of iron, copper, and oxide of 
lead, according to color and locality in which it is found. 
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Those semi-transparent are called cymophane, And are 
the oat's-eye of commerce. The variety used in jewel
ry al·e yellow and transparent, and when cut in brilliant 
form are extremely lively and lustrous, very much re
sembling yellow diamonds. They are not fashionable, 
however, and are rarely mounted as ornaments. These 
stones are sometimes called, and mistaken for, cryso
Utes, but the error can be easily detected, the hard
ness and tlpecific gravity being so dissimilar. They can 
also be distinguished from the yellow topaz, as they do 
not become electric by heat, a property of that stone. 

The ancients seem to have confounded this gem with 
crysolite, and it appears, also, to have been a stOl1e of 
a different quality, possibly the crysoprase. Cryso
beryl is cut on a copper wheel with emery, and polished 
with tl·ipoli. The value of the transparent is quite 
nominal, but the cymophane or crysoberyl (oat's·eye) 
is more marketable. They are considel"ed lucky, and 
instances are known of oat's-eyes of great size and 
beauty bringing extravagant prices. An English 
nobleman, not long since, paid fully £1,000 for ena, 
but such value is plirely an illusion. 

The emerald and beryl are stones of the same com
position, like the ruby and sapphire, differing only in 
colo,·s; the emerald is a beautiful green, whilst the beryl 
or aquamarine is a light blue or sea green. These 
gems form beautiful specimens for the student of min· 
eralogy, the rich green of the emerald contrasting 
strongly with the lime· stone matrix in which it is found 
imbedded, and the beryl is obtained in crystals of great 
size and many shades of color, and sometimes trans· 
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parent. Their properties are, hardness from '1.5 to 8 
Moh's scale i cleavage, imperfectly basal i specific gravity 
2.6'1 to 2.'15, the weight of sapphire being nearly double 
that of emerald; it is unaffected by acids, but is soluble 
with salt of phosphorus (microsmic salt); the lustre is 
vitreous, rarely resinous. Tht!se stones are very brittle; 
emerald when first taken from the mine is so soft as to 
crumble by friction, but hardens by exposure. 

Their compositions are: 

Silica. 
Alumina 
Glucina 

Emerald. Beryl. 
68.50 ............. 67.00 
15.75 ...•..••.•.... 16.50 
12.50.. .. .• ..." .. 14.50 

Peroxide of iron 1.00.............. 1.00 
Lime 0.25. . . . . • . • •• •.• 0.50 
Oxide of chrome n.30 ...•.••••••..• -
Magnesia, lime and soda traces. 

What constitutes the coloring matter in these stones 
has not been satisfactorily explained. Pliny, in speak· 
ing of the emerald, says, that in the island of Cyprus, 
on the tomb of Hermias, was sculptured 1\ lion with 
eyes of emerald which shone so bl'ightly as to frighten 
away the fish; but the fishermen, l,aving these gems re
moved and replaced by others less brilliant, the fish 
again returned to their accustomed haunts. 

Nero observed the fea,ts of the gladiators through an 
eye.gla.c;s of emerald. Isidorus says it surp:.sses any 
green herb or plant in color, and gives a green shade to 
the surrounding air. It was used in the middle ages in 
church cups and chalices, and Charlemagne had a Ius-
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·trons emerald in his crown. Vast quantities of this 
gem were obtained from Peru at its conquest. It is 
said Cortez presented a hundred-weight to the king of 
Spain, besides giving to his bride several emeralds 
carved in various forms, and one very large, shaped like 
a rose-a gift which aroused the envy of the queen and 
caused him to lose his favor at court. 

Necklaces of this gem have been found in Etruscan 
tombs and at Herculaneum. The ancients dedicated it 
to Mercury, and ascribed to it the following properties: 
It was considered good for the eyes, and on that account. 
worn as a seal ring j it was supposed to color water, in 
which it was placed, green j to preserve chastity j and 
ground into p.)wder and taken as a remedy for various 
diseases. 'l'he orientals, even now, believe it imparts 
courage and averts the plague. 

It ranks in value next the ruby and is a favorite 
gem. The treasuries of Europe and Asia are rich in 
this jewel j the low price which it formerly brought and 
its pleasing color having caused it to be collected and 
worn in every country. There is said to be one in Austria 
weighing 2,000 carats, and the Duke of Devonshire, 
England, has one weighing nearly nine ounces. The· 
value of the beryl, on the other hand, is trifling, and is 
not much used, ex CApt for imitation·jewelry and oma· 
ments for metal work. It was known to the Romans, 
and Pliny mentions it as the gem gl'een as the sea, 
"Qui vil'iditate puri maris imitantur," hence it is called 
.. aquamarine." Beads of beryl have been found in 
the mummy pits of Egypt, and the Greeks used it for 
intaglios· over two thousand years ago. 
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Spinel and balas ruby are also identicaJly the same 
gem, spinel being supposed to bf', or applied to. the 
deeper hued, which has a fine lively red color, but with 
a cinnamon tint, rendering it less brilliant than the true 
ruby or red sapphire. • 

It belongs to the cubic system of crystallization, and 
is found in octahedral crystals; its lustre is vitreous; it is 
transparent in various degrees, sometimes nearly opaque; 
it is 01 great hardness and numbel'ed g in the scale ; 
it has not the property of a.cquiring electricity either by 
heat or friction j it is infusible before the blowpipe and 
possesses simple refraction j it is composed of: 

Alumina ..••.•.•..••••••••.....• 69.0.1 
Magnesia .•.•.•.•.••..••••••...•• 26.21 
Protoxide of iron. . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • •• 0.71 
Oxide of Chrome .................. -,1.10 
Silica. ......•.... " • • • • • . • • • • . • • .• 2.02 

The'spinel and balas ruby are of very similar com· 
position j the other varieties differ in the pr~ortion of 
their constituents; and some possess an admixture of 
other substances. Red spinel, on being heated, becomes 
brown, and as it cools becomes first more opaque, then 
green, then almost colorless, and finally resumes its 
pristine hue. The balas ruby is of a lighter or rose 
pink color. A true ruby can be easily distinguished 
from these stones by the hardness and specific gravity. 
The same supel'Datural powers have been attributed to 
these gems as to the true ruby j its value is very un
certain and variable. 

Topaz is a gem not in vogue at the present time for 
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the purpose of jewelry. The true topaz seldom occurs 
of a large-size without defects; it is obtained of many 
colors and is given different names for different colors, 
as follows: The colorless is called nova mina; the light 

Brazilian, sapphirc aquamarinc; 
yellow, Braz the arti~cially oh~ 

pink or rose ruby. Its systenr 
crcstallization is cleavage, basal; it,rr 

gr~vity, 3.5 numbered 8 in thp 
scale of hardness; possesses double refraction in a slight 
degree; its lustre is vitreous and its composition is: 

Brazilian Topaz. saxon Topaz. 
Silica 34.01. .................. 34.24 
Alumina 58.38 ................•.. 57.45 
Fluorine 15.06 ......•....•........ 14.99 

hfnnsieur St. Clair hctected Vanadiurrr 
variety from BrrrrrrH of this stone am 

hemihedral is, its angles arrr 
rrrrr rred from the rrit: the bemihedrrri 

of the cube in kArrmhedron. It becommr 
strongly electric by heat, friction, and pressure, and re
taining it for several hours; it is infusible on charcoal, 
but with very strong heat blisters are formed; it fuses 
with borax into a clear glass and becomes blue with 
cobalt solution. If sulphuric arid be applied to this 

it yields hydrofium~i does not affect 
crystals are not seldom exceedhrg 

or three inches in kire mostly well dil' 
There is found c~'?"cociated with thrr 

a very rare mioorrri of a pale blrrrji 
or green color, quite like aquamarine. 

10 
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A large mass of white topaz, now in one of the cases 
of the British museUID, London, was, many years ago, 
used as a door weight iJy a Ularine store dealer, in that 
city, who sold it for three shillings. It weighs twelve 
pounds. 

Topaz,. no doubt, was known in very early times; it 
is mentioned ill the Bible, and there are in ·existence 
intaglios formed of this stone, of early Greek workman
ship. The large, so·caIJed, diamond in the Portuguese 
treasury, is supposed to be a white topaz-it is larger· 
than a hen's egg and weighs ],680 carats. The ancients 
ascribed to topaz the folJowing propf1rties: Discover
ing poison by becoming oiJscured when in contact 
wilh it; it quenched the heat of boiling water; it 
calmed the passions; prevented bad dreams; and its 
power increased and decreased with the full or wane of 
the moon. The Emperor Hadrian is said to have had 
a topaz seal ring, engraved with these lines; 

Natura deficit, 
Fortuna mutatur, 
Deus omnia cernit. 

And Pliny mentions topaz as being fonnd in the 
mines of alabaster, near the city of Thebes. 

The zircon, hyacinth or jacinth, is a gem of various 
colors, red, yellow, green, brown, grey, white; it is of 
the diametric system of crystallization, and is very 
imperfectly cleavable; its specific gravity of 4.07 to 
4.75, with a lustre nearly adamantine, but in the opaque 
variety it is vitreous; its fracture is conchoidal and 
brilliant; it is unaffected by acids, except sulphuric; it 
is infusible alone, and melts with borax into transparent 
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glass. It is made phosphorescent by heat, at the same 
time loses its color and increases in specific gravity; but 
the second time heated, the phosphorescence does not 
appear. It is composed of 

Zirconia .•••.......••..•.•.•.•...• 66.8 
Silica ....•...•.••..•••.•.••••••.•• 33.2 
Peroxide of Iron .•..•••••...••.••.• 0.1 

It is seldom used for jewelry, yet a solitary specimen 
free from defects, of fine color, may bring a high price. 
When ot a greyish or smoky white, it is called a jar
goon, and is often sold for diamond, which its lustre re
sembles. In the last century, jargoon was supposed to 
be an inferior diamond, and was much used in mourn
ing ornaments; it possesses the power of double re
fraction to a high degree, but is rarely perfectly trans
parent. Zircon was well known to the ancients, but it 
is doubtful whether the stone they gave the name was 
the.same as the_ stone which at pJ'esent bears it. Its 
supposed magical properties were; it procured sleep, 
riches, honor, and wisdom, and drove away plagne and 
evil spirits. 

Tourmaline is of many varieties and colors, red and 
pink, called rubelite; blue, called indicalite; white, 
brown, and black-the only kind used in jewelry be
ing of a dark olive green tint. Its crystallization is hex
agonal or rhombohedral; Its cleavage difficult; the frac
ture imperfectly conchoidal; its hardness '1.0 to '1.5; spe
cific gravity 2.99 to 3.33; lustre, vitreous; it is of all 
grades of diaphaneity! from transparent to opaque; its 
refraction double; its powers of polnrizing light are 
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grefet, and cut sliees it us"a in 
for analyzing the optical properties of other minerals. 
It fometemes fimnd a emessiv;:; state it 
electricity by heat or friction. 

ePhe of emme the" differ eni vasieties 
as follows-analysis by Rammelsberg: 

!i~3i~~~~id.: : : :. ::: i 
Penhlde hron" ... ; 
Pr~!~~i?e of Iron, ..... 1 
Mne""ela, .. • • .. ; 
Lims, .,. ... • .• 1 

So?1l, ...... •· .. • .. • .. 1 
Po",~",h, •• ... . .. ; 
Ph"sc;horus, ••. . .. i 
Fluorine, .....•......• '1' 
Peroxide of Maneonese, 
Lo"" i>y Ihnltion, : 
Lithia, ............... I 

37. 
~.36 

34.08 
4.S0 
0.25 
9.88 
1.2[, 
2.00 
0.43 
O.ll 

.2.23 

39.16 
4.59 

'80.00 

5.96 

, 3.59 

2.14 
1.58 

3B.38 
7.41 

43.97 

!.60 
0.62 
1.9~ 
0,21 
B.2~ 
2.47 
2.60 

0.48 

TPe tol,lllaliml has nZlry !i£Jle comme:rTal velue eZl 
cept for optical purposes. 

is gem huch nsed jew;:;]sy, He ebund· 
ance rendering it of little value, while it has every 
qu,,!iiy nZllll;ssatd for z15'uamuutal dn.:rposl;;:;. Th""e ai't'? 
many varieties and colors-red, yellow, white, black, 
gre;:;>tl; brown, et;; It'? hardlluss vel'ius 6.1; 7.f; 
its specific gravity from 3.5 to 4.3: its lustre vitreous, 
sOilii'lCimes in ;;;C.; ;;JIlin: 

the monometric, or cubic system or crystallization, and 
is [;btainud in I'hom bis dudilcah;:;dral tlrystals; also 
massive and in small pubble:::, its is dnd"cahtt 
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dral when found in a matl'ix. Its diaphaneity varies 
from transpal'ent to subtranslucent or nearly opaque, 
and its fracture is uneven; it becomes electric by fric
tion, and affects the magnetic needle. The kinds used 
in jewelry are called carbuncle, cinnamon-stone, 
(essonite). pyrope or Bohemian, besides the leucite, 
melanite, colophonite, grossularite, and uwarowite which 
are only interesting to the student of mineralogy. The 
chemical composition of the several varieties differs. 
The' common ga.rnet is essentially a silicate-of alumina 
iron. The others are divided according to their bases 
as follows: Alumina lime garnet, alumina iron garnet, 
alumina magnesia garnet, alumina manganese garnet, 
iron lime garnet, lime chrome garnet. 

The composition of the most important is a8 follows, 
to-wit: 

Bssonlt8. Almandine. Pyrope. 

Silica,.................. 38.80 
Alumina.. • • •• • • • . • . . . • . 21.20 
Protoxide of Iron, .••••.. 
Peroxide of Iron, .•• , ••.• 
Peroxide of Manganese, •• 
Oxide of chrome, ....... . 
Magnesia, ••• ; ......... . 
Lime, . • . .. . • .. .. ...... 27.20 

36.30 
20.50 
43.20 

40~00 
28.50 

16.50 
0.25 
2.00 

10.00 
3.50 

The almandine and common garnet fuse readily, 
forming glass 'of different colors; but the pyrope, with 
difficulty, to a black glass, while both are imperfectly 
soluble in hydrochloric acid. The Syrian garnets bear 
that name, not because they come from Syria, but after 
Syrian, the capital of Pegu. Their color ranges from 
the deepest crimson to a violet purple, resembling the 
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oriental amethyst. The "term carbuncle is applied in
discriminately, when these gems are cut en cabochon, 
that is not in facets, but with a flat or hollow base wid 
a smooth convex top. The ancients were acquainted 
with this stone, by the name carbuncle. Pliny describos 
vessels of the capacity of a pint, formed of carbuncle 
devoid of lustre or beauty, doubtless of the massive 
variety. 'rheophrastus mentions a Massilian carbuncle, 
which, held before the sun, resembled a giowing coal. 
The writel'S of the middle ages ascribed great value to 
it i the magical properties attributed to it were similar to 
those of the ruhy. 

The term quartz inclUlles a large number of gems, 
generally of small value, although a fine specimen may 
bring a large price. Different colored quartz haTe differ· 
ent names, although the composition and chief charac
teristics are" the same. Its specific gravity from 2.5 to 
2.8 ; hardness 7 ; lustre vitreous when transparent, in" 
clining to resinous when opaque; its fracture con
choidal, and its cleavage ve1"y indistinct. It possesses 
the power of double refraction, and becomes electric by 
friction; its composition is pure silica, or 

Silicon ......••..••.........•..•.• 48.04 
Oxygen. . . . . . . . .•. • . • .• • •....•.. 51.96 

It ill insoluble by acids except hydrofluoric j it melts 
when exposed to "the flame of the oxyhydrogen jet, so it 
can be drawn into fine threads, and at last becomes vol
atilized. When two pieces are rubbed together they 
become phosphorescent, emitting an empyreumatic 
odor. Its system of crystallization is rhombohedral; 
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some varieties massive and compact; it is found in hex
agonal prisms, often with pyramids at each end: The 
first variety of vitreous quartz is colorless, and called 

-rock-crystal; it is sometimes obtained of a very large 
size, rarely perfect, however. 'There was a specimen in 
the Jardin des Plantes, at Paris, measurIng three feet in 
diameter, weighing eight hundred pounds. Under the 
name of pebbles, this stone is used by opticians for mak
ing the lenses of spectacles on account of its superior 
hardness and durability to glass, and its coldnesl'l, as it 
feels cool to the touch like all precious stones; it is also 
used in the polal'iscope. Of late it has been used in jew- _ 
aIry, incrusted with stones and enamel. In India the na
tives hollow it out into cups, vases, and goblets, and 
cover them with ornamentation. 

The Chinese also use it largely, and attach great value 
to it; the Japanese use it in large round ualls to cool 
the hands. It is sometimes made into beads for neck
laces. Nero is said to have possessed two magnificent 
crystal cups engrave~ with subjects from the' Iliad at 
great cost, and at his downfall he destroyed them, that 
no one else might drink out of them. Many specimens 
of the Cinque Cento period are still extant. Large 
round balls were supposed to possess magical powers; 

- it was also used medicinally in powder mixed with 
wine; .pieces were held on the tongue in fevers to as
suage thirst. In 1 '191 there were a.mong the crown 
treasures of France many pieces of crystal in goblets, 

. urns, vases, etc., some polished, and some beautifully 
carved and engraved. The collection was then valued 
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at upwards of 1,000,000 francs. Green, pink, and 
other colored beads are made of crystal by artificial 
means. 

Amethyst is quartz of a fine violet color, from white 
to deep purple. It is found in pieces of considern.ble 
size, and from its beautiful color and play is much used 
in jewelry. It takes a fine polish, and appears to the 
greatest advantage set with pearls or diamonds. In 1652 
an amethyst was worth as much as a diamond of equal 
weight. In the middle ages it was believed to dispel 
sleep, sharpen the intellect, and to be an antidote 
against poison. In ancient times it was supposed to 
have the power of dissipating drunkeness. 

Cairngorm is a variety of quartz which takes its name 
from the Cairngorm Mountains, Scotland, where it is' 
obtained i it is likewise called cinnamon·stone, false 
topaz, etc. It has a.ll shades of color, from yellow to 
black. It is found in all parts of' the world, and is not 
much used in jewelry, except in Scotland, where it 
adorns the handles of snuff-mulls, dirks, powder-horns, 
and other articles of Highland costume. 

Avanturine, or aventurine, is q~artz of a 'brown, 
reddish-brown, or pearly-grey color, contains minute 
spangles of mica, which give it a glistening appearance. 
Artificial aventurine is made far more beautiful than the 
real. The Emperor of Russia had two large vases cut 
out of this material, which he presented to Sir Roderick 
Murchison. 

Chrysoprase is of the chalcedonic variety of quartz, 
is massive in thick layers, which are not crystallized, 
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and is of a fine splintery or flat conchoidal fracture i its 
hardness is a little less than the other descriptions, and 
an analysis by Klaproth gave-

Silica ••.•.•...•.•.•.•••.•.•.•.•.• 96.16 
Oxide of Nickel. . • • • • • • . • . • • • . . • •• 1.00 
Lime ...•••••.••..••.••• " .••••.••• 0.83 

It was used by the Greeks and Romans for rings, 
intaglios i and cameos are still in existence of an early 
Greek period. It is found in Kosemuty, and the kings 
of Prussia used only to allow the mines to be opened 
once in three years and kept the finest specimens them· 
selves. Now it is of very little value. 

Onyx and sardonyx are the most important of the 
chalcedonic family of quartz:. the onyx of a blackish or 
brownish color, striped with white, sometimes with a 
greenish layer. The sardonyx of deep rich brown, in 
clining to orange, held before the light., shows a deep red 
hue. The finest are obtained in India i they can be 
staine61 to any color by artificial means without difficulty. 
Onyx and sardonyx are both used in jewelry, the diller
ent layers affording good ContraSt for the display of en· 
graving. They are also cut into cups, vases, knife and 
sword handles, and are much used in beads for neck
laces. They were used for cameos at a very early 
date. In tho library of the Vatican, at Rome, is the 
renowned cameo said to have belonged to the Emperor 
Augustus. In the imperial library, at Paris, are the 
well-known onyx cameos of Marcus Aurelius and 
Faustina, Agrippina and her two children, Venus rising 
from the sea surrounded with cupids, and others. The 

10 • 
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precious ring thrown into the sea by the tyrant of Sa· 
mos, Poly crates, was a sardonyx. 

The chaplets, or rosaries, worn by the fakirs of India, 
from the time of Pliny down to the present day, were, 
and ~re usually, made of onyx beads. Mithridates, king 
of Pontus, is reported to have had two thousand cups 
made of this material. This tltone was supposed to 
cause strife and melancholy, and to cure epileptic fits. 

The sard and cornelian are a variety of chalcedony, 
of bright red and yellow tints: the brownish·red being 
called sard; the bl'ight red, white; and yellow, cornel ian. 
They take a very beautiful polish, and are particularly 
adapted for seals, as they deliver easily from heated 
wax without destroying the impression; this quality was 
remarked by Pliny, who extolled the stone above the 
sapphire. 

Chalcedony is a variety of quartz with opal dissem· 
inated through it, usually of .a greyish color, sometimes 
milky.white, pinkish, or smalt blue-in the latter case it 
is called sapphire. Some Indian varieties are yellowish, 
owing to the presence of oxide of iron. It is not found 
crystallized; it is semi.transparent, translucent (to nearly· 
opaque), with little or no lustre; it is well adapted~for 
engraving, and has been used for that purpose from the 
most ancient period. White chalcedony, with minute 
blood-red spots, is called St. Stephen's stone. 

Chalcedonyx is chalcedony having alternate stripes 
of white and grey. Plasma is faintly translucent, much 
used in olden times for engraving, and many gems of it 
are still extant j it is of a grass or olive green, sprinkled 
with yellow and white specks, with. a resinous lustre • 
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It is found among the rUt11S of Rome, in the Schwarz
wald, in India and China. 

Mocha, or moko, stone is a variety containing infil
trated, dendritic 'oxides of manganese and iron, which 
gives it the appearance of containing vegetable re
mains. 

Agate is of many colors, usually in bands of varied 
thickness, sometimes the lines are zig-zag, at others 
nearly straight, etc. It is manufactured into articles of' 
utility as well as ornaments. It is found in ~rcat quan· 
tities, and is carried as ballast in ships with light car
goes coming from Brazil, India, Australia, etc. 

Cat's-eye, another chalcedonic variety of quartz, is 
yellowish, green yellowish, brown, blackish, or hyacinth 
red color: its name is derived from its opalescent 
lustre--held towards the light resembling the contracted 
purple of the eye of tbe cat. It is frequently confound
ed with the true or chrysoberyl cat's-eye, which is a 
much more beautiful gem,and can be easily distinguished 
by its superior hardness and greater specific gravIty. 
The cat's-eye is much used in jewelry for rings and 
pins, usually set witb a black or gold foile, to' heighten 
its play and brilliancy. This stone was dedicated to the 
god Belus hy the ancient Assyrians, and called by the 
classic authors oculus Beli. 

Jasper is a variety of quartz also of various colors, . 
dark green, yellow, red, brown, greyish, blueish, black, 
and sometimes banded in stripes. It is compact, hard, 
and takes a good polish. The ancients prize this stone 
highly. Onomakritos, 500 years before Christ, speaks 
of "the green jasper, which rejoices the eye of man, 
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and is looked on with pleasure by the immortals." The 
emer.uds of the Greek and Roman authors were probably 
green jasper, as we have heretofore stated. In the 
colIection of the Vatican are two marvellous vases of 

. this substance: one of red jasper with white stripes, the 
other of black with yellow stripes. It is greatly prized 
in China, the seal of the emperor being made of it. 

Bloodstone, or heliotl"Ope, is a jasper variety of quartz 
of dark green with minute blood-red specks disseminated 
throughout. It is translucent, and susceptible of a good 
polish. It is used for the same purposes as agate and 
onyx. The word heliotrope, from two Greek words 
~ltu~ and -rpu1r7j signifying turning the sun, was 
given it from the notion that when immersed in 
water it changed the image of the sun into blood·red. 
Pliny says the sun could be viewed in it as in a mirror, 
and that it made visible its eclipses. Marbodus, in his 
poem on precious stones, affirms-

" Ex re nomen habens est heliotropea gemma, 
Quae solis radiis in aqua subjecto basillo, 
Sanguine reddit mutato lumine solum 
EC:Upaemque novam terria e1fundere coget." 

There is a tradition that at the crucifixion the blood 
whic.h followed the spear-thrust fell upon a dark-green 
jasper lying at the foot of the cross, and hence the va
riety. In the middle ages the red specks were supposed 
to represent the blood of Christ. 

'l'he gem called chrysolite, peridot or olivine, accord
ing to color, is the true chrysolite, though not acknow
ledged as such by jewelers, who confine that name to 
the chrysoberyl. It belongs to the monetric system of 
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crystallization j it is the softest of all gems, numbered 
from 6 to 7 j its specific gravity is 3.33 to 3.5 j its Ius· 
tre vitreous, and fracture conchoidal j it is infusible 
except that called hyolosiderite, and is easily dissolved 
by sulphuric acid. It is composed of 

Silica .............•••.......•.••• 39.73 
Magnesia .•••••.•..........••.•.• 50.13 
Protoxide of Iron •.•••.•••••••••••• 9.19 
Alumina. .••.•.•.•....•.•...•...• 0.32 
Protoxide of Magnesia. • • • . • • . . . .• •• 0.09 
Oxide of Nickel. .••. • • • • . . • • . • • • •• 0.22 

The deep olive· green is called peridot j the yellowish 
green, olivine j and chrysolite when lighter or of a 
greenish yellow color. There are many other 
vaneties interesting only to mineralogists. This 
gem is not much used in jewelry, although some 
specimens have a. very beautiful deep color. Its 
value is small. 

Opal is a beautiful gem composed of silica in an 
amorphous state, mixed with water. It is the same 
mineral as quartz, with the addition of six or seven per 
cent. of water. There are many varieties: the "noble," 
or precious, the "fire" reddish, the common, the semi· 
opal, the cacholony milk· white, the hydrophane, opal 
jasper, and the wood opal or opalized wood, etc. This 
gem never occurs in a crystallizfd form j its lustre is 
vitreous inclining to resinous j its hardness from 5.5 to 
6.5 j its specific gravity from 1.9 to 2.3, and is scratched 
by quartz. It is soluble in a cold solution of caustic 
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potash. It is infusible before the blow· pipe, but gives 
off water and becomes opaque-those containing iron, 
red. The" noble" is a very brittle stone. Analysis 
gives the chemical composition of the different varieties 
as follows, viz.: 

FIre OJIIIlor FI~of p-~ SomI_1 FI ........ of 
Mexleo. 01 HanprJ'. of Han ... rr::-· ~ By K.laprolh. By Bnach. IIy Damou,. B7 s .... I<o, ---------------

Silica. 92.00 91.89 93.90 82.75· 88.'13 
Water ........ 7.75 5.84 6.10 10.00 7.97 
Peroxide of iron 0.25 .... .... 3.00 . ... 
Alumina ...... .... 1.40 . ... 3.50 0.49 
Magnesia ...•. .... 0.92 .... .... 1.48 
Lime ...•..... .... . ... .... 0.25 0.49 
Potash and soda .... .... . ... .... 0.34 

Prbcious opal is considered o.ne of the most beautiful 
gems known. Held between the eye and 'Iight it ap
pears of a pale or milky reddish blue, but seen by re
flected light it displays all the colors of the rainbow in 
flakes, blotches or specks, and all the colors of the 
most beautiful gems are here seen in one. This won
derful play of colors is thougbt to arise from nearly in
visible fissures, butAbbe Hal1y ascribes it to thin films of 
air cavities in the interiOl·. Opals are cut en cabochon 
on both sides, and its true beauties are only seen when 
the stone is moved about, when it seems to have actual 
life within itself. It is still more brilliant on a warm 
day. Fine specimens of a large size are rarely found. 
Mexican opal loses its beauty when exposed to water,
but can be restored to its original color by a moderate 
appilcation of heat. Sir Walter Scott alluded to this 
fact in "Anne of Geierstein, " although he there ascribed 
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it to supel'Datural agency. After the publication' of that 
fiction the'gem is said to have gone quickly out offashion 
in England, the belief that it was uulucky becoming so 
prevalent; but they are again universal favorites, and 
they are the only precious stones w:hich defy imitation. 
Common opal is used for cheap jewelry, cane tops, etc. 
The other kinds are not used. Opal was known to the 
most ancient authors, and was esteemed above every 
other precious stone. Pliny says it unites the colors of 
the rilby, topaz, amethyst and emerald in the most mar
vellous mixture, and that its fire is like the fiame of 
burning sulphur. He also relates that a Roman sena
tor, Nonniu!!, was outlawed and exiled by Marcus 
Antonius because he r£:tused to give up an opal valued 
at 20,000 sesterces, of the size of' a filbel't, and set in a 
ring, and that the senat~r, rather than part with it, sub
mitted to exile, carrying the stone with him. There 
are two among the French crown jewels of wonderful 
beauty. The finest known is in the museum at 
Vienna, of great size and extraordinary beauty. 
It is said a sum equal to *250,000 has been refused 
for it. 

The turqoise, formerly called Turkis or Turkey stone, 
varies in color from white to a fine azure blue, some· 
times greenish. The fine blue is the only kind of any 
vaJue; it is obtained in reinform or st.alactitic masses, 
never in crystals. It varies in hardness, and is num
bered 6 in Moh's scale i it has a waxy lustre, occasion
ally translucent, generally opaque i its specific gravity 
is 2.6; fracture conchoidal, with a white streak. Com
position: 
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-----------------------
Alumina ..•••••• · .....•.•••••••...• 
Phosphoric scid .................. . 
Water ........................... . 
Protoxide of copper ............... . 
Protoxide of iron ................. . 
Peroxide of iron .................. . 
Peroxide of manganese .•.•••.••.••. 
Phosphate of lime ................ . 

Turqoolse TorqaoiBe 
from ~ersla. rrom SlllIt'lL 
By Herman. By Foha. 

47.45 
27.34 
18.18 
2.02 

1.10 
0.50 
3.41 

44.50 
30.90 
19.00 
3.75 
1.80 

It decrepitates violently before the blow-pipe, and 
yields water. It is infusible, except with borax or salt 
of phosphorus. It dissolves in muriatic acid without 
effervescence; in the reducing flame it becomes brown, 
and gives the flame a green color. The stone found in 
Arabia Petrma, although of a dark, fine blue, changes its 
hue in a most mysterious and rapid maDner, sometimes 
to a sickly green or whitish tint, or breaking out with 
white specks, or perhaps begins to whiten, or become 
green first round the edge; and therefore turqoises from 

. that mine are not of so high value. 
The Persian stone is also subject to change of color, 

but nothing like the proportion of the other, and ancient 
cameos and intaglios are extant which have retained 
their color to this day. Many persons still believe that 
this gem, by its changes, indicates the health of the 

. wearer. The fact that it does vary its color in the most 
unaccountable manner may have something to do with 
this old superstition. The stoDe is cut en cabochon, and 
the Persian turquoise is much used in jewelry, also in 
oriental countries for ornamenting harness, girdles, 
pipes, daggers, swords, also for amulets and charms, 
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often engraved with the Allah, a verse of the Koran, 
or some other device, and filled in with gold. The Shah 
of Persia. is supposed to have all the finest specimens, 
allowing those of an inferior quality only to leave the 
country. This gem was known to the ancients by the 
name callaite, and believed to bring health and fortune 
to the wearer. Old specimens are to be seen in the 
Vatican, some of which have retained their color j they 
are likewise frequpntly met with in the ruins of ancient 
cities in Egypt, in the form of amulets. 

Pearls are of almost every conceivable color and 
often of the most fantastic shapes, sometimes of consid· 
emble size and fine quality j but such are very rare. 
They are composed of .carbonate of lime and organic 
matter. Its lustre is peculiar to itself, called pearly. 
Its specific gravity is 2.5 to 2.7. It is affected by acids 
and fetid gases, and calcines on exposure to heat. Pan
ama pearls are heavier than the oriental. The sea pearl 
oyster (meleagrina margaritifera) is large, with a shell 
seven or eight inches in diameter, very thick, fiat, and 
of a greenish-black exterior, with the interior of a silver 
whitt! hue, reflecting various colors. This shell is the 
" mother of pearl" of commel·ce. The formation of the 
real pearl gem is accounted for by naturalists, with the 
supposition that the ani~al in trying to rid itself of some 
foreign body which has intruded into its shell, covers 
it with a deposit similar to the interior of that shell. 
Others ascribe it to a disease of the oyster. The' Chi
nese, from a remote period, have been accustomed to 
insert small bea.ds, images, etc., into the shells of oysters 
and mussels, and these have surely become coated with 
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a pearly substance, but generally of a blackish tint, with 
little lustrt', and very inferior to those formed by na
ture. 'I'he fine polish and lustre of pearls, which con· 
stitute its value, have never yet been even passably 
gnitateu. It \VOU d <:auseu by the 

the soft body The polish, in 
~~es, only exists surface or skin, 
moving which it and dead in 
8<lmetimes, howevul', 
fiDe and lively kerneL Some shells contain several 
pearls detached, some one or more adhering to the shell, • 
and sometimes with pearls conglomcl"dted together in a 
shapeless mass. Experiments have been made with a 
view of ascertaining the length of time required to pro
duce large pearls, and the results would lead to the con· 
,slusion that the sps,uu fiuars is necessary 
3Julope them. Thiu she most remote afier, 
tfie present, has been nne of the riches! 

nature. In t.he Job, ch. 
lmd in Proverhs. ascribes to thu 
Vishnu the discovery or creation of pearls. The Per
sians, Baby lonians, Egyptians, and other ancient nations 
held it in great esteem, and from them the Romans be
came acquainted with it; and the demend for them in 
ancient Rome was so gl·e:1t that they were sold there 
ffrr fiibulous prices, ,Iaims against the 

extravagance ladies in this 
Pliny placed nnxt to the dlamonil 

3J~lue, and suppoSGd from drops of 
G3Jallowed by the China pearls are usnd 
medicine. In Bellgal, one Lime, virgins wore 
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on their arms as a preserver of virtue. One of the 
finest now known is called" La Peregrina," and is said 
to be owned by a Russian princess. The Shah of 
Persia has one valued at a sum equal to $300.000, and 
the Imaum of Muscat one for which he refused 1150,. 
000. A pearl of the late Empress of the French was 
one of the finest known. The beauty and value of 
pearls depend on their form, color, texture, transparen
cy, and lustre. The gem deteriorates by age, contact 
with acids, gas, and noxious vapors, and should be 

• carefully kept. 
There are other substances used in jewelry and for 

personal adornment, such as coral, jet, lapis-lazul~ moon· 
stone, amber, malachite. jade or nephite, etc., although 
not belonging to the family of gems; and a short de· 
scription of them ~ill be given. 

Amber varies in color, from wbite and pale yellow 
to a deep brownish orange. It is very brittle, and yieids 
to the knife. It is a fossilized gum or resin, without 
cleavage; bardness, 2 to 2.5, and specific gravity 1.081; 
lustrE! resinous or waxy, and varies from transparent to 
opaque. It burns readily, and gives an agreeable odor. 
at 287°. It fuses and is decomposed, yielding water, 
an empyreumatic oi~ and succinic acid. It acquires 
negative electricity by friction. It is composed of 

Carbon. • . • . • • • . • •• . ••••••..•••. 80.99 
Hydrogen .••••••••••••••.••••.••• 7.31 
Oxygen ...••••••••••.•.•••.••••.•. 6.73 
Calcium ...•••••...•.•••..•••..•. 1.54 
Alumina ..••.•••••••...•..••..••• 1.10 
Silica. . • . • . . . • . • • • • • • • . • • • . • . . . .. 0.63 
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Sir David Brewster, Goepert, and others, from experi
ments, have proved it to be of vegetable origin, as was 
surmised by Pliny. Yellow amber beads used to be in 
fashion. It is much used for the mouth-pieces of 
pipes. 

In oriental countries pipes, being lighted by a ser· 
vant, amber was thought incapable of transmitting in· 
fection. It is also employed in chemistry, the oil of 
amber and succinic being obtainecl from it by distilla· 
tion, the residue serving,.for the manufacture of black 
varnish. The most valuable is nearly opaque, and 
resembling fresh butter in color. Amber was well 
known to the ancients, and is frequently mentioned in 
the classics. -

Coral is not so much sought after as formerly, except 
in China, India, and Persia, where it is ranked as one 
of the most precious productions of nature, and immense 
quantities are sent to those countries y.early. It is cut 
principally into beads, buttous, drops for ear-rings j also 
leaves, flowers, and va.rious other shapes j in charms, 
worn in bunches, to avert the influence of the 'evil· eye. 
The beads are used by the Brahmins and Fakirs for 
rosaries, and the dead are adorned with coral ornaments 
to prevent evil spirits from taking possession of the 
corpse. The deep red color, which harmonizes with 
the olive skin of the Indian, is preferred, and but few 
of the richer class of Indian girls are without one or two 
coral ornaments. It is also worn in Spain. The Greeks 
had a tradition that the blood dropping from the head of 
Medusa, which Perseus had hung on some branches near 
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the s68.·shore, becoming hard, was taken by sea 
'nymphs and planted in the sea-hence coral. 

By the Romans it was dedicated to Jupiter and 
Apollo. In the Middle Ages it wa,s used in medicine 
as an astringent, and given to newly-born infants. 
When worn by men it was supposed to deepen in col
or, and to become paler when worn by women. Diosca
rides, and also Boetius, sagely report it as efficacious 
against the delusions of the devil, when worn in 
the form of an amulet. 

Jet is a variety of coal much used for mourning 
jewelry. It is blacker, tougher, and harder than ordi
nary coal, and' when polished has considerable lustre. 
Its hardness is 1.5 j specific gravity, 1.3 j fracture, con· 
choidal. Great quantities of jet are sold in Spain and 
Turkey. Boetius says of this stone, that it secures men 
from nocturnal fears, spectres, and ghosts. Corda
mus relates that the saints wore bracelets and rosaries 
of jet to number their prayers. 

J'ade or nephite, mostly used in Asia as jewelry is 
110 hard, compact, translucent, tough stone, breaking 
with a splintery fracture and glistening surface. Its 
color varies from a creamy white to a dark green jO 

hardness, 6 to 7 j specific gravity, 2.9 to 3.1 j slightly 
unctuous to the touch, and fuses with difficulty. It is 
not a distinct mineral, and its composition is variable. 
Two analyses are given: 
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Silica •.•....••..•..•.••••...• 
Magnesia ...•..•....•..•••.•. 
Lime ....................... . 
Alumina .................. . 
Peroxide of Iron ............. . 
Oxide of Chrome ............ . 
Water .............•..•...... 
Peroxide of Manganese ........ . 
Potash ••••........•.••...•.. 

By Kattner. 

50.50 
31.00 

10.00 
6.50 
0.05 
2.75 

58.90 
22.42 
12.28 

1.32 • 
2.70 

0.25 
0.91 
0.80 

In Eastern countries it is carved into daggers and 
sword handles, cups, vases, etc .. and often inlaid with 
precious stones, the most favorite color being pale 
greenish-grsy. Good specimens bring a large price. 

Moon-stone, once in fashion, is now seldom seen. It 
is a kind of felspar or arthoclase, with a chatogant re
flection, resembling that of cat's-eye, and of a pearly 
white- color. Its hardness, 6 j specific gravity, 2.4 to 
2.6 j lustre, vitreous, inclining to pearly. Composi
tion, ' 

Silica.: ..•.•.•••.•.....•...•. ' .... 64.00 
Alumina ....•.•••...••..•.•...•.. 19.43 
Lime ..••••.... ~ . . • . . . . . • . . . . . .. 0.42 
Water ....• , . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . .. 1.14 
Magnesia ••.•.••.........••....•• 0.20 
Potash .••..... ; ••....•..•.••..•• 14.81 

It is cut en cabochon and is of but trifling value. 
The ancients prized it, employing it in their works of 
art. 

Lapis-lazuli, a beautifully colored stone, has been 
sued from the earliest times for ornamental purposes; 
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it is ora rich blue color; opaque, with a subvitreous
lustre; its hardness is 5.5 ; specific gravity,2.38 to 2.45; 
it is found in masses, has an imperfect dodecahedral 
cteavage. It is seldom found in crystals, and when it 
is the specimens are small and of the rhombic dodeca
hedral form. Its composition is as follows: 

Silica •...•....•.•...........•.••. 46.0 
Sulphuric acid..................... 4.0 
Alumina. • • • . . .. . •.......•....•.• 14.5 
Pe;oxide of iron. • . . . • • • . • . • . • . • . . •• 3.0 
Lime ....•..•..•••.••••.••.•••.••• 17.6 
Water ......•.•••.•••.••••.••...• 2.0 
Carbonic acid .•••.•.•.••..•......•• 10.0 

It fuses to white glass; with borax it effervesces and 
becomes colorless; if calcined it loses its color, and 
gelatinizes in muriatic acid. It often has iron pyrites 
ditlseminated through it, which gives it the gold spotted 
appearance it often exhibits. The deep colored pieces 
are most esteemed, being used for studs and brooches 
as well as for vases, ornamental furniture, mo~ic work, 
etc. Ground to powder they form the valuable pigmpnt 
called ulll·amariue. I believe, however, an artificial 
substitute, costing much less, has been discovered near
ly as good as the genuine ultramarine. 

Lapis-lazuli was well known to the ancients, and 
was the sapphire of the Greeks and Romans. Many 
fine specimens exist in old Italian and· Spanish ch urchee 
in slabs, pillars and other adornments to the altars and 
shrines; also, as panels on which are paintings. In the 
Russian palace of Zarskoeselo, is a room made by order 
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of Catharine Il, the walls of which are wholly covered 
with sla.bs of lapis and amber. The ancients used it in 
medicine as a purge. 

Labrador .felspar, Labradorite, is well known but not 
much used in jewEllry; it possesses a brilliant multi· 
color of light-flashes similar to the opal. Its crystalli. 
zation is of the triclinic system and is massive; specific 
gravity 2~67; hardness 6; lustre vitreous; easily cleav
able; usually greyish, sometimes nearly white. Its 
composition is : 

Silica .•••.•••..••....•...••...•. 55.75 
Alumina ......•....•............. 26.50 
Peroxide of Iron. . . • . . . • . • . • . • . • .. 1.25 
Lime ....••.•.••••..•.........••. 11.00 
Water ..•••••...•.••••.••...•... 0.50 
Soda ••.•.•...•.••.•....•.•.•.••. 4.00 

It fuses to a colorless glass. Pulverized, it dissolves 
with heated muriatic acid; it is from translucent to 
semi·opaque; it will take a fine polish, and some speci· 
mens are very beautiful, owing to their chatoyant re
flection. 

Malachite, a beautiful copper ore, is a hydrous-car. 
bonate of copper. Its hardness is 3.5; specific gravity 
3.7; lustre vitreous, sometimes nearly" adamantine ; oc· 
casionally silky, often dull; color green-spotted and _ 
banded with other shades; it takes a high polish. Its 
composition, according to Klapl'lI.th : 

Carbonic acid ..................... 18.00 
Protoxide of Copper •••••.••.••.••• 70.50 
Water ..•.••..••..•••••••••••.••• 11.50 
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It is in great demand for ornamental purposes, but 
out of the large quantity annually found, only a small 
portion is adapted to this use-the compact variety, 
susceptible of a high polish, being very rare. It yields 
a large amount of metal, and is extensively used for 
smelting. In acids and ammonia it dissolves with 
effervescence. 

11 
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I.ARGE DIAMONDS. 

THE Koh·I·NoOl· has had its history often told nnd 
with some variation. The Hindoo accounts deduce it 
from the time of the god Krisehna. It is known to have 
been in tht> treasury of Delhi, and taken at the con· 
quest of that city by Ala-ed-Din. Thence it Came into 
the possession of the Sultan Baber, of the Mogul dy· 
nasty in 1526. He esteemed it at the sum of the 
daily maintenance of the whole world. This gem was 
also seen by Tavernier among the jewels of Aurengzebe; 
it had then, however, been reduced from 793 carats to 
186, by the unskillfulness of Hortensio Borgio, in an 
attempt to cut it; at which the Emperor Aurengzebe 
was so incensed, that he refused to pay Borgio the sum 
agreed on for the cutting, confiscated the whole of his 
possessions, and with great difficulty was persuaded to 
spare his Ufe. Nadir Shah, the conqueror ofIndia, ob· 
tained this stone by means of an artful trick, and from 
his descendants it passed into the hands of Achmed 
Shah, whose son, Shah Sujah, was in tum forced to de
liver it into the custody of Runjeet Singh. Soon after 
the capture of Lahore, at the time of the Sikh mutiny, 
it fell into the possession of the British troops, who 
presented it to Queen Victoria, June 3d, 1850, when 
it weighed 186 carats. It was exhibited in 1851, at 
the Crystal Palace, England. It was shown to several 
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scientific men, among whom was Sir David Brewster; 
they were of opinion the stone presented great difficul
ties in the way of cutting. After much c?nsideration, 
it was entrusted to Messrs. Gerra~d, of the Haymarket, 
London, who gave it into the hands of Mr. Coster, of 
Amsterdam, who expressed himself confident of the reo 
suIt of recutting, all.1 his work proved the correctness 
of his judgment. Although of less weight, it is of nearly 
the same size, and instead of a lusterless mass, like 
rock-crystal, it has become a brilliant, matchless for pu
rity and fire. It now weighs 1060 carats, and forms 
one of the crown jewels of England. 

The Bragan~ was found in 1741, in Brazil j it weighs 
1,880 carats. But great doubt exists of its being a 
diamond; it belongs to the Portuguese crown jewels, 
and the government will not suffer it to be examined, 
and the facts cannot be ascertained regarding it. Many 
persons imagine it to be a white topaz. 

The Mattam diamond belongs to the Rajah of Mat
tam, in Borneo; it was found about the year 1760, at 
Landak, Borneo, and has been the cause of a sangui
nary war; it, nevertheless, remains in the possession of 
the Rajah. It is of pure water, weighs 367 carats, and 
is pear-shaped, indented at the thick end. The Dutch 
Governor of Batavia offered two gun-boats with stores 
and ammunition complete, and a sum equal to $250,000, 
for it; but the offer was refused-the Rajah replying, 
that on its possession depended the fortunes of his 
family. 

The Cumberland diamond was presented to the Duke 
of Cumberland after the battle of Culloden, . by the city 
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of London, at a cost of .£10,000. It was one of the 
stones claimed by the crown of Hanover, and has since 
been restor.ed by the Queen of England. It WE'ighs 32 
carats, having beE'n.cut. 

The Polar Star is a diamond remarkable for purity 
and hrilliancy. In 1845 it was sold by a Russian 
Count, in London; o.fter\vards it. was purchased by a 
Russian Princess, in whose possession it now remains. 
Its weip;ht is 40t carats. 

The Eugenie Brilliant is an oval·shaped, perfect bril
liant, of fifty· one carats, blunt at one end and very beau· 
tifully cut. It was purchased some years ago by the 
late F.mperor, Napoleon III., for the Empress Eugenie. 

The Sancy Diamond was found on the body of the 
Duke of Burgundy. after his death, and was afterwards, 
in 1479, bought by the king of Portugal, who sold it in 
1489, to Nicolas de Barley, Baron de Sancy, afler whom 
it is named. Sancy seIlt it to the king as a prE'sent, 
by the hand of a servant, who, being attacked by rob
bers, swallowed the stone, and after his death it was 
found in his body. Afterwards it was in the possession 
of James II. of England, who sold it to Lollis XIV. of 
France, for the sum of .£25,000. In the French Rev
olution, it disappeared along with a renowned blue dia
mond, which, strange to say, has never re·appeared. 
Subsequently the Sancy was sold by Goday, the Prince 
of Peace, who ruled Spain under Charles XIV. and 
Ferdinand VII., to Prince Paul Demidoff, who not long 
since parted with it to Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, for a 
sum equal to .100,000. It is an almond-shaped stone, 
weighing fifty-three and a half carats. 

--. 
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1'he Orloff Diamond is supposed to have fOI'med one 
of the eyes of an idol in a Brahmin temple. It is said 
also to have been set ill thl' famous peacock thJ"One of 
Nadir Shah. Whatevpr its early h:story may have 
been, it was stolen by It ~'renchman, who is reported to 
have been a priest at the slirine of some Brahmin god, 
and who sold it ill Malabar for a sum equal to $14,000. 
It was purchased by the Armenian Schaffras, alld sub
sequently, in 1774, sold to Catharine II., Empress of 
Russia, for 450,000 roubles, a pension of 20,000 rou· 
bles and a pateut of nobility. It is uow set in the scep
tre of the CZlIr. It weighs 194! carats, is rose·cut, 
and has the under side flat like the Koh·I·Noor. 

The Florentine Brilliant is supposed to have been 
one of the diamonds lost by Charles the Bold, Duke of 
Burgnndy, at tbe battle of Granson. It was found by 
a Swiss soldier, who sold it 'to a priest for one florin j 

after which it was sold by a Genoese merchant to Lu· 
dovic Sporza, Duke of Milan j subsequently it came into 
possession of Pope Julius 11., who gave it Lo the then 
Emperor of Austria, and it now belongs to the same 
monarchy. It weighs 139! carats, is of a yellowish 
color, l'8.thel· thick, covered with facets like a rose dia
mond, and pointed at both t.op and bottom. 

The Regent or Pitt Diamond was purchased by Pitt, 
the Governor of Fort 81. George, in Golconda, of Ja· 
melchund, a Hindoo merchant, as he informs us in a 
pamphlet published to clear himself of the reports made 
of his ha.ving stolen it. Pope says: 

"Asleep and naked as the Indian lay, 
An hoaest factor stole the gem away." 
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Pitt sold it in the year 1717 to the Duke of Orleans, 
I.hen Regent of France, for the large sum of £135,000. 
It was st.olen from the Guard Mobile in 1792, but was 
restored in a mysterious manner. The Emperor N apO
leon 1. wort! it in the pommel of his sword. It was shown 
at the French Exhibition of 1855, and formed a part of 
the }i'rench crown jewels. When rough, this stone 
weighed 41 0 carats, and its cutting cost a sum equal to 
.17,500, and occupied the space of two years. It now 
weighs 136! carats. 

The Shah Diamond was presented by Cosroes, the 
son of Abbas Mirza, to the Emperor of the Russias; It 
is free from blemish, and perfectly pure, weighing 86 
carats. It has a Persian inscription engraved on it, and 
a groove cut in the edge. 

The Star of the South was found in 1853, at Boga
gem, in Brazil, by a negro; when rough, it weighed 
254t carats; after being cut, 125 carats. It was 
cut by, and is the property of, Mr. Coster, of Amster
dam. It is oval· shaped, with considerable fire, and 
although not perfectly white and pure, is one of the 
finest large diamonds extant. 

The Piggat, a diamond of 82! carats, was sold in 
the last century by lottery, for about .150,000; after
wards it was bought by an English dealer for £6,060-. 
It was then sold to the Pasha of Egypt for £30,000. 

The Pasha of Egypt is a name given to a brilliant 
which belongs to Ibrahim Pasha. It weighs forty 
carats, is of octagonal form, brilliant cut, lively play 
and of very good quality. 

The Nassak or Nassac Diamond was taken by the 
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Marquis of Hastings at the conquest of the Deccan, 
and was sold by the East India Company, in 1818, to 
Rundell and Bridge, an English house. When that firm 
retired from business, it was again sold, and by auction, 
becoming the property of the Marquis of Westminster. 
It now weighs 7St carats; before re·cutting it weighed 
89t carats; it is of triangular shape with rounded 
facets. 

The Hope Diamond, formerly owned by a Mr. Hope, 
is of a most brilliant sapphire, blue color; is unique of 
the kind; of oval form, well cut and proportioned. Since 
the disappearance of the French blue diamond, it is the 
most beautiful and important blue diamond in existence. 
It weighs 44t carats, and at the International Exhi· 
bition at the Crystal Palace in 1851, it was universally 
admired. 

Besides the above specified large diamonds, there are 
many others amongst the treasuries of the various coun
tries. In the Russian treasury, a brilliant red of ten 
carats, for which Paul I. paid 100,000 roubles; in Por· 
tugal, one of 138t carats, found in the dver Abaite, 
Brazil, by three convicts. The Brazilian government, 
also, has some very large and curious stones. The 
Grand Duke of Tuscany is said to have one of a most 
beautiful blue, faceted all over. The Sultan of Turkey 
has two, one of 84 and one of 147 carats in weight.. 
One of 76t carats :was lately owned by a city mer· 
chant of London, which was considered one of the finest 
in existence; drop shaped; its quality being superior to 
the Koh.I·Noor; it was found in Brazil. In the int&
rior of India, Pegu, and China, there are said to be some 
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very large diamonds, but there are no authentic accounts 
'of them. The mines of South Africa will, without 
doubt, bring into market many more quite large ~tones, 
several of over a hundred carats' weight having already 
been found there. 

The value of gems and precious stones is so variable 
that it is very difficult to fix a list of prices that would 
be reliable for any perIOd of time; and as this work is 
not intended to be a guide to the trade, even a.t the 
present ,time, it is not considered expedient to give any 
list of prices. Jewels fluctuate in value like any other 
article of commerce, and for large stones of rare beau" 
ty, no established price can ever be given, as it is 
always a matter of negotiation, fndependent of any 
market rates, and depending much on the necessity of 
the seller and the desire of the buyer. When a. dia
mond has a very decided color, such as blue, roo, green, 
etc., it is called a fancy stone and will bring a most 
exhorbitant price" 

In the celebra.ted work of Jeffries, the value of dia
monds are based on the assumption that they increase 
in value in proportion as the ratio of the square of its 
weight. That is, supposing the value of a one 
carat stone to be .20, a two carat will be worth 
2x 2=4 x 20=*80; one of three carats 3 x 3=9 x 20 
==.180, etc., and he continnes this mode of calculation 
up to stones of one hundred carats, which would be 
worth, by such calculation, 100 x 100=10,000 x 20 
=8200,000. But at the present time it is hardly con_"_ 
sidered a correct rule, especially as applied to large 
stones; still it was the rule of estimation at the South 
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African mines, to a great degree, bllt a rule applied to 
no other gems but the diamond. . 

The term first water, second water, etc., mean first 
quality, second quality, etc. A diamond, when perfect, 
ahould be clear as a drop of the purest water, th~ others 
are described as the second or third water, when more 
or less clear. 

Many and great fluctuations in the price of diamonds 
have taken place since the discovery of the art of cut. 
ting: the value of money at times is also sO.,much greater 
in proportion to the prices of the staples of life, that 
even if values were fixed and known, it could hardly be 
a guide to the ret:\il merchant or purchaser. 

In 1606, at a sale by auction at Venice, of the effects 
of Giovanni Ricardo, a great diamond merchant, as reo 
eorded by Partaleone, in his work called "Shilti Hoge· 
borim," the value of a diamond of one carat was £21, 
13s. 4d. In 1750, just before the discovery of the 
Brazilian mines, the price of a stone of the same weight 
was £8, and in 1791 only £6 was the value of a one 
carat stone. It is usually calculated that diamonds lose 
one-half their weight in cutting and polishing. From 
the details given under the head of each stone, the iden· 
tity of any particular one can be readily determined. 
The jargoon and white sapphire are fi·equently con
founded with the diamond j the pink topaz with the 
balas ruby j the jacinth with the cinnamon·stone, and 
the tourmaline with the emerald, not only by amateurs, 
but even by persons supposed to be acquainted with 
the properties of precions stones. With a little atten
tion to the facts noted of each, it will prevent the possi-

11* 
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bility of such error or fraud, and it is believed the more 
the public are enabled to test by their senses, or such 
simple means as may be easily available, the genuine
ness of gems, the more will their appreciation of jewels 
4ncrease. 
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APPENDIX. 

WORKS ON THE SUBJJtOT OF GEMS. 

For the benefit. of persons who desire to pursue this 
subject further, a partial list of the many wOrks on pre
cious stones is annexed. Besides the following there 
are almost hundreds of books on the same subject, pub
lished at different times in France, Germany and other 
European cOlmtries, in their respective languages, and 
many in the Latin language, some of which have 
already been cited. 

Probably there is as much literature on the subject of 
precious gems as upon any subject connected with nat
ural science or natural history, even from the first 
writers of ancient times to the present day-

ANDRADA (M. D.) An Account of the Diamonds of 
Brazil. Nich. Journ., i., 24. 1797. 

BARLINGTON (Charles). A Systematic Arrangement 
of Minerals, their Chemical, Physical, and External Cha
racters. 4to. London. 

'BOUILLON (De la Grange). Analysis of the Sub
stance Known by the Name of Turquoise. Nicb. 
Journ., xxi., 182. 

BOURNON (Count de). An Analytical Description of 
the Crystalline Forms of Corundum from the East In
dies and China. Phil. Trans., ahr. xviii., 368. 1'198. 
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Also by the same. A Description of the Corundum 
Stone, and its Varieties, commonly known as Oriental 
Ruby, Sapphire, etc. Phil. Trans .. p. 223. 1801. 

By the same author. A Descriptive Catalogue of 
Diamonds in the Cabinet of Sir Abraham Hume. 4 to. 
London. 1815. 

BOYLE (Hon. Robert). An Essay about the Origin 
and V irtues of Gems, with some Conjectures about the 
Consistence of the Matter of Pt'ecious Stones, etc. 
London. 8vo. 1672. And 12mo. 1673. 

By the same. Experiments and Considerations upon 
C-olor, with Considerations on a Diamond that Shines in 
the Dark. 8vo. London. 

BREWSTICR (Sir David, LL.D., F.R.S.L., etc.) On 
the Optical Properties of Muriate of Soda., Fluate of 
Lime, and the Diamond, as Exhibited in their Action 
upon Polarized Light. Phil. Trans., viii., 157. 1817. 

BREWSTER (same). On a New Optical and Miner
alogical Property of Calcareous Spar. 4to. Edingb. 
1815. 

BREWSTER (same). On the Effects of Compression 
and Dilatation Altering the Polarizing Structure of 
Doubly.refracting Crystals. 4to. Edingb. 1818. 

BREWSTli:R (same). On the Optical Properties of SuI· 
phuret of Carbon, etc., with Inferences respecting t~ 
Structure of Doubly-refracting Crystals. Fol. Edingb. 
1819. 
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CHEVENIX (Richard, Esq., F.R.S.). Analysis of 
Corundum and some Substances that Accompany it. 
Phil. Trans., p. 327. 1802. 

DAVY (Sir Humphrey, Prof. of Chem., etc., etc.) 
Some Experiments on Combustion of the Diamond and 
other Carbonaceous Substances. Phil. Trans., p. 557. 
1814. 

DAVY (same). Description of the Diamond. Phil. 
Trans., abr. ii., 405. 1708. 

DAVY (same). The Diamond, or the Pest of a 
Day. Fores 4to. London. 1797. 

DINGLEY, (Robert, Esq.) On Gems and Precious 
Stones, Particularly such as the Ancients Used to En· 
grave on. Phii. Trans., abr. ix, 395. 1797. 

EMA.NUEL (Harry, F. R. G. S.) Diamonds and Pre
cious StOnes. Londou. 1867. 

ELLIOT (John, F. R. S.) On theSpecific Gravity of 
Diamonds. Phil~ Trans., abr. ix, 147. 1745. 

FRUCHTV ANGER (Dr. L). A Popular Treatise on 
Gems, in Reference to their Scientific Value, etc. 8vo. 
New York. 1859. 

Genuine Account of the State of the Diamond 'l'rade 
in the Dominion of Portugal; with some Authentio 
Pieces, in a Letter from a Merchant in r.isbon, to bis 
Correspondent in London. 4to. London. 1785. 

GREGOR (Rev. William M. A.) Analysis of a Va
rietyof the Corundum. Nich. Journ., iv, 209. 1803. 
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GUYTOM MOREAU (B. L.) Account of Certain Ex
periments and Inferences Respecting the Combustion of 
the Diamond, and the Nature of ilB Composition. Nich. 
Joum., ii~ 298. 

GUYTON (the same.) On the Singular Crystallization 
of the Diamond. Nich. Joum., xxv, 67. 1810. 

GUYTON (the same. ) Verbal Process of the Conver
sion of Soft Iron into Cast Steel, by Means of the 
Diamond. Nich., Joum, iii, 353. 1'199. 

Hertz (B.) Catalogue of Mr. Hope's Collection of 
Pearls and Precious St!lnes, Systematically Arranged 
and Described. 4.to. London. 1839. 

HINDJUBSH (R.) Precious SCOnes. Being an Ac
count of the Stones Mentioned in the Sacred Scriptures. 
8vo. London. 1851. 

History of Jewels. 12mo. London. 1671. 

HODGSON (Rev. John.) Dissertation on an Ancien1i 
Cornelian. Archmol. i~ 42. 1773. 

JEFFRIES (David, Jeweler). Treatise on Diamonds 
and Pearls, in which their Importance is Considered, 
Plain Rules are Exhibited for Ascertaining their Value, 
and the True Method of Manufacturing Diamonds is 
laid down. 8vo. 30 copper plates. London. 1'/50-
51-53. 

JEFFRIES (the same). An Abstract of the Treatise 
on Diamonds and Pearls, by which the Usefulness to all 
who are any way Interested 10 these Jewels will Suffici· 
ently Appear. 8vo. London. 1759. 
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KLAPROTH (Martin Henry). Analysis of the Spinel. 
Nich. Journ., iii, 588. 1799. 

LABARTE (M. Jules). Hand·Book of the Arts of the 
Middle Ages, and Renaissance as Applied to the Deco~ 
tion of Jewels, Arms, etc. 8vo. London. 1855. 

LJ!lONARDUS (CamillUB~ The Mirror of Stones in 
which the Nature, Generative Properties, Virtues, and 
Various Species of more than 200 Different Jewels, 
Precious and Rare Stones are Distinctly Described. 
8vo. London. 1750. 

M'ACCULLOCK (John. M. D., F. L. S.)· Remarks on 
Several Parts of Scotland which Exhibit Quartz Rocks, 
and on the Nature and Connection of this Rock in 
General. Geol. Trans., i, 650. 1811. 

MACKENZIE (Sir George Stewart, Bart.,F. R. S. L. & 
E.) Experiments on the Com bustion of the Diamond, 
the Formation of Steel by its Combination with Iron, 
etc. Nich. Journ., iv, 10.3. 1800. 

MACKENZIE (the same). On the Formation of Chal. 
cedony. 4to. Phil. Trans. London. 

HOWE (John). A Treatise on Diamonds and Pre· 
cious Stones, Including their History, Natural and 
Commercial, and the Best Method of Cutting and Pol. 
ishingthem. 8vo. London. 1813. 

MORTIMER (Cromwell, M. D.) Remarks on the Pre-
cious Stone Called Turquoise. Phil. Trans., abr. viii.,. 
324. London. 
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NOTTER (Laurentius). A Treatisfl on the Ancient 
Method of Engraving Precious Stones Compared with 
the Modern. ll'ol. London. 1754. 

, N ICHOL8 (Thomas). Gemmarius Fidelis; or the 
Faithful Lapidary, Experimen~lly Describing the Rich
est Treasures of Nature, in an Historical Nar~ative of 
the Several Natures, Virtues,'and Qualities of all Pre
cious Stones, with a Discovery of all such as are Adul
terate and Counterfeit. 4to. London. 1659. 

NIOHOLS (the same). Arcula Gemmill i or, the Na.
ture, Virtue, and Value of Precious Stones, with Cau
tions for those who Deal in them. 4to. Cambridge. 
1750. 

NIOHOLS (the same). A Lapidary i or, History of 
Precious Stones, with Cautions for the Undeceiving of 
all those that Deal with them. 4to. Cambridge, Eng. 
1752. 

PORTSOH (P). Catalogue of the Geological Cabinet 
of Vienna, with a Bibliographical List of Works Treat
ing on the Subjects of Geology,Oryctology, and Pale
ontology. 8vo. Vienna. 1864. 

, PEPYS (William Hasledine, Treasurer of the Geol. 
Soc.) On the Quantity of Carbon in Carbonic Acid, 
atld on the Nature of Diamond. Phil, Trans., p. 267. 
1807; am) Nich. Jonr., xix, ,21>7. 

PLINY. Historia Natul·alis. Var. Ed. 

POLE (W.) Diamonds. 8vo. London Arehaeol. 
Trans. London. 1861. 
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POET A (Giov. Baptista). A Method of Knowing 
the Inward Virtues of Things by Inspection. Fol. N e· 
apoli. 1601. 

SANDIUS (Christopber). On the Origin of Pearls. 
Phil. Trans., abr. ii., 126. 1674. 

SARMENTO (James Castro de, M. D.) An Account 
of Diamonds found in Brazil. Phil. Traml., abr. vii., 
503. 1731. 

STRACHAN. Observations on Coral, Large Oysters. 
Rubies, I'te. Phil. Trans., abr. iv .. 711. 1701. 

SWEDENSTIERNA (E. F.) An Account of the Swed· 
ish Corundum from GelJivara, in Lapland. Geol. Trans .• 
iii., 415. 1816. 

TAVERNIER. Travels in Turkey, Persia, and the 
Indies. 4 to. Paris. 1676. 

TENNANT (Smithson, Esq., F. R. S.) On the Nature 
of the Diamond. Phil. Tran8., xviii., 97. 1797; and 
Nich. Jour., i., 177. 1797. 

TBEOPBRASTUS. HIStory of Stones, with the Greek 
Text and the English Veraion and Notes, Critical and 
Philosophical, Including the Modern History of Gems 
Described by that Author. By Sir John Hill. 8vo. 
London. 1746. . 

VANQUELIN (Citizen). Information Respecting the 
Earth of the Beryl. Nich. Jour., iL, 393. 
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V ANQUELIN (the same). Analysis of the Crysolite 
of the Jewelers, Proving it to be Phosphate of Lime. 
Nich. Jour., ii., 414. 

VANQUELIN (the same). Analysis of the Aquama
rine or Beryl, etc. Nich. Jour., iL, 358. 

VEGA (GarciJaso de 1&,). History of the Incas. 
Var. Ed. 
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